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USE OF THESIS 
 
 
The Use of Thesis statement is not included in this version of the thesis. 
ABSTRACT 
Since 1984thc role of the government in Western Australia, has changed 
in relation to occupational safety and hcahh. This study considers the 
ciTcct of the occupational ~afety and health h:gislation using workers' 
compensation accident data. 
Academic and general stafT accident data from a Western Australian 
University were researched. The time period is 20 years- 1979through 
1998 inclusive. 2,773 worker's compensation claims were analysed 
using Mann Whitney -U tests and cross-tabulations of safety prevention 
expenditure against the claims. 
The work environment provides the full spectrum of workplacc activities 
ranging from domicile duties (student housing services) to heavy machine!)' 
work (mechanical maintenance) through to construction activity (building 
and operations), along with exposures to hazardous substances through 
research programs, and different types of office work activities. 
The staff numbers were 2949 staff in 1979 increasing to 6938 staff in 
1998. The ages of the staff population were from schoolleavers to staff 
retirement age (in the latter years this being beyond the age of65 years). 
The demographics indicated an aging workforce population with the 
predisposition to remain in the employ of the University for extended 
periods of their working lives. There were more female staff members 
ii 
than male staff members and a greater number of male staff hold more 
senior positions. This tendency was changing in the latter years. 
The study is unique in that it studies the topic of occupational health and 
safety from a 'micro' perspective of safety performance on a tertiary 
education work environment. 
There were more hazard types reported and bs injury types .ss well as 
less parts of the body injured after the Act. lt wns found from the 
comparative rates when comparing before and after the Western 
Austmlian Act and Regulations v:ere introduced in 1988, the trends in 
cost of claims per SI DO of payroll, frequency, incidence, and severity 
mtes were declining. 
When comparing before and after 1988, it was found there was a 
statistically reliable difference (p = 0.05) in the five categories of total 
costs of claims; the compensation paid out, the lost time claims; the 
claims with common law settlement; and the rehabilitation, h:gal and 
administmtion costs. lt 1vas found the total costs for cla1ms increased 
after the Act. There were more common law payment costs associated 
with claims after the Act. The costs for rehabilitation, legal costs, and 
administmtion cost were higher for the claims after the Act ~ this 
corresponds directly with the category total costs of claims. 
iii 
There were less costs for workers' compensation claims with 'time off 
claims after the Act and this was attributed to having fewer days ofT work 
from injuries or diseases. 
Th~ study has been beneficial in that it confirms the Robcns Committee 
recommendations reduce injuries and diseases in the workplacc. Jt was 
shown from this study, whilst costs associated with clmms rose after the 
Act, the comparative rates show a trend downward on the numhers of 
claims. The impact on lost time claims also declined. Thcrefor..: this study 
illustrated the additional management directives and resources provided 
that were directly attributed to the introduced of the occupational safety 
and health legislation, promulgated in Western Australia in 1988, did 
impact in a positive way on the workers compensation claim numbers. 
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I. INTRODU(.TION 
"In the middle of difficully lies opportunity." AJbert Einstein 
1.1 D•ckground to eh,· study 
lmapne the settin~ of an olftce environment in 1979. Relatively speaking not 
!hat long ago. Now look at your own office environment today - no doubt there 
are differences between your image of yesteryear and your omcc of today 
Some differences would include the arrangement of your 'personal space' along 
1Vith the computer, photocopier and printer made available to you by your 
employer. For an employee in Western Australia, these twenty plus years have 
meant many changes. Occupational safety and health, in concert with workers· 
compensation, have undergone major transformation. Specifically, and 
penaining to !his research, since 1984 the role of the gm·emment in Western 
Australia has changed in relation to occupational health and safety This study 
investigates the effl:(:t of occupational health and safety legtslation promulgated 
by the Western Australian Government in 198-1, using workers' compensation 
accident data of a multi-site organisation for the period of 1979 to 1998 
inclusive. 
Managing the occupational safety and health program has become one of 
management's most important responsibilities bcciluse failure to manage this 
area may lead lo injuries, illness. property damage and environmental damage. 
Managing an occupational safety and health program is no different tium 
managing other areas of re~ponsibility. All managers and supervisors, 
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regardless of their specific positions, industry, or organisation must llf!lllllise 
and review the activities under their comrol. A traditional mca.~urc of safety 
performance has depended upon accident statistics and in panicular workers' 
compensatiOil data. This traditional approach. m measurmg safety 
perfonnancc, is used in this research to indicate the impact by the occupatmnal 
health and safety legislation tntroduccd into Wcstcm Australia. 
Workers' compensation data pro\idcs an histortcal perspective and therefore 
lends itself ta retrospective studies of the perfonnance of occupational safety 
and hcallh legislative requirement5. The tmplementation of a coordinated 
safety program and the mcasuremem of safety perfonnancc are complememary 
activities and this study is designed to assist in understanding the impact of the 
Westem AusiTalian occupational safety and health legislation usmg workers' 
compensation data. 
1.2 Hypothl.':!ii~ 
The hypothesis for this research is as follows; 
The Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act 198-* (as 
amende-d) had a positive impact on reducing workers' compensation 
claims. 
This hypothesis was addressed by completing an historical case-study analysis, 
using the workers' compensation data from a Western Australian Uni\"ersity, 
' 
for the twenty years \979 to 1998 inclusive_ The effects of interventions in the 
form of the change in Western Australian occupalimml safety and health 
legislation in \984, with amcndmMIS promulgated in 1988, resulting 111 safety 
program initiatives required by this lcgislalion along with the executive 
management chanllCS, through out the 20 years, arc investigated, analysed and 
discussed. The effect of occupational safety and health legislative rcquircmcn\5 
and executive management policy directives are scmtini1.cd against the 
walkers' compensmion claims histol) The Umvcrslty placed a ma;or 
emphasis on the management of occupational safety and hcalch at the time of 
the promulgation of the Western Australian Occupational Safety, Health and 
Welfare Act\984 v.ilh Regulations (in 1988). 
After 1988, lhe University allocated one percent of the total salaries each year, 
for preventative measures and payment of the wr:::...~;s' compensation premium 
This was in excess of SI million per annum. In 1997, the Uni\'crsity achie\·ed 
a silver award for workplaces safety and health ·acknowledging 11 as the only 
educational institution in Western Australian to meet the requirements of the 
WorkSafe WA safety-plan audit requirements. The ''WorkSafc WA P\~r" 
audits lhe management practices needed to establish and maintain woo •• ng 
environments where employees arc not exposed lo hazards. 
Safe working environments, with safe work pmclices, plant and syslems of 
work, are the important components of the general duties outlined in the 
Western Australian occupational health and safety legislation. 
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Th~: WorkSafe Plan {1995, pp. 4 - 7) ~tatcs: 
"1'-.•tlll!/~~/un~ am/ mumlttt/11111-: umtrol 1.1· t/11: ba.\'1.\' of .wmml lm.\1111!-" 
manU}:I'n~t:/11 11111/ tin~ indurlc.1· the mUIICIJ.{I!nll!lll nf I/L'(11palltmal .mf~:ty ami 
Jwalth. l:'ffcc/11'1' mmm).{cmcnt slmuld rr:.~ult 111 workm~-: envmmmcn/.1 whrre 
ri.1·k.\ an: t·tmlrnlled ami wmtl.•· amlscrr.•"·c.\· are producer: cjjir;ll!nt/y umi.I'U(cly. 
E~tubh\hi/JJ.! effec/1\'1.: . .-cJ[I!/.1' u.mwgl!ml!lll .1y.•Um1 t.• u lot more tlum .\·tmply 
idcmifymg Jw:urd\, u .•. \'f:.~.•·m~-: n•h ami tmpl~:mi'IIIIIIK mk r.:nntro/.1, afthfllt}!)t 
thc.w art• e.<.ll!/1/tu/ prun•s.n-.1·. it '·' ahrml a den/IJmtratcd cnnmmmcnl by thl! 
mo.fl .<fiiiiJf [Wup/e 111 an IIIJ'l m.•allrm ,, .•cl .>afcty uh;cmve.1·, m·ersc<: p!annlnJ.! 
at1</ tmph•mcutal/mt, wmtdcr feedha,·k {mm perjormmrcc rel'tew.l ami 
C/Jniiii!UIUS~I' 111/{Jf/JI'<! lhl' .1)'.111'111. 
WorkSafr /'/an /.1 a// a.\.\1'.1.11111'111 pnx.:I'.\'S tha/ Tll/1'.1 ,,afr(l' IIIWW~I'II/enl .IJ'.I/<!111.1' 
mrd dJrl'cl.• a//l'n/W/1 lo <1•eu.1· thal could he 1mpmved it can he 11.1·ed 111 
cnmpar<' the p.:iformauce of urgam.wtum.• m 1111! wnu.' mdu.,·try and 11 am he 
repeated to n:gu/or(1· check 011 pmgn:.1.1. IWu/.11 11 ts generally uct·rpted thut 
mrdium and large orga/J/.\UI/011.' TI'IJIIITe l."tlllrprclwm·n·e ma11o;:ement .\y.•te/11\. 
11-ting the llflrkSufe l'la11 makes xood .ll'll.'l'fiJr nr;:amsa/11111.\' of all .\lzes. 
WorkSafe /'/an can he usrd to· 
•pravulr mjilfmal/011 on de.1trahle sujely 1110110gemem pract1cn: 
•identify the .1tre11gth' and weokne.Hes l!fmanu~-:emem .1ystem.1·; 
•prm•ide a meo.wre for .mfety peiformuncr; and 
•direct al/elllirm to arras thal could he 1mpm••ed. 
WorkSafo /'fall 1'1/CIIIITOJ.:I!.I' the cmlllllltol/.1' 1mpnn·rmelll of safety perjiJrmrmce 
a., part rif a best pracll,·e appmach 10 safety mana~-:emem 
IVorkSafo }'/an Elemem.1 
IVorkSoje !'Ion hi/.• jiw: element.• and each 011<' ha.• 11 .•tamlard that de.•crthe.l 
the pcrfornumce e.rp.:ctrdfor that 1!/elllt'lll. 11u.'.fiw e/enw11t.• are: 
• Mauogement ctmmtllllll.'/11 
• !'la1mmg 
• Crmsu/tatmn 
• Ha:ord Mu11ageme11t and 
• Trommg."' 
The five element~ of tile plan have a number of indicators that arc used to 
measure the extent to which the standards have been achieved. There are 50 
indicalors across the live elements. Each indicator is given a score DUI of !en, 
using a graduated rating method, and the scores an: averaged to provide an 
overall rating of perfonnanee in each element. This study uses the elements of 
the WorkSafe Plan to identify areas of interest that warrant closer in~pcction_ 
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1.3 Definition of Terms 
Claim: A claim for workers' compensation. Workers' Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Act 1981, Western Australia. 
Claims Co~ts: Cost of claims received to date. (RiskCover Western 
Australia Annual Report 1998/99). 
Claims Paid: Total amount paid on the daims rccc1vcd tu dale. RiskCovcr 
Western Australia Annual Report ( 1998/99). 
Common law: The system of laws developed by successive decisions by the 
courts and the role of precedent Brooks ( 1994, p. 16). 
Cost of claims per !.lOO of pay roll: Estimated cost of claims mcurred 
(Actuarially Assessed) each year rnul!iplied by 100 and divided by the Wages 
declared by that Agency. (RiskCover Western Australia Annual Report 
\997/98). 
Disease: lnclud\'S any physical or mental ailment, disorder, defect, or morbid 
conditlort whether of sudden or gradual development. (Workers' Compensation 
and Rehabilitation Act 1981, Western Australia). 
Employee: A person by who work is done under a contract of employment 
(Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act I 984) 
Employer: A person by whom an employee is employed under a cnntract of 
employment. (Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 )_ 
Fault: Legal blame from a breach of a legal duty or tenn of ~ontract- 35 
opposed to the narrow legal definition of wilful or negligent misconduct in 
breach of a legal duty. (The Macquarie Dictionary 2nd ed_ 1992 Maequanc 
University NSW). 
Frequency Rate: The number of occurrences of injury/disease for each one 
million hours worked. (Australian Standard AS 1885, Workplace lnjUf)" and 
Disease Recording Standard). 
Hazard: In relation to a person, means anything that may result in injuf)·: to the 
person; or: harm to the health of the pcr~on. (Western Australian Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 1984). 
Incidence Rate: The number of lost time injuries/diseases for each l 00 
workers employed. (Australian Standard AS 1885, Workplace Injury and 
Disease Recording Standard) 
I 
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Loss Ratio: Total projected claims costs expressed ~sa pcrccntl!gc of the 
Annual Contribution. (RiskCovcr Wcstcm Australia Annuli] RcportliJ<JK/fJ'J) 
L TIID's: A lost time injury or disease representing one full day or shin of lost 
time from work. (Australiau Standard AS 1885, Wnrkplacc Injury and Disease 
R.:eon.ling Standard). 
No-fault: Lack of lc1,1al blameworthiness. (The Macquarie Dictionary 2nd cd. 
1992 Macquarie University NSW). 
Premium: The l..:vy basL>d on the agency wageroiJ and payment in respect of 
the estimated costs of workers' compensation cases for a given financial year 
{RiskCover Western Australia Annual Report 1998199). 
Prescribed Amount: Means the financial year ending on 30 June each year 
and the sum prescribed by the Act. For any subsequent finandal year the 
nearest who I~ numb~r of dollars obtained by varying th~ prescribed amount by 
the percentage by which the minimum award rate varies before the next 
fin1111cial year comm~nccs. (Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 
1981, Western Australia). 
Risk: In relation to any injury or ham1, means tl1e probability of that injury or 
harm occurring. (Occupational Safety and Health Act I 984, Western 
Australia). 
Sn:crity Rate: Tbe number of lost time injuries or diseases within a 
particular time period that are classified as severe. This means one day lost lime 
or more. (Australian Standard AS 1885, Work place Injury and Disease 
Recording Standard) 
Unfunded Liability: The net assets of an organisation arc less than 1ts nc1 
liabilities. (RiskCover Western Australia Annual Repon 1998199). 
Workplatc: A place, whether or not in an aircraft, ship, \'Chicle, buildmg. or 
other structure, where employees or self-employed persons work or are likely 10 
be in the course of their work. (Westem Austrnlian Occupational Safety and 
Health Act 1984). 
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1.4 Injury Classifications 
The injury classification system used in this research was set out by WorkSafc 
Australia in the Australian Stundard AS 1885, "Workpl3ce Injury and Disease 
Recording Standard." Analysis of the accident rates - frequency, Incidence, 
aml Severity, were completed for the full research period. 
1.4.1 The formulas 
The formulae used in the numerous calculations in this study arc outlined 
below. 
1.4.1.1 Frequencyrate(FR) 
The Frequency Rate is a method of expressing the number of loss time claims 
occurring per I million he>urs worked. Tile lost time frequency rate is calculated 
using the fonnula; 
FR = Number of loss time injuries/diseases 
Total hours worked 
\ 
X 1.000.000\ 
Where number of lost time injuries/diseases equate to one day or more lost 
time. 
1.4.1.2 Incidence Rate (IR) 
l11e Incidence Rate is an appropriate measure to express the number of new 
wo.k loj>cle. ooooniog "''.oil'"'"'''''" P" ""'' of1lmo. Fo. '\'' '"""" 
K 
the time period bcmg each calendar year 1979 to 19'18 mclu.~Jvc ·r he mcidcnce 
rate as a p..'fcent:l~c IS calculated using the formula, 
IR = Numbrrofoccurrmtt'!i X 100 
Numbt:r ofworkt.'TS expo~ 
IA.\J SeventyRatc(SR) 
The Severity Rate is a method to a~sess the a\·era~e len~oth of tmle lm;! per 
period of time. The severity rate is calcula!ed using !he formula; 
SR = Number of "'orking days lost X 1.000,000 
Total hours worktd 
,, 
2 Mt:TIIODS A Nil .'IotA Tt:RJAUi 
2. I lntmduclion 
The methodology and materials used for !his t:asc •tudy research arc outhned m 
this chapter The workers' compensation data was analysed and documentation 
of occupational safety and heahh programs and expenditure was obtained 
lhrough the Universicy·s Human Resources Department and Finance 
Depanment. A pilot stud~ was performed on another University to ascertain if 
the methodology was robust and if the data was available ill a fonn suitable to 
complete a more comprehensive study (see Section 2.3). 
The data outlining the workers' compensation performance was available from 
the Uni\'ersity. For !he purposes of this research study, the University and the 
insurers agreed to provide all data in electronic fonn subjeclto a conlidem1ality 
agreement This data was validated against all hard copy records located at the 
University and coding irregularities were croSli-eheeked and corrected. 
The academic and general staff workers' compensation data from a Western 
Australi~n University was collated into categories. This data was coded using: 
the Standards Association of Auslrlllia HBI6-1988 and placed on the central 
I U 
computer system at the University and pruc:c~~cll using the SJ>SS ~Misticul 
pnckag~: for Windows \'crsiun 10. The raw data was ~nnvcrccd into accident 
rJtcs - Frequency Rates. Incidence Hates. ;md Severity nat<.':S as defined by 
Austmlian Standartl AS 1855 part I ( 1990) and described in Section 1.4. 
The time period was 20 years- 1979 through 1998 inclusive. ll1c work 
environment provided a comprehensive range of workplacc activities from 
domicile duties (student housing services) to heavy machinery work 
(mechanical maintenance) through to construction activity (building and 
operations) along with contr.1sting types of office work activities and haurdous 
chemical ell.posure through the numerous research situations. 
The staff numbers were 2949 staff in 1979 increasing to 6938 staff Ill 1998. Tile 
ages of the staff population ranged from school lcavcrs to staff of retirement age 
(in the latter years this being beyond the age of 65 years). The dcmogmpllics 
indicate an aging workforce population with the staff remaining in the employ of 
the University for e:uended periods of their working lives. There were more 
female staff members than male staff members and a grc.tter number of m.tlc staff 
held more senior positions. This tendency was changing in the Jailer years. 
I 
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The annual n.ports for the University provided inform<~tion ou the number of 
staff, however this is shown as Full Time Equivalent IFTE) stnffiny numbers 
This does not reOectthe achl31 number of staff, that is head court! number, but 
rather the hour~ worked equivalent to standard hours worked per positiun. Tu 
on:rcomc this ''hc<~d towu" requiremcn1. for producing acctdelll rates, the 
number of Group Certificates sent to the Australian Taxation Office for each 
year was obtained. The inference being the number of Group Certificates 
represents the actual number of staff. 
The workers' compensation data was presented in ~;alendar-year fonnat and the 
dollar amounts were standardised by using the consumer price index obtained 
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. All the dollar values were converted 
into 1998 dollars. 
2.3 Pilot Study 
A research pilot study was undertaken using historical workers' compensation 
data from another Western Austrnlian University, for the six years, January to 
December, of 1993through ]998, inclusive. 
I 
• 
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A modilication to the existing Western Au~tralian occupational safety and 
health legislation occurred in October 1995. Comparisons of imervention data 
in !he form of 
introduction of an occupational safety and licalth advisor in 1994 
1995 amendment to the Act 
establishment of occupational safety and health committee and 
Occupational Safety and Health Representatives in 1995 
introduction of manual handling training in 1996 
for the pilot study University were completed to test the methodology. 
Both Universities used the same insurance co;npany for these periods. The 
Universities and the insurer agreed to provide all data in a computerised 
electronic fonn. Therefore, no observations or questioning of persons were 
conducted. The occupational safety and health programs at the two Universities 
were fully resee:ched and descriptions of the management changes directly 
influenced by legislative requirements were analysed. 
The pilot study showed tlmt the methodoiO!,'Y used in this research was 
appropriate and reliable. (refer C ··tpter 5 page 92 l 
2.4 Data Analysis PrMedures 
Evidence was researched to support if managers, employees or safety and health 
representatives had any formal or infonnRl training on legislative 
responsibilities, hazard identifica!'on, asse~smem Gr control. For the t>.vcnty year 
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period 1979 to 1998, from 1991, !his was registered on the University'~ llumau 
ResourtXs computing system. l'rior to 1991 samples of archived and pn:~~nl 
Personnel Files were examined. In tolal sixty-eight mauagcrs personnel files 
w-:re examined and six hundred and ninety four (I 0% of the loud population in 
1998) employee Personnel files were examined to find evidence of training ou 
legislative responsibilities, hazard identification, assessment or conrrol. 
All safety policies, procedures and fonns for the reporting and investigation of 
accidents, and hazard reporting were collected and reviewed. These were 
analysed against the workers' compensation claims experiences over the full20 
y~. 
Duty Stalements or Position Descriptions were reviewed to ascertain reference 
of responsibilities for occupational safety and health. 
2,5 The Intervention Date5 
The 1979 to 1998 annual workers' compensation injury data were categorized 
into imervention indicator periods. 
The intervention dates are based on; 
•intervention indicator /1 I (1984>. represents the appointment of a Safety 
Officer to the University and the introduction to the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety, Hct!lth and Welfare Act 1984; 
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•intervention indicator {2} (1988), corresponds with promulgation of the 
Western Australian Occupational Safety, Health and Welfare Act 1984 (as 
amended) and the establishment of the University occupational safety and 
health committees along with the introduction of the University occupational 
safety and health policy; 
•intervention indicator {3} (1989), corresponds with the appointment of 
University elected safety and health representatives; 
• intervention _indicator ___ _{1}__(19911, represents the introduction of the 
University occupational safety and health training programs. 
• intervention indicator { 5} ( 1993 ), represents the introduction of the University 
Risk Management Unit with the introduction of a full time Rehabilitation 
Coordinator 
• futervention indicators periods { 6} corresponds to the changes in senior 
management personnel to ascertain any correlation with senior management 
directives (and commitment) and occupational safety and health performance. 
(start) CE01 = Jan. 1979 to Feb. 1980 
CE02= Feb. 1980 to Jan.1987 
CE03= Jan. 1987 to March 1988 
CE0.4 = March 1988 to Jan.1997 
CE05= Jan.1997 to Dec.1998 (fmish) 
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The intervention period Ill to [6] will be analysed to detenninc ~ny 
com:huion between; 
1. number of claims; 
2. working days lost; 
3. types of Injuries/Disease; 
4. agent (l!a7.ards) causing Injuries/Disease; 
5. site of body Injured/Diseased 
6. costs; 
7. lost time injuries 
8. Common lo1w payments 
The incerventions provided correlation data for the requirements of the Western 
Australian Ckcopational Health and Safety Act 1984 and workers' 
compensation claims experiences. In addition, to the data on workers' 
compensation, the total yearly expenditure on the safety program were 
evaluated against claims experiences. 
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2.6 SfBti~!ical Analni.~- Prt!S'rdun-s 
Coakcs :md Steed, ( 1998) p. 202 advises, 
''the Mann-Whitney U test tests the hypothesis that two independent sampll; 
come from populations havin~ the same distribution. That is, this test is the 
equivalent to the independent groups Hest." 
As this research study evaluates workers' compensation claims from a 
Western Australian University this test was used to compare the dilferem 
categories of daim lypes and costs. 
As data for each of the intervention indicator periods are not normall)· 
distributed, lhe non-parametric equivalent of the 't' test to be used to analyse 
a!ld compare the study periods, was the Mann-Whitney- U Test. Tile level of 
sigllificance used to interpret the research results wasp; 0.05. Tile computer 
statistical package used for the analysis was SPSS 10.0 for Windows. 
As already mentioned, lhe accident rates as defined by Australian Standard 
AS 1885, were calculated for frequency rates, incident rates and severity rates 
for a1120 years of the study period. 
2.6.1 Reliability 
According to Sanders and McComtick (1992, p. 37) reliability is the; 
"degree of consistency or stability of the measures ora variable over time or a 
cross representative samples." 
]7 
A similar definition is provided by Christie (1988, p. 113) in which he states 
reliability is: 
''the degree of stability exhibited when a measurement is repeated under 
identical conditions. Reliability refer:s to the degree to which the results of a 
measurement procedure can be replicated." 
A check of the data for reliability WJS undertaken on the University Ace idem 
or Injury Forms provided by the employee. 'lllcse were checked against the 
data provided on the Workers' Compensation Claim Form for consistency and 
reliability. This data was also checked agamst the injury coding. For 
accurncy of the coding data, corre1;tions were made of differences that were 
observed by independently reviewing each of the claims in question. 
To support the data used in this research on the question of reliability, 
legislative requirements dictate that the infonnation supplied must be 
confirmed before the acceptance of liability for a workers' compensation 
claim. A claim shall not be approved unless the correct procedures have been 
undertaken. 
The data to be used in tbis rescan.:h is considered reliable because: 
• the data was required in a prescribed fonn as a statutory requirement 
• most of the data provided was of a personal nature; 
• there were no technical difficulties within the data; 
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• the data was provided to the insurer in a short time frame in the 1970's and 
early 1980's and within three days of the occurrence, since 1991 us it 
became a statutory requirement; 
• rhc workers' compensation form on which the data w.ts provided by the 
injured employee was checked and verified for consistency and correctness 
by four independent persons. 
The chetking process reqmred: 
(a) a witness{s) to verify that the information provided was a true and 
accurate account of the accidem and injury details. The witncss(s) 
provided their signature on the form. 
(b) the employee's immediate supervisor was required to verify (a) above. 
(c) the treating medical practitioner was required to confirm the site of 
injury. 
(d) the insurer verified all of the above and other data supplied on the fonn. 
2.6.2 Validity 
While reliability is concerned wilh the consistency and repea!abili!y, validily 
focuses on lhe accuracy or the results. A valid lesl is one !ha! actually 
measures wha! il se!S oul !o measure. 
" 
As Christie ( 19HS, p. 83) suggests, 
"'validity is an expression of !he degree to which ll measurement measure~ 
whal it purports to measure." 
The data collected and used in this research study arc workers' compensation 
data provided in a legally prescribed format and is typical of the data collct:tcd 
and used by all workers' compensation insurers, State and Commonwealth 
authorities. As per statutory requirements, recurrent costs and days lost 
associated to an injury after the annual penod cut-off date were incorporated 
into the annual period that the injury w.~s reponed. Active w.orkcrs· 
compensation claims may incur further costs and working: da:,.·s lost after the 
annual period in which they occWTcd. Given this, the costs u.o;ed in th1s 
research study were all costs (including common law payments) incurred in 
the annual period in which the injury occurred, !his being the acttml costs until 
closure of claims, even for the \998 period. Th~:Tcforc, as all claims were 
·rmalised' the data is very unlikely to be fm1her influenced in tenns of 
additional costs and additional working days lost. That is the data set is 
complete. 
In considering validity, the primary question of this research applies to the 
impact of the legislative change in Western Australia. The introduction of the 
occupational safety and health legislative requirements by poli-cy, consultation 
through safety representatives and commillces, management commitment, 
planning, hazard management and lfllining are analysed against the workers' 
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~ompcnsation claims e~pcricnc~ of ten years prior to mtd ten year~ post 
incroduction of this Western Austmlian legislation. 
Total c:o;pcnditure on the safety program and legislative requirements rclming 
lo the number of heallh and safety representatives and committees as wdl as 
audits and training provides data that can be qlllUltificd to assist addressing the 
validity question for this research. As workers' compen$alion data 1s used by 
governmental agencies to measure safet)' performance and liability has been 
accepted for all the claims to be used in this research and management 
commitment in the form of expenditure and executive directives with 
adherence to the [egislati\'e requirements • the data is considered reliable and 
valid. 
2,7 Limitations 
• The organisation chosen for this study may be categorised as comnmnily 
service based. This organisalion contains a variety of work places that arc 
used for this study. However the use of the results of this research smdy may 
not nccessaril,Y apply to other types of industries. particularly high-risk 
industries, for example nuclear industry, mining, major construction, long 
haulage transport etc. where the work practices such as shift work and 
exposure to hazardous materials arc core to the existence of the organisation 
This limitation follows on from the work ofGenn (1993). 
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• There was some concern that under reporting or accidents was possible, 
however it was considered tlte number of non reported accidents, by staff, was 
not significant. All managers and most stan· were informed (or/amiliar) with 
' 
the reporting system of telephoning '5' to report emergencies and accidents. lt 
was abo guaranteed that all accidents that required medical treatment 
(whether first aid only or from a doctor) at the University Hcal!h Service were 
reported in this study. Other on campus accidents that required medical 
attention ofT campus were reponed through the workers' compensation system 
used in this study. 
• The safety perfonnancc indicators were conducted for the 'years 1979 to 
1998. The data for these years were considered adequate ((IT t~s part of the 
' analysis. It was considered these accident related data were representative of 
the work places under analysis. The work activities were alwaJ diverse and 
the rationale to average out the dollar costs to 1998 indexed costs and review 
' 
the accident results was considered acceptable as it was unde!ftood all the 
work activities were influenced by an established safety prog\am after the 
1984 period. 1 
• Total budget expenditure and number of committees as well as 
representatives along with policy directives and procedures measure the 
management performance. The quality of performance from these 
management measures may vary between individual staff pcrlbrming their 
functions. Total dollars spent does not necessarily mean efficient and 
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effcetive spemling and may not provide a true mdication of I he performance 
It was only used as an indicator 
• A difficulty in using traditional measures of risk (accident data) was the 
limilation it had of measuring haz.ards causing occupalional diseases when 
considering the safety pro[!.rnm_ That is, it is acknowledged there was a 
limilation of the measuring technique mainly due to the latent period 
associated with th~,~ occupattonal health factors Howc\·cr. it is considered 
because the period of time for this study was 20 yean; this limitauon may only 
effect to the claims for the latter years. 
• All the work places used were d)namic in nature_ That ts, whilst the work 
places for this study changed over the years, these chanl.!cs we-rl' not related to 
!he general w'Ork nature, for !his study, that bein~; a Uni\"efsity I! then follows 
that whilst components of the safety program were introduced at various 
intervals, and the accident data was taken from 1979 throu~ to 1998 
inclusive, it should he noted the work place changes may also have a latent 
time frame influence on the resul!s. lt is considered the 20-year period was 
adequate to accommodate this influence. 
" 
J. I.ITERATIJRE REVIEW 
3.1 Introduction 
This is an important research study in understanding the impact of the Western 
Austrnlian occupational safety and health legislatiOn on workers' compensation 
claims experience. There is little published research of this kind and the 
following provides 1111 outline of the literature on this toptc. There are 
fwuiamental principles underpinning organizational safety and health 
performance. In Western Auslrnlia, the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
1984 (as amended), the Workers· Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981, 
insurance market and trends, and the management directives that unfold from 
these legislative requirements innuence this performance. 
To assist in understanding these principles for safety j><:Tfonnance, after the 
section on related research, a review of the literature, is provided under the 
headings of Occupational Safety and Health, Tile Importance of lnjtU)' 
Statistics, Occupational Safety and Health Pcrfonnance, The Relevance of 
Quality Safety Programs, Workers' Compensation, Rehabilitation, Insurance 
followed by a Summary of the Literature. 
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3.2 R~lationshlp Between this Researrh Study and Qther Publi~hNI 
Related RHeareh 
This is a unique research study in measuring the actions of management and the 
introduction of safety program initiatives over a twenty-year period. The 
methodology allows the interrogation of the accidenl data by reviewing all2773 
reported accidents/diseases. Intervention, in the fonn of legislation and the 
management initiatives brought about by this legislatioll, compliments the study 
period by being introduced ten years into the twenty-year timeline. 
The Robens Committee (1972) made recommendations that affected the 
employees, the employers, the unions and the role of government with respect to 
occupational health and safety. The Robens commit1ec research ioto safety and 
health at work in 1972 represented a radical change in thinkmg about the legal 
regulation of safety and health. The commiUee recommended changes for all 
participants in safety and hcahh in !he work place. 
Genn (1993) informs us, the Robcns committee formed the view that apathy was 
the greatest single contributing factor to accidents at work. The report claimed 
employees and employers were heavily conditioned to think of safety and health 
at work as a matter of detailed rules imposed by external agencies. The existing 
system encouraged too much reliance on state regulation where people thought 
safety could be ensured by ever more inspectors and legal regulations. There 
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was a lack of personal and organisational responsibility with respect to safety 
and health at the workplacc. 
Aaldcrs and Wilthagcn ( 1997, p.6) comments that Robcns in 1972 proposed; 
"there are severe practical limits on the extent to which progressively better 
standards of safety and health at work can be brought about through negative 
regulation by external agencies .... We need a more effectively self regulating 
system ... the objectives of future policy must therefore include not only increase 
the effecthren~:Ss of the state's contribution to safety and health at work but also, 
and more importantly. creating the conditions for more effective self 
regulation". 
The Robens Committee made recommendations that affected the workers, the 
employers, unions and the role of government with respect to occupational 
health and safety. These recommendations formed the ba.~is of new legislation 
for both Britain and Australia. The key to the philosophy of the Robens Reports 
was the notion of self-regulation. This meant, essentially, that employers and 
employees were to cooperate in order to promotion health and safety: that the 
primary responsibility for health and safety lay with those who create the risks 
and those who work with them. Nichols (1990) continues to provide 
information on the Rob-ens argument and advises efforts of employers and 
employees were to be aided and guided by the state rather than be subject to 
"negative regulation". This style of legislation needs greater acceptance of 
shared responsibility and more reliance on self-inspection and self-regulation 
and less on State regulation. 
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Huller (1993) commo::nts that for employers and employees this meant there 
would be a statutory duty on employers to consult and to involve employees in 
the promotion of health and safety in the workplacc. 
ncnr> (1993) also advises lhc Robcos Committee recommended that within 
i'orfllS, safety and health objectives were to be clearly defined at all levels and 
employers were to be required to set out written statements of their safety and 
health policies. Hotter ( 1993) provides advice on the government role, being 
that the changes included a national authority for safety and heallh at work 
that included, among other things, representatives from the unions and people 
with industrial managerial experience. 
Nichols (\990) reports that according to the Robcns Committee 
recommendations, inspectors should inspect workplaccs, investigate reported 
occurrences and complaints, offer advice and they should have time to 
prosecute. The role of the State was deemed to be almost watching from the 
sidelines, promoting self reliance in employers and employees for health and 
safety policy, making safety and health b'llidelines and integrating heal!h and 
safety into general bliSiness policy. 
In Britain, the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 was a result of the Robeus 
Committee. It placed an emphasis on employees as participatory rather than 
passive agents in the workplace. Gun, R T (1992) provides commentary relating 
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to the compllTlltive measurement of the le!lislativc philosophy relating to 
United Kingdom- Roben~ -and the United States of America, considering the 
regulator styles of self-enforcement compared to prescriptive regulation. Gun, 
argued, (in 1992) it is premature to downgrade the relative importance of 
regulations, and that future slfategy should be based on technology transfer, 
supported by the judicious use of regulations, which clearly set out safe 
systems of work. This study oCGun ( 1992), whilst useful for some comparison 
to legislative philosophies does not address the micro issues considcrtd in this 
research. 
Aalders and Wilthagen (1997) comments, the change in regulatory policy from 
direct and stringent government regulation towards more flexible, lcniem and 
accommodating control strategies, such as self regulation, changes the way that 
governments and businesses 'do' business with each other. 
In this research study, this is measured using workers' compensation indicators to sec 
the impact. in Western Australia, of the occupational safety and health legislation. 
Mayhew C, et al. (1995) conducted an evaluation oft he impact of Robens style 
legislation on the decision-making of builders, in Queensland and United 
Kingdom, witl1 less than five employees over the years 1994 and 1995. 
" 
Tilis WorkSafe Austrnlia sponsored research project wa~ designed tu identify 
the impact of occupational health aud safety lcgislatiou on small business 
workers. Small-scale and self-employed builders were selected. When this 
study was carried out the Robcns model of occupational health and safety 
legislation had been in place for over 20 years in the United Kingdom and the 
Queensland Act about 5 years. 
Six hundred self-employed a:nd small business builders were interviewed and 
completed a questionnaire: 500 worked in Queensland and I 00 in the southwest 
of England. The WorkSafe Australia web-site {August 200[) provides an 
abstract of this yet to be fully completed research and this abstract advises, the 
injury experiences, working situations, and levels of comprehension of 
occupational health and safety (OHS) legislation were compared. 
The Mayhew C, et al. ( 1995) abstmct states, 
"widespread publicity about OHS protei:tive regulations resulted in an 
improved understanding of OHS legislation in the UK domestic building 
industry. However, the more open UK building labour market, with less 
stringent entry controls, had increased levels of competition between builders 
for contracts to the point where OHS protective practices were frequently 
knowingly compromised in order to save money. In contrast, in Queensland the 
labour market was less open, understandings of the legislation were highly 
variable, and breakdowns in compliance were more frcquen!ly through 
ignorance. In Queensland, OHS compliance was best in mining towns and 
where builders had increased contact with officers from the state government 
agency; OHS legislative understandings and injury outcomes were poorest in 
'outback' and high population growth areas in the south-east corner of 
Queensland." 
As at August2001 the research work was reported as still in progress and this 
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sponsored research is provided with a disclaimer, that a reseurch upd.1tc had 
been prepared by !he Project Coordinator and did not necessarily reflect the 
views ortlle National Occupationall·lcalth and Safety Commission. 
This research of Mayhew C, et al. (1995) provides useful informaTion for this 
research. lt provides some insight into the training and the occ!Jpational health 
and safety knowledge base relating to an organisation's compliance, however, 
like all other published research, it does not address the micro detailed 
experiences of the impact resulting from the change relating to the legislative 
requirements. 
Brooks, A (1988) abstract is also found on the WorkSafe Australia website 
(August 2001) and states, in pan, 
"Robens-style legislation, rather than individual pieces of legislation, is 
examined in context in all those states and territories that have adopted it, or 
moved to do so. This is important not only because no one Act is unique, but 
also because all these Acts and their implications cannot be properly understood 
or evaluated without seeing them as part of a process at work, both here and in 
Britain, of attempting to use legislation to prevent or limit occupational injury 
and disease." 
This research of Brookes provides the basis of the Australian Jaw in 
occupational health and safety and the similarities of legislation \~ithin 
Australia. It does not address the impact of this legislation but offers 
commentary of the continuing progress of the legislation in 1988. 
I 
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As Gcnn (1993) advises, lhe fundamental prerequisites of the current system of 
self regulation ore an awarene.~s of obligations on the part of employers; a 
greater consciousness of danger; and improved knowledge about the means of 
improving standards; together with a clear dcfi11ition of responsibility for health 
and safety within the organisation. This is complemented with the comments of 
Aalders and Wilthagen ( 1997) in the advice that effective self regulation 
requires people at work to be actively involved in the identification of hv.ards, 
the prescription and implementation of controls. and the often neglected 
maintenance and monitoring of standards and activities. 
Nichol.s (1990) concluded that few companies are truly self regulating and few 
companies can be lefi to their own devices. 
In Britain, Genn (1993) studied intensively a sample of free enterprise companies, 
varying in size, risk and unionisation of the workforce. She concludes that Robens 
type of self regulation operated only under a very narrow range of conditions, 
though the strategy is in fact applied throughout. lt is mnst su-ccessful in companies 
that have a 'natural interest' in safety matters, those that have a high potential for 
catastrophe either economic or political in the event of poor safety management. 
Management and workforce are most interested in health and safety in facilities 
where poor safety standards might threaten the very existence of the site e.g. oil 
refineries, chemical works, nuclear plants. Conversely if compliance with 
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regulations is not vital to the safety of the enterprise itself the significance of the 
cost of compliance is different for employers. 
Genn (1993) argues that in certain situations only more vigorous enforcement 
obtains a si~;,>nificant and enduring change in the approach of employers to 
compliance with health and safety regulations. In The Netherlands, Aalders and 
Wilthageo (1997) found self regulation at the local level seems to depends 
strongly on economic conditions that have to do with the business cycle 
(recession), the structure of industry and employment and changes in the trade 
union organisation (declining membership leads to less innuence). 
Like Genn (1993), Aalders and Withagen ( 1997) found that self regulation of 
safety and health has clear limits. Without it being 'forced' on tiJCm, people will 
often not take matters of safely and health seriously until they come into direct 
contact with severe injury or death. 
Hutter (1993) found that while there appears to be a bigh level of contact 
between health and safety inspectors and employers or mana~ers, the level of 
contact between inspectors and employees has yet to reach the levels advocated 
by Robens in either Britain or Australia. There was also concern .Jver sheer 
quantily ofliterature that needs to be assimilated m order to comply with the 
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Jaw and that apan from being bu.~iness man3gcrs there is now the need to be a 
'safety expert' to ensure business success. 
In considering lhesc comments, this research has the intervention of a full lime 
Safely Officer/Risk MUIUigcmeut Unit with (relatively) considerable resources 
to manage the issues of occupational safety and health. "lltc impact of these 
human and fina:ncial resources along with executive management directives will 
allow for commentary of !he studies by Gcnn {1993), Aalders and Withagcn 
(1997) and Hutter ( 1993). 
Safety regulations do not always achieve spectacular reductions in work injury 
and fatality rates. Hersch and Ne!ter (1990) found that the British Safety and 
Appliance Act of 1893 accommodated certain safety equipment for the 
railways. However, while fatality rates fell, injury rates from collisions and 
derailments increased. T11e beUcr brakes also allowed greater speeds and 
heavier loads, increasing the amount and consequences of accidents. The 
implication of these results is that safety regulations can ha\·c unintended ~ide 
eiTects and must consider the indirect effects of their actions. Neumann and 
Nelson in Hersch and Netter (1990) estimated that the Coal Mine and Safety 
Act of 1969 reduced coal mini11g fatalities ni11e pcrcelll but also increased 
overall accident rates by 25 percent. 
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A component of this research is to indicate the total costs and it~ jury experiences 
of twenty years to allow for commentary on the trends. 
Hersch and Netter ( \990) also advises, that most studies on the impact of 
Occupational Safety and Uealth Administration (OSIIA)(USA) Regulations 
have concluded the Regulations have had little impact oo workplacc industrial 
accident~. The Robens report may have generated increased interest in safety 
that helped overcome apathy a:nd had a beneficial effect on management 
However, Nichols (1990) suggests that in light of the record since the 1974 
Health and Safety Act. in Britain, it might be worth anempting to introduce 
much more rigorous e)[\emal enforcement. This is suggested as appropriately 
severe fmes and even custodial sentences, thereby implying that the anticipated 
benefits of the new Act have not been revealed. 
Hersch and Netter (I 990) consider there are several reasons why safety 
regulations could have insignificant or peJVerse effects on actual safety. lt may 
be that some safety regulations may be ineffective if they are not enforced or 
they CIUT)' inadequate penalties. It may prove that the employer.; are unable to 
access or understand information relating to the h=ds and possible controls 
for their workplace. Workers also need to be rewarded as to their level of 
involvement and responsibility in the process increases. By reducing actual or 
perceived risks, regulation can induce !inns, workers and consumer.; to increase 
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the level of activity or dccrcasc the amount of non-mandated resource~ deV<Itcd 
to risk reduction. 
This research evaluates the safety program and policy changes as required by 
the intervention of Western Austl"dlian legislation. 11 considers the safety 
program detail and therefore analyses from a micro pcrspecth·c some of these 
issues presented by Hersch and Netter ( 1990). 
3.3 Industrial Relations and Occupational Safety and lleallh 
When considering industrial relations and occupational safety and health, issues 
are raised in the literature such as collective bargaining and Mandlak ( 1998, p. 
246) for example, highlights; 
"in the present climate of enterprise bargaining there may be a temptation to 
trade off safety and health for other benefits such as salary, bonuses, fringe 
benefits." 
Nichols (1990 p.l2) argues that this was not acceptable, including; 
Hthere is no legitimate scope for 'bargaining' on safety and health issues. 
Occupational health and safety (should be) mostly regulated by law and not a 
common topic for collective bargaining". 
The study period for this research had a change in industrial relation 
management and these points raised on collective bargaining forms part of the 
safety program <llld executive policy initiatives. 
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In Western Australia the govcnum:nt administers the Act. Inspectors enforce the 
legislation. The govcnuncnt provides an ndvisory service and assists in 
workplacc and community education about health lllld safety issues. There is a 
tripartite Commission that consists of representatives of the Government, 
Industry and Unions. This Commission provides advice on health and safety 
issues to the Minister. 
Publicatil'lns from the Western Australian Government agency managing 
occupational health and safety (WorkSafe WA) provide comparisons of accident 
data on a macro level -industry based approach. These publications are provided 
through a series of periodicals (State of the work Environment), web-based 
infonnation and journal articles. 
On review of the literature it appears there is very limited information oo a 
micro-aoalysis level. From the literature review it appears that the impact of the 
Western Australian occupational health and safety legislatioo at the micro level 
using workers' compensation data has not been published. 
Veltri ( 1991) conducted a study in USA of one hundred organisations, on safety 
scrategy formulation and organisational structure, during 1988 to 1990. Veltri 
found there is a consensus (from those that responded to the survey) and there is 
a requirement to modifY the methods for establishing perfonnance criteria in 
measuring and evaluating safety function perfonnance. This modification 
should include a way to evaluate the accountability of mmmgers and 
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supervisory personnel for safety performance. The Occupational Safety and 
Healeh Administration, U.S. Depar1ment of [,abour (Guidance Note 54: 3904-
3916) also advocates on the strength of management policy directives to 
improve safety pcrfonnancc. This research will follow on from these findings 
by analysing the executive directives, resul!ing from new legislative 
requirements, which produced policies and procedures on occupational safety 
and health issues. Tile aim is to see what impact these directives have on 
workers' compensation claims experience. 
The implementation of a co-ordinated safety program and the measurement of 
safety performance are complementary activities. The measurement of safety 
performance requires a total review with the co..ordinating factor being safety 
issues that can be quantified - for instance accidents, as well as management 
controls and procedures- S11ch as expenditure. 
A fundamental premise in managing occupational safety and health is to 
eliminate/reduce exposure to hazards. Since 1988, in Western Australia this has 
become a legislative requirement under the Occupational Safety and Health 
Aft, 1984, as amended in 1987 and promulgated in September 1988. 
Reporting and recording accidents are integral to the management of 
occupational safety and health. In fact, many Western Australian organisations 
take pride in quoting their 'accident rate' record. A common held belief is that 
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accident smtistics are an acceptable way of measuring !;.llfcty performance. 
Therefore some organisations rely on this type of measurement to make 
judgements on how safe and hazard free (or hazardous) is the work place and 
use this information in arguing occupational safety and health legislative 
compliance. 
Significantly, the view that legislation does not influence performance but 
rather that it provides a vehicle for change is reported by Scon (1993, p. 20) 
who states, 
"improvements in safety and health do not merely occur because of legislation, 
improvements occur as a result of safety and health principles and programs 
initiated at the workp!ace." 
Supporting these resean:h findings, the Industry Commission Report Work 
Health and Safety (1995, p. iv) commented, 
"[that] the health and safety regulatory approach did not encourage real 
prevention, as it did not allow enough flexibility for workplace management 
who preferred to develop their own quality safety management systems." 
Rosier (1997, p. 3) commented, "using accident and injury data to measure the 
effectiveness of a safety and health program can be misleading, as this type of 
measurement provides no information on initiatives or feedback of the systems 
within the program." 
This is funher examined and reported by Blewett (1997, p. 5) who commented, 
"organisations are more likely to improve safety perfonnanee with the 
introduction or sall::ty management principles, employee participation and 
consultation between employees and representatives." 
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·n,csc items fonn part of the Wcs1em Austraiian legislative requirement~ and 
are evaluated in this research. 
Riding on the comments of Rosier (1997) and Blewcu (1997) workers' 
compensation datn and injury rates arc not a good measure of performance. To 
base an organisations safety performance on injury statistics alone is nawed, as 
Ibis data only reflects accidents and not the components of the safety and 
health program. 
Roberts (1998, p.3) advises; 
"the University of California achieved significant savings in workers' 
compensation cost through the introduction of a safety and heahh program 
incorporating pre-work exercises for ground workers." 
For Western Australian legislation, this research is fundamental as it is 
designed to address these commentaries from a micro-analysis perspeclive. 
The author, lhrough personal experiences of safety performance, 
acknowledges the indicalors should measure more lhan accidenl stalistics. 
What is questioned in this research study, is not the safely perfonnance per se 
but ralher !he results of the introduclion of the Weslern Australian legislative 
driven safely program. Specifically, the question of impact is addressed by 
analysing the Western Australian occupational heahh and safety legislative 
requirements and its effect on workers' compensation claim experiences. 
A review of the literature on the evaluation of the effectiveness of occupational 
safety and hcahh programs, as required under Western Australian legislation, 
indicates the main focus is on the annual workers' compensation ~talistical data 
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published by Australian State Authorities. These Authorities include 
WorkCover Western Australia. and there is a statistical overview of work 
related injury and disease published by WorkSafc Western Australia. Very 
lillle data is available on the effectiveness of occupational safety and health 
progrnms in Australian tertiary educational institutions. 
3,4 Occupational Snfety and Health 
Work in industry, regardless of type, often involves exposure to ha7.ards to the 
worker and tlteir environment. The occupational safety and health law, in 
Australia, provides a set of limits or minimum standards of protection for 
workers that must be adhered to by the owners of business enterprises. 
Western Australian workplaces are subject to both federal and state safety and 
health legislation that exist in the fonn of parliamentary Acts, Re!,>ulations and 
industry Standards. 
In September 1999, the Hon David K Malcolm AC, Chief Justice of Western 
Ausirnlia (the Chief Justice) gave the keynote address to the 1999 WorkSafe 
Week Commission Function at the Hyatt Regency Perth, Western Australia. 
In this address the Chief Justice provided historical information on the 
occupational safety and health law. The infonnation as supplied by the Chief 
Justice is presented below. 
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As Western Australia's occupatiorml safety and health legislation is primarily 
based upon British law it i~ relcvmlt to note, the first slalute dealing with 
working conditions in factories in Great Britain was enacted as early as 1802. 
The Health and Morals of Apprentice.\· Acl /802 addressed the hours and 
conditions of children working in couon mills and was essentially an extension 
of the Elizabe!lmn Poor Laws. This J 802 Act limited the number of hours 
children could be asked to work and provided a guarantee of certain conditions 
of employment including adequate accommodation. lt did not, however, 
impose standards in tenns of the safety of machinery utilised in the mills. 
Standards for the maintenance and proper enclosure of factory machinery were 
not included in legislation until 1844. The Factories Amendmcm Act JB·N 
provided for the fencing in of moving or dangerous parts of factory machinery. 
For the first time, in Great Britain, employers were required to report accidents 
causing physical injury to employees. In 1878, the provisions that had 
originally been applied to the cotton milling industry were extended to 
industries such as pottery, matchmaking, foundries, blast furnaces and copper 
mills. 
The Chief Justice infonns us, these obligations were consolidated in the 
Factory ond Workshop Act /878. This Act was to fonn the model for the first 
Australian statute dealing with the prevention of work-related injuries in 
Victoria. The Victorian Supervi.~ion of Workrooms and Factrmes Stalute !879 
I 
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dealt with the hours and conditions of employees, much in the same way as the 
early English Statute. 
Community pressure to improve working conditions generally led to the 
enactment of the Victorian Factories and Slrop.1· Act /885. The occupational 
health and safety provisions of this Act were lifted almost verbatim from the 
English statute. 
The Chief Justice goes on to infonn, almost 20 years later Western Australia 
enacted its first legislation dealing with the regulation of safety and health in 
the workplacc. As in Victoria, the Western Australian Factories Act/91J.I lifted 
a number of provisions directly from the English AcL This 1904 Act \.'>'as not 
reviewed until 1920. it was then repealed and replaced by the JVc.l'/cm 
Australian Factor/c.! and Shops Act 1920. fbis Act was intended as an 
amalgamation of the earlier Factories A cl and the legislation regulating opening 
and closing hours for retail stores. The provisions relating to occupational 
safety and health remained unchanged. 
The Chief Justice provides further comment that occupational safety and health 
legislation remained largely unchanged in mnst Australian States for another 50 
plus years. The impetus for review and Tl't0nn since the 1980s finds origin in 
the publication of the highly influential Report of the British Commillec 011 
Safety and Heofth a/ Work, "the Robens Repor1", in the United Kingdom in 
1972. The recommendations of the Robens Report were incorporated into 
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Convention Nos. 155 and 164 of the illternational Labour Organisation in 1980. 
Throughout the early 1980s, all Australian States moved to implement the 
recommended reforms. 
The Chief Justice concluded with the infonnation that in Western Australia, 
the Occupattona//fea/111, Safety and Welfare !Ji/119114 was introduced both to 
implement the Robens recommendations and to comply with the JLO 
Convention in order to allow for its ratilicatior.. Despite the diversity and 
differing scope of occupational safety and health laws between the Australian 
States and Territories, and the Commonwealth, each separate piece Jf 
legislation reflects a common philosophical approach to workplacc safety. 
Cullen (1994, p.3) advises; 
"{their] roots can be traced back to the Robens Committee of Inquiry on 
Workplace Safely, which was submiUed eo British Parliament io July 1972. 
Prior lo !be Robens Commiuee and the ensuing changes to legisla1ion io Britain 
and Australia, there had been a lonJ:l and detailed history of specific piecemeal 
legislation directed towards particular problems. Robcns recommended that 
legislation should move away from prescriptive controls to a goal-setting 
system that combined flexibility with precision." 
Although the Robens Committee was established to review the safety and health 
system in Great Britain, its findings were universal in their scope of application. 
Tbis point is reinforced by Creighton (1983, p. 844) wbo states; 
"The [Robens] Report .... had an enonnous influence upon the development of 
safety legislation in Australia (and elsewhere)" ... 
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There are several reasons why Robens finding~ were so influential in Australia. 
These reasons include the existing Australian and British legislation being very 
similiiT in terms of scope and philosophical basis, and in both countries the 
existing legislation had proven to be largely ineffective. 
Wait ( 1990, p. ll) provides information on the Robcn's Report and advises; 
"(there] were three main criticisms of the existing statutory system. FirsllL 
there was too much law. Apathy was identified as the key factor behind all 
accidents and according to Robens, this could not be remedied while people 
thought the solution lay in an increasingly expanding body of legal 
regulations. Secondly, Robens arb'liCd the law was intrinsically unsatisfactory. 
1t tended to be based on physical circumstances and for Robcns other factors 
in safety and health such as attitudes, perfonnancc and organisational 
structures were not adequately covered in the legislation. Finally, the 
administrative jurisdictions were fragmented. This resulted in some 
workplaces being covered by several health and safety provisions and delays 
in policy fonnulation and law making." 
According to Matthews (1993, p.23) the Robens Report led to; 
"a revolution in the governance of health and safety in Australia. A body of 
old style legislation still exists, but it is being superseded by enabling 
legislation which lays down general duties on employers, workers and 
suppliers; Establishes basic rights and creates new stn1ctures through which 
standards may be developed, refonns the administration and enforcement of 
the law.' 
Wait (1990, p. 12) also infonns us that Robens recommended a tripartite 
•inlcture to be at the head of his reform system. In addition, Robens argued, it 
was also up to those involved in the workplace to ensure the safety of 
themselves and others. 
South Australia and Tasmania were the first Austmlian States to adopt Robens 
style legislation, in 1972 and 1977 respectively. Western Australia was 
somewhat slower in its uptake of this fonn of legislation. lt was not until 
1984 that the tmnsition was accomplished with the promulgation of the 
Occupational Safety, Health and Welfare Act 1984. The Act established a 
tripartite structure and was based on a preventative approach, which 
encouraged the participation of employers and workers in fonnulating and 
implementing policy. 
In a public discussion document presented by the (then) Minister for Industrial 
Relations, the Hon. D. K. Dans (1983, p. 2) stated; 
"Occupational Health and Safety is one of the most important industrial issues 
for our State and for Australia". 
The thrust of the discussion paper was emphasising that the introduction of the 
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1984, will reduce the chances of 
work-related death, injury and disease in Western Australia. Dans (1983, p. 5) 
also CJmmented; 
"statistics from the Australian Bureau of Statistics [for] Western Australia 
indicated that workers continue to be exposed to one chance in 12 of receiving a 
work-related injury." 
Some 16 years on • the 1996/97 claims statistics produced by WorkSafe 
Western Australia and published in the State of the Work Environment, 
Occupational Injuries and Diseases Western Australia 1996/97, No 33- indicate 
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that workers continue to be exposed to one chance in 24 of receiving a work 
related i1Uury. Dons ( 1983, p. 10) confirmed; 
"occupational safety and health legislation in Western Australia is based on the 
principles of the British system and the recommendations of the Report of the 
British CommiUce of Inquiry under the Chair of Lord Robcns. The Robens 
Report (1972), stressed the need for a more consultative framework as well as 
replacing prescriptive rules with performance based standards supported by 
codes of practice. From this, for Western Australia, two major objectives 
emerged, these being; 
• the creation of a unified and integrated statutory system to increase the 
effectiveness of the state's contribution to occupational safety and health, and 
• the creation of a framework for a more effective self-regulating system." 
Dans (1983, p. 12) fully supported the above two objectives emphasising that 
while health and safety at work are matters for efficient management, they are 
not matters of management prerogative, for real progress is not possible without 
tile co-operation and commitment of all employees. Dans advocated there 
should be a statutory duty on every employee to consult with elected 
representatives and to provide for their participation in the development of 
preventive measures in their workplace. 
In light of the above comments, it is interesting to note concerns raised in the 
Industry Commission Report - Work Health and Safety ( 1995, p. x), twelve 
years later, stating there; 
"is a wide spread apathy and indifference about injury and disease at work." 
This Jnduslrial COmmission Report (1995, p. xi- xii) continued to suggest, 
''that many employers were unaware of their legal duty to ensure risk was 
adequately managed. Workers often accepted injury and disease ns unavoidable 
and that employers did not realise that injury and disease can be reduced by 
design and committed management of the workplace." 
• 
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These statements suggest that safety was not a high priority as well as indicating 
that prevention is costly. Prevention does come at a price, whether it is the 
allocation ofhuman and financial resources by management or as a consequence 
ofn penalty and subsequent prosecution and common Jaw action. 
Taking the above into account, the question as to whether the reduction of injury 
and disease from I in 12 in 1983, to I in 24 in 1996/97, is independently based 
on a direct result of legislation; employee participation; management 
intervention and initiatives; or a combination of all tbree, requires some further 
discussion and investigation. 
Significantly, under the Australian Constitution, the Commonwealth 
government has never sought to intervene directly to enact and enforce 
standards, and as Matthews (1993, p. 32) advises, the Commonwealth has Jefi 
tlte matter in the hands or each State. Consequently, Commonwealth Jaws will 
not be afforded a great deal of attention for this literature review. 
Within the twenty year study period of this researc"h, the Western Australian 
legislation does not encompass all industry. Most notably, the politically 
powerful mining sector is not covered by the Act and continues to have an 
exceptionally poor safety record. Matthews (1993, p. 29) i~forms us; 
"iu 1991, the Government released an independent report (the Kelly Report) 
which was scathing in its criticism of the mining sector and the legislation 
which applies to it. It recommended a complete revision of the Mine.1 
1/egu/allrm Act, which to date has not been forthcoming. Other sectors not 
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covered by the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1984 (as amended) include 
the offshore petroleum industry, Commonwealth Government workp!accs and 
Commonwealth owned organisations." 
In a review in November 1998, of the Western Australian legislation conducted 
by Allanson and Chambers ( 1998, p.l) paid auention to; 
"whether coverage of the Act should be ammcndcd to include members of the 
police force and environmental tobacco smoke and employee health. 
From this review recommendations concurred with the first statutory review of 
the operntions of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1984 tabled 
in Parliament on 14 May 1992. Commissioner Robert Laing of the Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission conducted this first review. Both reviews 
acknowledge these topics have comp!e" issues when considering coverage but 
coverag\1 by the Act is highly advisable to allow occupational safety and health 
control in the Western Australian workplace including workplaces covered by 
the Crown. 
Of interest some fourteen years on these topics • whilst acknowledged as 
difficult to administer • have not been dealt with to provide coverage under the 
Occupational safety and Health Act 1984. For the study period of this research 
smoking in the workplace was addressed in 1988 and the University was the 
first to undertake smoke free buildings and consequently smoke free work areas 
including defining 'the envelope' of the buildings (verandahs entrances air 
intake areas etc.) as non smoke areas. 
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3,5 We!ilern Australian Legi~lation 
3.5.1 Nomenclature of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
To assist in nomenclature for this research the Occupational Health, Safety and 
Welfare Act 1984 wns amended and promulgated in 1981! and in 1995 renamed 
the Occupational Safety and Heallb Act 1984. For consistency the name 
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 will be used for this research study. 
The Western Australian occupational safety and health lcb>islation has been 
developed from the philosophical approach that there is a need to protect people 
from the actions of otlters and from their own actions and/or inaction. 
According to the Department of Labour and National Service ( 1991, p. 5); 
''the mere existence of occupational safety and health legislation is an admission 
that industry in general has been unable in the past to control the working 
environment it created. Ultimately, government's role in safety and health at 
work is a direct result of this failure and the legislative controls are aimed to 
combat industry's apathetic approach." 
WorkSafe WA Safety Line Web page (August200l) advises; 
"in Western Australia, the Occupatinnal Safety and Health Act /984 and the 
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Ame/Jdment Act 1987 [promulgated 
in1988] are the principle mediums through which government exercises its 
perceived role. The Act imposes a 'duty of care' which says persons involved 
with workplaces have a responsibility to avoid causing hann to themselves or 
others. The duty of care principle can be traced back to Robens' view that the 
primary responsibility for doing something about accidents in the workplace 
rests with those who create the risks and those who work with them. The Act 
provides a framework where consultation, co-operation, regulations, codes of 
practice, workplacc standards and procedures to resolve issues support the 
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general duty of care. The g1mcml duty of care is the guiding prim.:iplc for all 
other purls of this Act." 
The Occupational Safety :md Health Rcgulalions, made under the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act ol' 1984, tlcscribe some of the requirements that apply to 
specific work situations. Rcgtl]ations arc mandmory and failure to comply is an 
offence that may result in prosecution or tines. 
The 1984 Act repealed legislative requirements previously in place in Western 
Australia. These repealed Acts were the Construction Safety Act 1972. the 
Machinery Safety Act 1974 and the Noise Abatement Act. Otlwr Acts were 
umended and these amended Acts were the Shearers Accommodation Act 1908 
and the Factories and Shops Act 1963. 
The Regulations reviewed to accommodate the Occupational S:tfety and Health Act 
1984 were Construction Safety Regulations; Machine Safety Regl!lations: Hewing 
Conservation in Workplaces Regulations; and Factories and Shops Act Regulations: 
Abrnsive Blasting Asbc.<tos Electric Accumul~tnr 
Factories ~nd Shops (Registration Fees) Factories (Health and Safety) ~c~ulmions 
Factories (Lead Mmcri~l~) Regulations Factories (Poisonous Substance!) Re~ulatitJnS 
Factories {Prevention of Fire) RegulutiOic. F~ctoric.< (Welfare) Regulations 
Factories, Shops and Warehouses (Gcncml) Rcgulminns 
Fibreglass Regulations Foundry Rc~ulntimt.< 
Spray Pointing Regulatioru; J>ulyurcthune lndu~try RcgulatillnS 
Supc!Jihosp~ate Industry Regulations Welding and Cuttit<g Rcgulatillns 
Shops uud Warehouses (Hc:llth, SafetY and Wclfnrc) Regulation.\ 
WorkSafe WA SafetyLine Web page August 2001) also provides information 
on Codes of Practice, Guidance Notes mul Australian Standards; 
"In addition to the Act itself and the mandatory Regulations, government to 
influence workplnce safety also uses Codes of Practice, Guidance Notes and 
Australian Standards. A Code of Practice does not have the same legal force as n 
Regulation, and is not sufficient reason itself for prosecution ··ndcr this Act. lt 
may however be used as evidence in court." 
3.5.2 Administration of the Act 
WorkSafe Western Australia administers the Act and inspectors, whose powers 
and functions are covered in Part V of the 1984 Act, enforce this legislation. 
Ultimately, WorkSafe WA inspectors are the visible component of 
governmental influence in the workplace. Inspectors have powers to enter and 
inspect any workplace, take samples or photOb'ffiPhS and interview employees. 
As part of their enforcement role, inspectors may issue prohibition notices 
preventing work proceeding until a hazardous situation has !Jcen made safe, or 
improvement notices requiring a breach of the Act being rectified. 
3.5.3 Concept of 'practicability' 
The Department of Labour and National Service (1991, p. 7) provides 
information on the notion of 'practicability' which is perhaps one of the most 
misunderstood components of this Western Australian Act and its inclusion 
highlights one ofthc fundamental difficulties facing legislators. 
• 
" 
"Where the A~t states that a person's duly of care must be carried out "so far is 
as practicable", it means those responsible must dctc;minc whether something is 
capable of being done. Significantly, it takes cost into account, not affordabilhy. 
Also difficulty referred to in this context stems from the axiom: "if you cannot 
enforce legislation, don't make it." As a result, governments tend to prescribe 
minimum requirements and escape clauses (ie. practicability) to ensure 
enforcement has every chance of being achieved." 
Despite the legislative changes introduced since the Robens Repon, workplacc 
safety performances remain poor. The Industry Commission Inquiry into 
Occupational Safety and Health (1995, p. l-101) highlighted several problem 
areas confronting government and the wnrkplace. Of particular ~oncern is the 
fact that apathy still exists and many employers still remain unaware of their 
legal duty to ensure risk is adequately managed. This report provides the 
inference that the government has not been able to solve this apathy problem 
despite their efforts. 
Of interest to this research is the communication of responsibilities required to 
be undertaken by the Act and the executive directives resulting from these 
requirements. Tllese issues are analysed, at the micro level, to see if executive 
decisions and policy and procedures have an innuence in workers' 
compensation injury data. 
In addition, safety and health legislation remains overly volumous and complex 
and whilst precedent court decisions are becoming more numerous the 
legislation is still open to subjectivity and interpretation. Companies are often 
faced with assimilating a mnllitnde of Acts, Regulations and Australian 
S2 
Standards that often proves to be nearly impossible to meet. The Industry 
Commission Inquiry into Occupational Health and Safety (1995, p. 37) also 
argued that the Codes of Practice were of little practical use and aUempts to 
achieve national tmifonnity had f.1iled. ll1e Industry Commission Inquiry into 
<kcupational Safety and Health (1995, p. 99) in its final argument, argued that 
the focus of enforcement was wrong in that it did not focus on prevention 
through deterrence. 
The literature on Western Australian occupational safety and health legislation, 
despite the 'revolution' in workplace legislation brought about by the Robcns 
Report, highlights that the role of government continues to change. The existing 
approach does not appear to solve many of !he problems its developers had 
hoped it would, and further changes are inevitable. But despite continuing 
criticism of the legislative framework within, Western Australia, and Australia 
as a whole, it does provide a minimum sumdard of protection thnt must be 
afforded to those exposed to hazards in the workplace. Taking an active role in 
safety and health at work and legislating to protect workers, requires 
governmental action (at all levels) to continue to be modified and reviev.·ed. 
This research will assist in this review by providing insight into occupational 
safety and health program initiatives that directly result from the Governments 
efforts. 
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3.6 The Importance of Injury Statistics 
Statistics on the number and characteristics of occupational injury and discas~s 
are used as a tool to measure and monitor organismional safety performance. 
They provide an oppor1unity to identify and determine priorities for prevention 
strategies and assist in the assessment of performance. 
As stated by Hcvcy ( 1998, p. 3) injury rates; 
"can be used as a barometer to assess safety systems. They allow for the 
identification of trends, comparison of like for like workplaccs and comparison 
of performance across industry." 
Jankiewicz (1997), Krause, T. (1997), and comments from Krause M. (1994) 
support the use of safety statistics. All cite their importance when monitoring 
safety improvement over time, as well as providing data that can be compared 
across industries. Also, B!ewett and Shaw (1997, p. 19) support the use of 
accident data, commenting; 
''they are the main measure for evaluation of performance, and should assist in 
leading an enterprise down the path of continuous improvement." 
Rosier (1997, p. I) howeYcr, raises caution to the use of these traditional 
perfonnance indicators. In a paper presented to the American Society of 
Engineers he suggested; 
''researchers such as Heinrich, Bird and Gernmin haYe examined the accident-
injury relationship between accident results and causes", and in Rosier's 
opinion. "organisations that rely on the traditional measurement and reporting 
system to gauge and impro11e safety are missing the point." 
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Rosier (1997) advocates that although accident rates help to identify the overall 
status of a safety program, they provide liule feedback for safety improvement 
It is acknowledged, by the author, that current accident reporting systems 
require the injured cmployel.l\0 report the injury, this is essentially reporting the 
final outcome of the safety process, not its controlling elements or critical 
components. This supports the theory of Rosier. It is the accident investigation 
that is concerned with the causal factors. E1tpcrience of the author suggests that 
injuries may not be reponed for various reasons, white non-work related injuries 
might be reported as work related injuries to ensure that the costs of medical 
treatment are met via the workers' compensation system. [fa robust system is 
in place these variances are dealt with by the controls that fonn part of the 
system. 
Blewelt (1997, p. 51) comments; 
"if an enterprise wishes to develop a continuous improvement approach to 
occupational safety and health, consideration should be given to improved 
reporting systems and the use of useful performance measures rather than the 
traditional lost time injury frequency rates." 
Although the literature supports the use of traditional measurement rates for the 
assessment of an organisations perfonnance, some caution and criticism is also 
raised. For tltis research study, workers' compensation claims are used in 
conjunction with the executive management decisions that introduced new 
I 
" 
initiatives and required considerable new expenditure. it is these components 
that ore evaluated in this research study. 
A review of the Western Australia data indicates that although lost time 
injuries/diseases (L Tl/Os) arc decreasing, associated costs arc increasing. As 
the bottom line uttered by the CEO of any organisation is 'how much does it 
cost?' irrespective if the number of injuries arc decreasing, if lost time injuries 
or diseases costs are eating into company profits, it is important that the safety 
performance measurement system identifies this phenomenon. This assists in 
the validation of the decision to use workers' compensation data, for this 
research study, as it is the largest insurance cost to an organisation. 
3.7 Occupational Health and Safety Performance 
Controlling authorities in all Australian States provide annual statistical studies 
to compare injury rates and workers' compensation costs experienced in their 
jurisdiction. 
For example, in Victoria, 31,369 claims were rl.lported to Victorian WorkCovcr 
Authority (VWA) for the annual period of \997/98, representing a total cost of 
S51.7 million, compared against 33,264 for the previous annual period of 
1996197, representing a total cost of $48.7 million. The data indicates a 6% 
increase in costs for the \997/98 period. However, data published in the (VWA) 
S6 
Annual Report 1998, indicate a continuous decrease in rcp01ted claims, time lost 
and claims associated to tmumatic injuries.{VWA, 1998, pp 2-3). 
The South Australian WorkCovcr Authority (SAWCA), registered 34,310 
claims for the annual period of 1997/98, representing a total cost of $7.176 
million, compared against 39,340 for the previous annual period of 199G/97 at a 
total cost of $6.026 million. SA WCA (1997/98, pp 6·8). The data indicates an 
18% increase in costs for tlte 1997198 period. Although both Victoria and South 
Australia have Clqlerienced a reduction in tlte total number of claims reported, 
both authorities have experienced an increase in IOta] costs. 
In Western Australia, the reports provided by WorkSafe Western Australia and 
WorkCover Western Australia pain! a slighdy differem picture. This is 
primarily as a consequence of the differing workers' compensation systems and 
criteria required for reporting and recording of accident~ and claims set down by 
each state anlhority. However, White (1995, pp 6-26) advises that in Western 
Australia in 1994/95, there were 29,968 lost time injuries and diseases (L T!!Ds) 
representing a total cost of $164 million. A lost time injury or disease 
represents, "one full day or shift of lost time from work". 
White (1996, pp 6-26) also advises that during 1995/96, there were 29,279 
(LTI!Ds) representing a total cost of$216 million, and While (1997, pp 6-26) 
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also provides in 1996/97, there were 29,562 (LTI/Ds) representing a total cost of 
$283 million. 
It is interesting to note, that Western Australia like Victoria and South Australia, 
has experienced a general trend in the reduction of either claims or lost time 
injuries or diseases however, all jurisdictions have experienced an increase in 
tollll costs. This fact is substantiated by the data provided by the WorkSafc 
Western Australia and the Educational Training and Accreditation Committee, 
(ETAC 1998, p. 2) which indicates the revised costs for the 1997/98 annual 
period were currently estimated at $406.9 million. 
In addition, WorkCover Western Australia indicate in their Annual Report 
(1997/98, p. xx) that; 
"workers' compensation claim costs are increasing at around 20% or $82 
million per year on total premiums of $410 million. Common law was 
accounting for most of tlte increases. The Report further commented that 89% 
of common law claimants had a disability ofless than 30%." 
White (1997, pp 6·26) provides infonnation on the statistical analysis by 
WorkSafe Westem Australia, which has also been able to summarise lost time 
injuries and diseases occurring to Educational Workers and comments; 
" .. .in 1996/97, the duration rate for Educational Workers of 57.8 days lost per 
LTI/Ds was !8% higher on a comparison against that of the State average. 
Similarly, the average cost of a LTJ/Ds for an Educational Worker in the same 
period was $10,643, 10% higher on a comparison against that of the State 
average." 
" 
Although this data provides a window on safety performance at the State and 
Educational Worker level, they are indicativ~,: of the number of work related 
LTJ/Ds occurring across the industry. Of major importance, the general trend 
indicates that the number of L TI/Ds &re decreasing however, the same commcn! 
cannot be said for costs. 
There appears to be little infonnation at the micro level and these industrial 
trends will be analysed against an educational institution for comparisons 
however more discussion is necessary on the micro level, to evaluate the reasons 
for these trends. 
3,8 Tbe Relevance of Quality and Occupational Safety and H£l!lfh 
Programs 
As stated previously, very little data is available on the effectiveness of 
occupational safety and health programs in educational institutions. An 
American study conducted by Emery, Dclclos, Cooper, and Hardy (1998) 
indicated that safety programs supporting academic institutions face many 
challenges because of t11e wide variety of potential hazards present and the 
possibility of exposure to an array of hazanJous SU!J~tances in a research 
programs. The study identified that there was a consistent lack of awareness of 
legislative responsibilities combined with activities such as hazard 
identification, hazard assessment and control. In addition, on average a 
" 
supervisor was held responsible for controlling a wide lmd diverse nmgc of 
potential hazards. 
Of interest, this concern of non-awareness is measured in this research study by 
being part of the intervention component with the introduction of the requirements 
of the Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Actl984. 
Emery et a! ( 1998) also noted that 89% of employees identified physical, 
chemical, and biological hazards as the greatest concern. In addition, it was 
found that workplace injuries were not being reported effectively or channelled 
back to the responsible occupational safety and hea!tlt person. The study 
concluded that potentially hazardous conditions were remaining unchecked, 
possibly resulting in additional numbers of injuries. Of major importance, the 
study recognised the relationship between injuries and the costs associated to 
workers' compensation, emphasizing that the under reporting of hazards and 
increased number of injuries could lead to significant and unnecessary costs. 
The very essence of tertiary educational institutions dictates that its' business is 
wide and diverse, for e:mmple, a typical institution would undertake teaching, 
learning and research activities, and they also participate in a host of industrial 
activities. These include, mechanical and building maintenance, grounds, 
catering, cleaning, printing and design and outdoor activities like 4-whecl 
driving training and more exotic activities such as aeronautics or snba diving. 
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These activities provide a myriad of occupational safety and hcallh hal'.ards that 
require attention, the rmmngcmcnt of which is dictated by the human, financial 
and physical resources allocated to the safety program. 
Hager ( 1998, p. 2) states; 
"for an organisation to continuously improve its safety and health program, the 
organisation should tap into employee creativity and unleash their best ideas 
such as encourage openness, employee participation and promote consul talion 
between all employees and representatives." 
Dans (I 983, p. 7) also commented; 
"one of the major reasons for refonn in Western Australia was tl1e lack of 
employee participation in occupational safety and health at the workplace." 
A fundamental principle of the Western Australian occupational safety and 
health legislation is a framework for consultation with employees and elected 
safety and health representatives on safety matters at their workplacc. 
Employers have the responsibill!y to establish systems that allow consultation 
on workplacc issues, planning and control of hazards. 
Management commitment, ownership, authority and responsibility consistently 
appear as 'hot' topics when discussing occupational safety and health. As 
previously stated, the findings in the Industry Commission Report ( t 995), Inquiry 
into Occupational Health and Safety, was not over complementary regarding 
management commitment or responsibility. 
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This phenomenon has been echoed by other authors, such as J>ardy, who 
comments in Hevcy {1998, p.4); 
"accidents and operational errors are o!lcn symp!Oms of something wrong in the 
management system and highlights the importance of management 
responsibility to change conditions and workplace systems." 
Authors such as Charalambous (1998), Thornton (1998), Philson (!998) and 
Bailey (1998) raise the imponance of change management and the delegation of 
responsibility for occupational safety and health. They discuss the importance 
of developing sound safety accountability systems to ensure that the new 
direction is monitored, enforced and updated. The conclusion from these 
readings are that if m!lllagement's commi!ment to safety is based on actions 
(rather than words) such as consultation and employee participation, then 
employees will be more responsive and positive to change. This is another one 
of the issues being analysed in this research study. 
3.9 Workei'll' Compensation 
The relationship between occupational safety and health and workers' 
compensation is fairly evident • a safe system of work reduces the potential of 
accidents and i1tiury, which in turn influences t11e costs of workers· 
compensation claims and contribution to annual premiums. 
Financial incentives can play a powerful role in detennining the level of 
workplace safety and health. The cost of workers' compensation and the 
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premium setting arrangements can provide an avenue to influence the 
prevention of workplacc injuries and disease. Employers can reduce their 
premiums by investing in safety, essentially the higher the premium the greater 
the incentive to reduce it. 
Brooks (1994, p. 913) advise that in Australia; 
"each state and territory has its own compulsory work~rs' compensation 
arrangements. These schemes although in principle the same, contain some 
significant variations, for example, access to common law and the capping of 
payments associated to disability and redemption. Overlaying these are two 
federal jurisdictions, one for Commonwealth government employees and thc 
other for Seafarers." 
TI1is essentially means that, in the study period, there are ten main workers' 
compensation schemes currently operating in Australia. 
There is justification -both morally and economically • for occupational safety 
and health legislation requiring an organisation to take responsibility for 
accidents in their workplace. All Australian State safety and health jurisdictions 
provide advice and information about general workplace hazards that are in 
most cases free of charge. Holding employers responsible for ongoing injury 
and accident costs should reinforce the incentives that emerge from quality 
systems, safety and health processes, especially if these costs are influencing 
the bottom line. 
The workers' compensation and rehabilitation system in Western Australia is 
based on the "no Fault" system and provides injured workers with compensation 
I 
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for loss of wages, medical, vocational rehabilitation, travelling expenses, and 
lump sum settlements in cer1ain situations. The system is designed to return 
injured workers to gainful employment as quickly as possible through the 
process of medical and vocational rehabilitation. The "no-fault" (strict) liability 
rule means that as long a:; the injury or disease arose out of and in the course of 
the employment, the employer funds all compensation paid. According to the 
1994 Industry Commission Report, Workers' Compensation in Australia (1994, 
pp 40-42) there are two arguments for holding employers (rather than 
employees) liable: 
• employers have better information and greater control over their workplaces; 
~d 
• if employers are forced to bear the costs, product prices will refiect the full 
costs of productivity which will include accident and injury costs. 
Interestingly, Brooks (1994, p. 912) questions the relationship of the integrated 
legislation. H.: questions how could laws to prevent occupational injury and 
disease and laws to compensate those iltiured or contracting disease {where 
prevention has not succeeded) possibly he other than complementary. 
Brooks (1994) SU.,lgests that compensation schemes have acted as a substantial 
disincentive to prevention. The argument provided - insurance is the way of 
managing the risk The problem to this argument, as seen from the Western 
Australian Oovemment literature by White ( \995, 1996,and 1997), is that in 
recent times the insurance is no longer a cost-effective manner to manage the 
risk. In addition it may be argued injuries not 'accepted' as workers' 
compensation can be reported as not a!Tecting the obvious 'bottom line' and 
therefore all claim~ should be challenged to assist in reducing the insurance 
premium. 
The 1998, WorkCover Annual Report (1998, p. 44) indicates workers' 
compensation disputes reported in 1998, represented a 27% increase over the 
previous annual period. In light of this increase, it would appear, the ar!,'l!ment 
suggested by Brook's requires further investigation. 
3.9.1 Trends in Workers' Compensation 
In Western Australia, employers are concerned about the increasing costs of 
workers' compensation and the so-called second gateway, which establishes a 
vehicle for common law action. In I 998, the (then) Western Australian Minister 
for Labour Relations, Ms Cheryl Edwards stated in a Media Statement 
(November 1998); 
"A major cost blowout in our workers' compensation premiums was threatening 
the viability of many successful businesses which would mean the loss of 
hundreds of jobs in this State." 
In suwort of the Minister's statement, the Australian Insurance Institute of 
Western Australia (1998, pp 1-5) commented; 
• "d;,ys associated to lost time injuries continue to increase; 
• the ability to access full weekly income illciiJding bonuses is a disincentive 
for successful return to work; 
" 
• there is difficulty in ob1aining real suitable alternative employment; 
• there was a reluctance of cn1ployers to engage previously injured or rcstricled 
capacity workers; 
• the responsibility of employers to hold an injured workers job open for 12 
months is economically unsustainable; 
• workers are double dipping by using the ~ocial security system; 
• the inability to redeem claims was not allowing workers to cxil the system; 
.,, 
• the continued and increasing influence of lawyers in the system illlcrfcrcd 
and frustrated work pTOJ:,<rams." 
According to Fonceca (1994, p. 20) "a consequence of requirements embedded 
into the pre 1993 Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981, 
employers were experiencing a rapid escalation of costs and claims at common 
Jaw. This escalation had a significant effect on the cost of premium renewal, 
productivity, profit margins, and market competitiveness as well as the security 
of employment." 
Within Australia in general, the literature strongly suggests that this rapid 
escalation of costs and claims at common law has not abated. In New South 
Wales (NSW) Robinson (1994, pp 213·217) comments that the NSW 
WorkCover Authority's main reason for financial difficulties is associated to the 
tenn "partial deemed total" treatment of unemployed, partially incapacitated 
workers. 
The significance of this is that, if a worker prior to a workplace injury was 
earning $400 a week, but because of lasting incapacity was subsequently only 
able to earn $300 a w~:ek, the scheme would provide a long term on-going 
benefit of $100 to the worker, even if they had not found employment. 
Robinson (1994, p. 216) suggested that this type of benefit desib'Tl was the main 
reason for the scheme's continuing financial difficulties. 
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trade-offs involved in selling key design features to a well-managed workers' 
compensation portfolio. 
Finally, the Industry Commission Report Workers Compensation in Australia 
(1994, p. xxv) believed; 
"tlte current Australian arrangements do not encourage ideal behaviour towards 
the management of workers' compensation. Although performance in some 
areas has improved, occupational health and safety regulation continues to be 
managed with insufficient regard for its cost effectiveness." 
Tite author suggests workers' compensation premiums should be rated 
according to experience to increase the opportunities for prevention, as financial 
gains are an incentive to take occupational safety and health seriously. Through 
anecdotal evidence, obtained from the autl10rs experiences, it would appear the 
present system has 'tl1c big players' subsidising the small companies and even 
more alarming is that this subsidy is disproportionate to those smaller 
companies who are perfonning poorly. This also requires further investigation. 
3.10 Rehabilitation 
In this context the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act1981. 
Wcstcm Australia Reprinted, {14 March 1994, p. 6) defines rehabilitation; 
"the ongoing combined and coordinated use of medical, psychological, social, 
educational and vocational measures to restore function and assist the injured 
worker to return to gainful employment". 
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Rehabilitation is essentially an aflcr C\cnt process for managing iujury and 
disease. In an ideal workplacc regulatory requirement, workers' compensation 
incentives and quality management should prevent injuries, therefore, there 
should be no need for rehabilitation as injuries and disease would not occur. We 
live however, in the real world, for c~amplc the WorkCovcr Western Australia 
Annual Report ( 1998), indi<:atcs that the number of rehabilitation cases reported 
to the Directorate in 1998 increased by 6% over 1997, and 18% over 1996. 
Rehabilitation costs for the annual period of 1998, have increased 80% over 
costs recorded in 1996. 
The Industry Commission Report Workers' Compensation in Auslralia (1994, p. 
90) drew attention to an organisations safety culture and suggested that 
successful and early return to work is influenced by the opportunity of early 
access to rehabilitation. Interestingly, the Victorian WorkCover Authority 
Annual Report (1992, pp 7-9) identified failure to provide early access to 
rehabilitation as the single must important factor in retnming injured workers 
back to work. 
Evaluating the effectiveness of rehabilitatton requires assessing the expected 
benefits against the anticipated costs. There have been several cost benefit 
analyses conducted of rehabilitation. According to Anutcch ( 1993) a review of 
the Commonwealt11 Rehabilitation Service's prob'l"tllll estimated that for every 
dollar spent on rehabilitation approximately nine dollars were saved. Ganora 
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ami Wright (1987, p. 334) provided CIISC study data indicating that 
"rchnbilitatiofl provided a direct bcncli! with a co5l ralio of 12.6 to ]."Hocking 
cl al. (1993) on the other hand, comrnent~d on an evaluation of rehabilitation 
programs in Telccom and concluded tlmt althou~h r'chabilitation was welcomed 
by employees, its application had not been totally successful. 
The Industry Commission Report Workers' Compensation in Australia (1994, p 
93) advised, "there is evidence to suggest that rehabilitation is generally 
beneficial and cost effective." 
The Commission findings are strongly supported by several authors, Hagcr 
(1998), believed that the most important feature of a worhrs' compensation 
>ystcm are its return to work incentives. Similar to the comments raised by the 
Victorian Workers' Compensation Authority (1992), significant emphasis was 
placed on the design of the program, mainly the requirement for early referral. 
Hager (1998), like Ganora and Wright (1987) commented that a properly 
designed pro!,"Tam with a structured !,'Tadual return to work si&'llificatJ!ly cut 
workers' compensation payments and restored injured employees to the highest 
level of meaningful work Shoe bridge (1997), Wood, Morrison and Mac·Donald 
(1995), and Black Icy { 1993) reported that rehabilitation programs nre becoming 
an increasingly important component in the mnnagemeut of workers' 
compensation cases involving pennanent or temporary disability. 
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Thl" c.Jncept of C\J]uating a workers performance during and ancr completion 
of a rctunt to work prOJ:,lflllll has caused couccm. This criteria has significant 
importance as it provides the stepping stone of removing the injured worker 
from the compensation merry go round - back into the nonn~<l working 
enviro:tment. Yatcs ( 1992, p. 8) suggested; 
"the evaluation process embodied into a rchabJiitation program should be 
similar to that of any usual performance rating if the employee is to succeed 
after an injury or disease." 
Yates (\992) further commented that the monitoring of rehabilitation 
performance allows an opportunity to set realistic goals for further 
improvements. s:milarly, Fisher ( 1991, p. 12) addressed the issue oft he lack of 
total quality key principles in rehabilitation programs, and states: 
"Workers rarely believe that the insurance company managing their workers' 
compensation claim anU rehabilitation program have the in1ercsts of the worker 
at heart, they believe that it is cost driven." 
This may be a perception difficult to change and if costs permit then ·in house· 
rehabilitation servicing of staff may help address tl1is perception, however this 
requires further investigation. 
Rehabilitation is a major element in the University occupational safety and 
health program. A factor, for Ibis research study, which is considered in 
addressing the total cost of workers' compensation claims. 
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3.11 Workers' Compensation Insurance 
It is compulsory for employers in all Australian States and Territories to obtain 
workers' compensation insurance, unless tl1ey arc self-insured. As mentioned 
previously, for the study period, and highlighted by Brooks (1994, pp 13-37), 
Australian State jurisdictions have some variations to their statutory provisions, 
for example, in all States except Ne\V South Wales and Victoria, cover for tile 
full amount of workers' compensation liability is compulsory. In Victoria, 
employers may reduce tl1cir premium rates by insuring only for liability for the 
first ten days of a claim and reasonable medical expenses to a prescribed 
amount. In New South Wales, the employer is only required to insure against 
liability arising after tl1e first $500 of each claim. 
In Western Austmlia, Part X, Division 1, Section 160( I) of the Workers· 
Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981, states; 
"Subject to this Act, every employer shall obtain from an approved insurance 
office and shall keep current a policy of insurance for the full amount of hist11er 
liability to pay compensation under this Act to any worker employed by himt11er 
including any increase in amount occurring during currency oft he policy". 
There is a strong relationship between the cost of indemnity, workers· 
compensation claims costs and occupational safety and health. 
The Industry Commission Inquiry into Occupational Health and Safety Report 
( 199~, np 583-597) discusses this relationship in tenus of measuring the impact 
of premiums and experience rating on workp!ace safety. 
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An important nspcct of this research study is to indicate, from an organisational 
perspective, is - if total coS!S of prevention as well as the introduced safety 
program has correlation with claims experience and total costs for workers' 
compensation. WorkCover WA provided considerable infomtation on the Web 
page and the following commentary is !tom WorkCover WA general 
infonnation Webpage (Augus\2001), the WorkCovcr WA mission was; 
"to effectively administer the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 
for the benefit of injured workers, at reasonable cost to employers and tltc 
community, and to advise Government on appropriate policy for this purpose" 
Tile Workers' Compensation and Rehabiliution Act 1981 provides for a 
statutory, no-fault system of compensation for work-related injuries. In 
Western Australia employers are liable to pay compensation to a worker who 
suffers a disability as a result of the worker's employment, or to the dependants 
of a worker who is killed, if the injury arose out of or in the course of any 
employment 
Disability" is defined in The Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 
1981 to include; 
"an injury which occurs during an accident arising out of and in the course of 
the employment, or while acting on the employer's instructions 
a disabling industrial disease (for example, poisoning or lung diseases) 
a disease contracted in the course of employment, or a disedse which recurs or 
is aggravated (as long as the employment sib'llificantly contributed to the 
disease, recurrence or aggravation)". 
Since December 1994 injuries during travel to and from work arc not covered 
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by the scheme. Also since, 1993 "Disability" does not include stress-related 
diseases if the stress was caused (wholly or predominantly) by the worker's 
dismissal or demotion or by disciplinary action taken against the worker, unless 
the employer acted unreasonably and harshly. 
For the study period of this research study the workers' compensation liability 
remained in place for the University and ns can be seen by the literature was a 
legal requirement. 
3.12 Summary of the Literature 
In evaluating the effectiveness of safety and health it is clear from the litemture 
that management commitment, authority and defined responsibility are 
important criteria in measuring safety performance. Work related accidents have 
been questioned as a reliable way of measuring safety perfonnance. 
In addition, it is apparent that the evaluation pr~X:ess is dependent on the 
accuracy and consistency of the accident/injury reporting process. Associated 
to these indicators are the workers' compensation measurements. 
This research study will provide insight in the impact of occupational safety and 
health as well as workers' compensation claims from au organisaional 
perspective. lt can be seen from the literature that there is a strong relationship 
between occupational safety and health, workers' compens.ation, relmbilitation 
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and indemnity insumnce. Thi~ research study wil! evaluate the direct impact 
these topics have upon one another when the legislation is introduced and 
workers' compensation data is analysed from a micro-analysis view point. 
3.13 Theoretical Framework 
Occupational safety and health undertook a major prominence in Australia in the 
early 1980's. This was directly influenced by work undertaken in Britain by Lord 
Robens and the subsequent report produced in Britain in 1972. The 
recommendations of the Robens Report were mcorporated into Convention Nos. I 55 
and 164 of the International Labour Organisation in 1980. Throughout the early 
1980s, all Australian States moved to implement the recommended reforms. The 
pltilosophical change in managing occupational safety and health brought about by 
this Rllbens report is briefly di~cussed. Central to tl rc~··arch study is the Robens 
philosophy of addressing legislative change base~ U]'' 
consolidating all wor11place safe!)' wtd health reb•ulation under one Act which 
establishes duties for employers and employees and others 
·creating more central regulating systems at the workplace level by moviPg 
to performance regulation and through the introduction of workplacc 
agreements which encourage employee participation in dccbion making 
relating to workplace safety and health. 
Work in industry, regardless of type, often involves exposure to hazards to the worker. 
Since the introduction and acceptance of the Robens philosophy, in Westcm Australia, 
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the law provides rcsponsibiliti~s ami sets of limits or minimum standards of protection 
for workers that must be adhered to by the owners ofbusiness cn\efllrises. 
Westem Australian workplaces arc subject to both federal and state health and 
safety legislation, that exist in the fonn of parliamentary Acts, Regulations, and 
industry Standards. Due to the residual and independent powers of each Australian 
State and Tenitory and the delegated powers of the Commouwcalth Government, 
each State and Territory has promulgated their own Act to address this topic. 
Despite the diversity and dilfering scope of laws between the States, Territories 
and the Commonwealth, each piece of legislation reflects a common philosophical 
approach tO occupational health and safety. Cullen (1994, p.3) states; 
"[the] genesis of this philosophy can be traced back to the Robens Committee of 
Inquiry of Workplace Safety, which was submitted to the British Parliament in 
July \972. Prior to this report and the ensuing changes to legislation in Britain and 
Aus!r:ilia, there had been a long and detailed history of specific and piecemeal 
legislation directed towards particular hazards." 
The Robens Committee (1972) made recommendations that affected the 
employees, the employers, the unions and the role of government with respect to 
occupational safety and health. These recommendations formed the basis of new 
legislation for botl1 Britain 'Jlld Australia. The key to the philosophy of the 
Robcns Committee Report was the notion of self-regulation. This meant, 
essentially, that employees and employers were to cooperate in order to promote 
safety and health and that the primary responsibility for health and safety lay with 
those who create the risks and those who work with them. 
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The findings ti'om the Robens Committee Report (1972) can be summarised as 
follows; 
• Employers have responsibilities to prevent health risks arising from 
plant and processes 
• Workers have the right to know the risks and have a duty to cooperate 
with the employer in occupational heath and safety matters 
• Standards for control are developed through consultation between 
industry and labour representatives 
• The remedies should be proportional and appropriate to the risks and 
• A high standard of compliance with legal requirements are expected 
and enforced by an expert inspectorate with strong powers. 
The Robens Committee Report (1972) recommendations centred upon two 
important key elements; 
I. lnco'lJorating the concept of the common law of duty of care. lt is the 
employers' onus to tackle the daily problems by identifying them and 
2. Statutory duty on employers to consul! with elected health and safety 
representative, therefore giving them voice in the running of safety 
committees and on occupational health and safety issues. 
The intent of this research study was to review the worker's compensation data 
over the 20 years using intervention indicator periods that will test the impact of 
the Robens' philosophy. That is, the implementations of the legi~lation, based 
upon Robcns' recommendations, were researched to understand how ctTectivc!y 
this philosophy works - from a micro-analysis perspective - using workers' 
compensation data. The theoretical model is provided i1: pictorial form in Figure 
l(a) on the next page. 
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Risk Frequency x· Consequence 
Prevention 
Activities 
D 
Robens Philosophy 
Post Accident 
Activities 
Report 
Investigate 
Record 
Control 
Monitor control actions 
Report 
Compensate 
Rehabilitate 
Monitor/Evaluate 
• one Act 
• 
• 
central regulating systems 
In corporating the concept of the common law of duty of care 
self-regulation 
employees and employers were to cooperate in order to 
promote safety and health 
primary responsibility for health and safety lay with those 
who create the risks and those who work with them. 
Employers to prevent health risks 
employers to consult with elected health and safety 
representative 
Employee participation in decision making relating to safety 
and health. 
Employees hove the right to know the risks 
Employees hove a duty to coopemte with the employer in 
occupational heath and safety matters 
Standards are developed through consultation between 
industry and lahour representatives 
The remedies should be proportional and appropriate to the 
risks 
A high standard of compliance with legal requirements are 
expected 
Enforcement by an expert inspectorate with strong powers. 
Safety and Health Representatives have a 'voice' at the safety committees 
Figure l(a) 
Theoretical Model 
Requirements 
Safety Initiatives 
• safety policy 
• preventative safety management 
• respollSibiliti.es outlined 
• collSultative processes 
• incidence/hazard reporting recording 
• hazard identification, assessment, control 
• training 
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4. SAFETY PltoGRAM 
4.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter n history of safety responsibilitk"'; and the safety program for 
the University is outlined. As reponed in Jlcgncy (1990), a safety program 1s 
a defined plan of action designed to manage hw.ards and prevent cases of 
O<:cupational injury or disease The safety program is required to enable 
management to measure perfonnance and proVIde a framework for employee 
participation. By having all identifiable pro~!ram the employer and the 
employee are beuer placed to meet their respective legal obligations. ~~ 
required by the Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act 19&.1 
4.2 History of Safety Responsibilities Staff 
In 1979, the University had a Security and Safety Officer pnmarily handling 
concerns about security and the paper work relatmg to workers· 
~:ompensation. This situation remained until the impending legislatton, m 
1984, where the position of Safety Offi~:er wi!S developed and introduced m 
the same time of promulgation of the Occupational Safety. Health and 
Welfare Act 1984. This, in practice, sepamted the security and safety 
functions, thereby allowing a dedicated occupational safety and hcallh 
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management component for the University. Whilst security was removed, 
two areas of responsibility remained with the Safety Officer - that of 
occupational safety and health and workers' compensation_ 
In February 1988 the Safety Officer was provided with an assistant !0 
coordinate the requirements of the Act amendment<; and Rcguhttions 
promulgated in September 1988_ In January 1989 the Safety Unit expanded to 
a total four staff with a clerical assistant along with an Insurance Officer. The 
Healthy Lifestyle program was developed in 1988 and a Healthy Lifestyle Co 
orinator appointed to oversee this program. The introduction of 
responsibilities for rehabilitation of all University staff rcqutred a 0 5 
Occupational Therapist (OT) position to be introduced in 1990 This position 
of Rehabilitation Coordinator (OT) became full time in March 1993_ 
Radiation safety was funded from the safety budget however an academic 
staff member in the School of Physics managed radia11on safety for the 
Universily. 
4.3 Committ«!> 
TI!ere was a Security and Safety Commistee already established by 1979 
however the minutes indicated !his committee had not met for that year In 
)980, the committee did meet lo address lite capital costs of introducing 
hghling to car parks. Titis was the only item minuted for the meeting for that 
year. The Security and Safety Committee is not recorded to have met iu 
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\98\, 1982, 1983 nor 1984. A new Safety commiltce was intruduccd in 
1985. TilC tenus of reference ami membership did not meet with the 
legislation requirement~ until the amendments to the Act and Regulations 
were pro111ulgated in 1988. The commincc was re-named in 1988 the 
Occupational Safety and Health Policy Commiucc (OccS&JIPC). 
With the new name came the new tncmbcrship and tenns of reference to meet 
the Occupational Hcallh, Safety and Welf.ve Act I 984 requirements. The 
Committee discussed University-wide issues, such as budget requiremenls, 
policy development and planning, monitoring of injury trends and 
detennining training needs. Titc CommiUcc could also take par1 in resolving 
major health and safety concerns as detennincd by the Univcrsity"s resolution 
of issue procedures. 
Sub committees were also introduced in 1988. Tile sub commiltecs of the 
OccS&HPC were the: 
• Bio Safety Committee; 
• Hazardous Chemical Committee; 
• Safety and health Representatives Committees; 
• Healthy lifestyle Cornrniuee: and 
• Radiation Safety Committee. 
The chair of each sub committee was a member of the OceS&HPC These 
Committees continued for the rest of the study period and a budget was 
introduced in 1989. Tilis budget was ovcrscen by the OceS&HPC and managed 
I 
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by the Safety Officer. The budgets and expenditure rcconciliu!ions were for 
calcndcr periods Janunry to December 19119 to 1998 (Appendix I). 
4.4 Occupalionnl Safety and llcaltb Rcprescntntlves 
Occupational Safety :md Health Rcprcscntutivcs (OS&H Reps) were first 
introduced in 1989. Initially the number represented the four llivisions and 
administrntion nrcns of the University. At this time in 1989 there were 14 
OS&H Reps. The number of OS&H Reps doubled in number in 1991 to 28. 
This number accommodated academic representation ami gcncml staff 
representation within the relevant areas of the University. The number of 
OS&H Reps remained m 28 througll out the rest of study period. As required 
by the legislation accredited (external) training w~s provided by the University 
to the OS&H Reps ~nd every two years elections were held to re-elect or fill 
vacancies to have Representatives for the areas within the Univen;ity. 
4.5 Healthy Lifestyle Program 
The University Web page (August 2001) provides information on the Heahhy 
Lifestyle program. The following information on the Healthy Lifestyle progrnm 
is presented from the web page and udvises, the University was the first 
University in Westem Austrnlia to provide both students and staff with a diverse 
and comprehensive, on site health promotion progrnm. 
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A working party consisting of representutivcs from academic, salaried and 
wages and their allied unions staff ww; s•·t up in 1988\n nsscss the feasibility of 
developing a healthy lifestyle program. As a result of pcrsistcnl lohbying among 
departments and faculties, funding was obtained to dcvclup the progmm. 
Initially, a Co-ordinator was employed for five hours a week to develop the 
program on an ad hoc basis. A needs assessment was ISSued to staff in 1989. 
The results were used to plan and develop a comprehensive work site health 
program that incorpomtes the identified areas of staff interest ami need. 
These assessments were re-evaluated every two years and the identified 
health and lifestyle issues were addressed on a quarterly, cyclical basis. 
Support material, seminars and activities are planned to coincide with each 
campaign. 
By 1990, 200 staff had become actively involved in this program. By 1991. 
2,000 contacts had been made. This major increase in numbers was due to 
the implementati01n of the Health and Fitness policy allowing staff up to 2 
hours off per week to become actively involved in the program and an 
increase in time and financial support by management for this Program. The 
University Healthy Lifestyle Program had a sub-committee of the University 
Occupational Health and Safety Committee ensuring it's continued support. 
The University Healthy Lifestyle Program (UHLP) had become an integral 
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part of University life with over hulf of all slllff accessing the program in the 
Inner part of the study period. 
4.6 Risk Mnn11gcment 
The Risk Management Unit wa_ formed in 1993, with five full and two part 
time staff encompassing all responsibilities to co-onlinalc occupational safety 
and health together with workers' compensation and rehabilitation. A Risk 
Management Directory of Service was introduced in 1995 (Appendix 2) and 
reviewed/updated every year for the remaining years of the study period, 
The staff from the Risk Management Unit was available at all times to 
provide assistance and advice on occupational safety and health issues. 
Services available included, infonnation and training. safety audits ami 
workplace assessments. assistance in resolving sufety ~nd hculth issues. 
information on controlling huZ!ITds. oceuputionu! rchuhi!itatton for injured 
staff and information on and c!uims processing for workers' compensation. 
4,7 Safety Initiatives 
The safety program introduced to the University was directly u!igned to the 
legislative requirements in occuvationnl health and safety. Titc components 
of this program included the saFety policy, responsibilities outlined. 
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consultmivc processes, hazard inspections, incidence /h117.ard reporting 
recording, and controls of haz.1rds. Titc complete representations of the 
documents were researched and a generic precise is presented in this chapter. 
4. 7,1 Policy Statement 
The policy statement for the University was promulgated in 1988 (Appendix 3) 
and was reviewed every two years The policy indicates the University was 
committed to best practice by the integration of safety and health into line 
management systems In addition, there were cenain responsibilities placed on 
managers, supervisors and employees under the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act to ensure a safe and healthy workplace. 
The following is an outline of !he documentation provided, within the ~mdy 
period, to the University supervisors and line managers as a reference to thc1r 
oeeupatinnal safety and h~alth responsibilities_ The documentation was 
complemented by pmctical training sessions, commencing in 1991, run by the 
Safety Officer and later staff from du; Risk Management Unit to assist the 
responsible personnel in implementing these processes. 
4.7]. Responsibilities ror Safety and Health 
The Occupational Sali:ty and Health Act, [984 placed a general duty of care 
upon manag.::rs to ensure, as far as practicable, their employees were not 
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exposed to hazurds. Titc Act also placco.J rt!!iponsibilitics on employees, 
where they must ensure they did not expose themselves or others to ha:t.ards. 
Other responsibilities required by the Act related to contractors, suppliers of 
nmterials nnd equipment, and people who design and or rnailllain the 
workplace. 
4.7.3 Responsibilities of any penon in a Supervisory role (Manager.;) 
Managers had an overall responsibility to ensure that people under their 
supervision were not exposed to hazards at work. To meet these 
responsibilities specific duties were outiincd. 
4.7.3.1 Provide and maintain workplaccs. equipment and ~vs\ ems of work 
that did not expose employees and students to hazards 
For the research period, to uchieve this, a manager wac; expected to:· 
• Assess items before purchase to ensure staff, students and visitors were not be 
exposed to hazards 
• Assess any intended changes to duties or work practices to ensure staff, 
students and visitors were not be exposed to hazards 
• Arrange for equipment, processes or work practices to be modified to ensure 
staff, students and visitors were not exposed to hazards 
• Budget for provision and maintenance of appropriate equipment to enable 
work to be CillTied out safely 
• Develop and maintain depanmcntal safety policies and guidelines on safe 
work procedures, e.g. what to do in the case of a ehemicill spill 
• Determine safe methods of work and ensure staff perfom1 their work m a safe 
manner 
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• ldenlify ha7..ards in their work area 
• Investigate hazards and incidents to find ways of controlling or preventing 
them. 
4.7.3.2 Provide information. instruction. training and supervision so 
employees and students perform<:d their work safely. 
For the research period, to achieve this, a manager was expected to:-
• Keep information 011 managing the known ha::ards in their work area, such as 
University policies and safe work procedures, Australian Standards and 
Codes of Practice, and Malerial Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs} on hazardous 
substances used in their work area 
• Make sure staff and students were famlliar with appropriate safety guidelines, 
policies, standards, codes and MSDSs that related to their work 
• Provide training to staff about safe work procedures 
• Keep records of what training had been provided, when and to whom. 
4.7.3.3 
For the research period, to achieve this, a manager was expected to:-
• Know who was the SHR for their work area 
• lnfonn the SHR as a hazard or incident was reported in their work area 
• Work with the SHR !o investigate hazards and incidents and de!ennine 
control measures 
• Make decisions about how to resolve safety and health issues, after discussing 
it with the SHR and employees 
• Consult employees and SHRs about proposed changes to equipment, 
processes or work practices in their work area. 
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4.7.3.4 Provide adequate protcctiye clothing and equipment where ha1~1rds 
could not be avoided. 
For the research period, to achieve this, a manager was expected to:-
• Know what protective clothing and equipment was required for the ha1.ards in 
their work area 
• Make sure the appropriate protective clothing and equipment was available, 
a!ld there were facilities for cleaning, maintenance and storage where 
Oel;Cssary 
• Provide instruction and training on how to use the protective clothing and 
equipment correctly. 
4. 7.4 Re:sponsibilitie'! of Employees 
The Act also lists a number of specific responsibilities for employees: 
• Take reasonable care to protect their own safety and health and the 
safety and health of others 
• Cooperate with their manager to make their workplace safe 
• Report hazards, incidents and injuries that occur 
• Follow instruction and training, use personal protective equipment 
provided and not interfere with anything ~et up to ensure safety and 
health. 
4, 7,5 As Far As Is Practicable 
The duty of care under the Act and the responsibilities that they incur apply ·as 
far as is practicable'. 11tis meant reasonable measures must he taken. bearing in 
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mind: 
• the severity of the ha1.ard 
• the likelihood of the hazard occurring 
• how much was known about the ha1~1rd and how to remove or control it 
• the availability, suitability and cost of safeguards. 
4,7,6 Other Documentation 
In order to fulfil the above responsibilities for occupational health and safety, 
the following processes and procedures were documented to be in place; 
• Incidr:nllhazard investigation- introduced in 1985 
• Consultative proccs~cs- introduced with OccS&HPC in I 988 and S&H 
Reps in 1989 
• Control of workplace hazards - introduced through direct budget 
allocations in 1989 
• Incideot/haza;d reporting- introduced in 1989 
• Hazard inspections- introduced in 1992 
4.7.7 Hal!lrd and Risk 
Within the study period, the documentation contained information on: 
What was a hazard and what was risk? 
A hazard was defined for managers and staff as a potential source of harm to 
life, health and property. There were seven m;Uor b'fOllpings ofworkplaee 
hMards; 
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• physical (e.g. noise, electrical, heat and cold, radiation), 
• chemical (e.g. solids, liquids, gases), 
• ergonomic (e.g. manual handling, worksta!ion design, task design), 
• mechanical (e.g. machinery), 
• psychological (e.g. shin work, workload), 
• biological {e.g. viral or bacterial infections), 
• general (e.g. slips, trips). 
A risk was the measure of how likely it was that injury or loss would occur m 
a given hazardous situation. Risk analysis may therefore have involved 
assessment of the nature and re verity of hazard, the likelihood of exposure to 
the hazard and the number of persons involved. 
The documentation provided the basic guide to hazard inspection and 
lncident!Hazard Investigation. 
• WHAT should be inspected? 
• WHO should conduct Job Safety Analyses and hamrd inspections? 
• WHEN should tasks have been analysed and workplaces been inspected? 
• HOW should have the job safety analysis and haz.ard inspections been 
performed? 
• WHAT should be reported? 
• WHO should report the accident/incident, near miss or hazard~. 
• WHEN should the report be completed and submitted? 
• HOW can acciden!s, incidents, near-misses or hazards be reportcd1 
• WHAT should be inves!igated? 
• WHO should conduct the investigation? 
• WHEN should the investigation process be completed? 
• HOW is an incident/hazard investigation completed? 
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4,8 Management Information 
At total of 694 personnel file~ were reviewed for evidence of knowledge and 
or training in the requirements of the occupational safety and hca!1h 
legislation. 
Since 1992 all Position descriptions required a generic commentary relating 
to occupational safety and health. The following is part of the proforma for 
all Position Descriptions; 
"In line with a changing social, economic, and legislative environment, 
Univcl'$ily policies, procedures and practices require continual review. All 
staff, particularly supervisors and managers, are required to keep up to date 
with these, ensuring observance, implementation and, where appropnate, 
participation through the appropriatt channels to keep them relevant. This 
includes areas such as Occupational Health and Safety, and Equal 
Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action/Diversity*." 
Also since 1992, for management positions this commentary has required a 
component of the selection criteria to include acknowledge of occupational 
safety and health pra~tices. 
Of the si~: hundred and ninety four personnel files reviewed 98 { 14%) had 
commentary of occupational safety and health knowledge. There is ne record 
if the selection criteria included a question on occupational safety and health. 
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4.9 Summary of the Safety Progrum 
This safety program documentation is dynamic in nature_ A~ new 
devclopmems occur changes were implemented. The period of study for Ibis 
research was 1979 !o 1998 inclusive and changes to the documents were 
introduced as and when changes occurred. 
The forgoing in this chapter is a amalgam of the documents and the laner year 
versions have been applied. The 1998 version of documentation in the Safety 
Manual is (Appendix 4}. 
This research study evaluated the safety program as it was based upon the 
requirements of the Western Australian Occupational safety and Health Act. 
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5. PIUlT STUUY 
~.1 Introduction 
To assist with the research methodolob'Y a pilot s!Udy wa~ completed on another 
Western Australian Um\·ersll}' for a shorter 11mc span 1 hts pllot stud~ wa~ 
completed With the generous support of Mr Make Ga~m and the lindmgs from 
this report were C\aluatcd with his assistance The p1lot study nmc span was 
1993 to 1998. A thorough analysis of the claims history w;1' conducted to 
enslll'e that the dlna was a'ailable. 
The Pilot stud\· v.orkers' compensation claims \\CTC based on all the pilot stud~ 
University employees. academic. j!Cncral, pan umc. scsSIOI\31 and emplo~ec> 
on fi)(ed tenn contracts. This represented a tolal Um\'etS11} populaU<m of 1.89i 
staff in 1993 throu{!h to 2,809 staff in 1998 
To deck the data for reliability the Uni,·ersity Acc1dem ·]nJUI) Form> pro\1ded 
by the emplo)·ce were checked against the data provlded on the Wor~ers· 
Compensation Clarm Fonn for consistency and rchabiln~· Thrs data was al~-0 
checked against the insurers injUf)" coding. Where d11Terenc~ \\CfC obscncd 
the corrections were made by re\i~ing the ela1m fomts on the files m the prior 
study Uniwrsity. 
Between January 199J, and Dcec:mbcr 1998, there were 493 reported workers' 
compensation claims lodged with the lll~llr~'f. Liability, for all 493 cl~lm5, wa~ 
accepted and all the claims were linalis.cd. 
The m jury classification syslem sd oul by WorkSafe Auslraha m !be Au~lrahan 
Standard AS 1885 ... Workplaee mJIUJ and d1scaw record1ng slandard'' fi1r the 
classification of injuries by sue of m Jury Is extens1ve Gm:n 1h1s, as th~ pdot 
study data mdicatcd a low number of mjunes and costs associated to some 
types of injuries, m terms of classifica11on, nuunes associated to 1he head, face 
and mouth were combined mto a smgle mjury categor) A s1m1lar approach 
W'l!S used for the classification of mjlll'les occurring to the upper back middle 
back. lower back, hand. fing1:1s, thumb and wrist. The sue and agency 
classificati<lns were also condertSed mto smaller categones ThiS allowed for 
more efficient recording and analysts oflhe workers' compensauon cloums 
5.1 Data Colltttion 
The data outlining the pilot study Uniwrsltfs worker!;· com]x:nsauon 
performance was readily 3\'llilahle from ll1e Univcrsny' s Occupational Safe!)· 
and Health Office. For the purposes of the pilot research study, the Uot\crslty 
and the insurer af!I'Ced to pro\ide all data m a compulcriscd ck'CtronJc fonn No 
workplace observations orql!e:stioning of claimants were conducted 
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All wmkers' compensation claims costs were ~:oovcrlcd to 19911 dollar cost 
\'llhlCS using the quar1erly consumer price lndc)(_ Therefore, a direct 
comparison of costs between study periods could be made. 
5.3 Pilot data analysi~ Procedure 
The 1993 to 1998 annual workers' compensation injury data were categorised 
into four independent study groups. Each study group was divided into a 
before and after study period by a pre-determined intervention date, that is the 
cut off point separating the study perhds. The intervention dates were based 
on: 
• Pilot study group No I, represented the appointment of an occupational 
safety and health a(l\iser to the University in October 1994; 
• Pilot study group No 2, corresponded with the 1995 amendments to the 
Occupatiorml Safety and Health Act 1984 and introduction of a cohesive 
safety program; 
• Pilot study group No 3, -consultation- represented the establishmellt of 
occupational safety and health commi!lees, workm!! !!fOUps and the 
appointment of elected safety and health representatives in 1996 and 
• Pilot study group No 4, represented the completion of a University manual 
handling training progrnm at the end of 1996 introduced in 1997._ 
Differences in claims; Lost Time Injury or Disease (L TJID), days lost, and costs 
before and after the pilot study intcrvencion periods were analysed to sec the 
influence of these four legislative requirements. 
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5.4 Pilot Study Information 
The review of the pilot study Uuiversity's occupalioual safety and health 
program prior to 1995 showed the program was p1cccmcal and very limited m 
formal documentation. The occupatimml safety a11d hcahh program after 1995, 
v.'US subject to ongoing strucuaral and administrative changes smcc the 
appointment of an Occupational Safety and Health Adviser m October 1994 
Significantly, in late 1'19\ a formal occupational safety and health strategic 
and operational plan was developed in consultation with senior managemenl, 
and workplace elected employees. The plan addressed safety and health 
prevention programs, training, appointment of safety and health 
representatives, accountability and responsibility of senior manager.;, line 
managers as well as employees. Tite issue of human and financml resources 
was budgeted for in 1996 to ensure that safety and hc~lth mit1atives once 
generated were able to continue functioning. 
Following the acceptance of the occupational safety and health plan m 
November 1995, the existing occupational safety and health committee was 
dismantled and representatives resigned their office. In line with the new plan 
and supported by the senic; management (Chancellery), the level of the 
previous committee was elevated to a University policy commiuee 
incorporating executive, senior academic and management rcprcsentati\"es. 
Over t!Je years 1995 and 1996 a tier of sulrcommittces and working panics 
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were ~'Stablishcd at each of the four campuses and within individual facullics to 
deal with matters at the local leveL 
In 1996 and 1997 formal accredited legislative trairlllll! and on gomg training 
was introduced for elected and management representative~ w1th clear 
workplacc ~Jl:Tfonnancc objectives. In accordance with the Act, all safety and 
health representatives attended an accredited introductory safety and health 
lraining course conducted by an external provider. 
In 1996 fonns for the reporting and recording of workplace accidenrs and 
hazard reporting were developed and implemented. 
University policies covering safety were developed and implemcn!ed during the 
annual periods of 1996, 1997 and 1998. Special emphasis was placed on the 
develop men! of a rehabilitation program in an auempt to hall the escalation in 
the number of working days lost as a result of work related injunes_ 
5.5 Pilot Study Information Conclusions 
When considering the Occupational Safety and Health Program at the pilot 
study University an investigation indic111ed that prior to October 1994, a safety 
committee was partly active however there wa.~ no senior management 
involvement. The committee had no ties or reporting accountability through to 
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senior mana~mcnt. There was no cviden~~: or documcr~s to support tlml 
managers, employees or safety ami health rcprcscnlativcs lmd any formal or 
informal training on legislative responsibililics, ha;r.ard ii..lcntilicatmn or cumrol 
Although there was a safety policy. it did not conform to legrslarivc 
requirements as it did not culline relevant responsibilities nor wa~ il signed by 
the Vice Chancellor_ 
There was no evidence of formal procedures or forms for the reponing and 
investigation of accidents, hazard reporting or issue resolution. Duty 
Statements or alternatively Job Descriptions did not have any reference towards 
the assessment of manager's responsibilities for occupational safely and health. 
With lite introduction of an occupational safety and health ad\'iser, in October 
1994, there was an occupational safety and health plan established and 
accepted. With the implementation of this plan the legislative rcq1nremcn1s to 
meet occupational safety and health responsibilities "-ere acttonc:d and this 
formed a pan of the pilot study for this research . 
.5.6 Pilot Study Summary of the Fi~ 
The pilot study used the: rlata of the six years January I. 1993 to December 31, 
1998 inclusive from the pilot study university. The purpo;., of the pilot study 
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was to ascer1ain if the !.lllla was avaih:blc and able to be analysed for the bigger 
more robust study. The pilot timefrarne was: 
Year] Year2 YcarJ Ycar4 YearS Year6 
(I) Safety Adviser (2) Safety Program (3) Consultation {4) Training 
The before and after pertods were no greater than 3 years and provtded a small 
number of claims and therefore few degrees of fre~dom for analysts. 1/owe\'er. 
this data did provide significantly reliable statistical differences in (less) daim 
numbers and (less) days lost for the impact of (2) <;afety program and the impact 
of (3) Consultation, thereby providing the opportunity to confirm the 
methodology for a larger more robust study. 
5.6.1 Pilot ~tudy group No I. (apoointmem of an occupational safetv and 
health adviser) 
The Mann·Whitney U test indicates that there ts no statisucal stgnilicance 
(p = O.OS) berween the before and after study periods in an)· of tile test 
catesories. This indicates tile appointment of tile Safcry Adv1scr for tills 
sllon study period did not make a statistical significant difference m the 
numbers of claims numbers, Lost Time lnjurie5 or Diseases. days lost. nor 
Iota] costs. 
" 
5.6.2 Pilot stud>:...gmup Nu 2. U 995 ametJdmcnt~ to the Occupatimml Safety 
and Health Act 1984 and introduction of a cohesive s.'tfcty progrmnl 
Tiu: Mann-Whitncy U test indicates that there is no statistical significance 
(p"" 0.05) between the before auJ after study periods for LTI!D's and 
costs. However there is a statistical difference m the claims and days lost 
This indicates tllat before the amendments and introducllon of a cohcstvc 
safety program, there were less daims and less costs than after the changes 
in 1995. Whilst this is an interesting outcome, no real conclusions can be 
made due to the short time period irwolved of three years. The impact 
may have been achieved howe •r a longer period was required to ascertain 
the level of impact. 
5.6 3 Pilot study group No 3. - Consultation .(occupauonal safetv and 
health comminees. working groups and the appointment of elect~!<\ 
safety and health representatives). 
The Mann-Whitney U test indicates that there v•as no statiStical Significance 
(p "' 0.05) between the before and after study periods for L TI/D's and costs. 
However there was a statistical difference in the daims and days los1. This 
indicated that before the occupational safety and health comminecs, 
working groups and the appointment of elected safety and health 
representatives there 1vere more claims and more costs than after the 
occupational safety and health commillees, working groups and the 
appointment of elected safety and health representatives. Again caut1on 
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should be applied to these finding.~ bccmasc of the time frames hcing only 
two years. 
S.6A l'ilot study 1!f9UP No 4 ( manual ha11dling 1naini11g prow am} 
The Mann-Whitney U test indicated that there was no stalastacal si~;nificancc 
{p = 0.05) between the before and after s!lldy periods in any of the test 
categories. This indicated the introduction of the traming m manual handling 
for this shon study period of two years did not make a sratistical si!,'Tiilicant 
difference in the numbers of claims numbers, Lost Time Injuries or Daseascs. 
days lost, nor total costs. 
5.7 Conclusions Drawn from the Pilot Studv 
The Pilot study set out 10 determine if the methodology was reasonable for a 
larger research period using the number of workers' compensazion danns. 
work related injuries or disease, days lost and cos!. 
At a lower level, sub-questions were asked to determine if the data llad 
been innucnccd by: 
• a University wide rn:cupational safety and health program: 
• implementation of specific injury pre\'ention strategies: and 
amendments to the Occupational Safety ;~nd Health Act 1984, in October 
1995. 
The pilot study findings indicated that legislative amendments did not innucncc 
changes to the data nor did it provide statistically reliable data on the e!Tccli\'eness ._f 
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the safety and health program at the pilot study IJnivcrsity. Thc~c inh:rvcntions 
acted as n catalyst in providing a vehicle for change and~ longer swdy period of time 
will provide more reliable analysi~- This supports the work of by Scon (1993, p. 20) 
and the Industry Commission Report Work Health and Safety ( 1995 ). The rc~uhs of 
this pilot study suggest that there were multtfactorial events that innuenccd changes 
to the dma. A larger sample of data will assist to addrcs~ the cffccttvcncs~ of the 
occupational safety and hcnlth program. 
The pilot study findings indicated that there was a statistical significance in only 
some categories. The methodology was robust enough to allow the research to 
continue with a 20-year data sef. 
5.8 Summ•ry of the Pilot Study for this Researrh Stud,· 
From the results of the pllot study it was e\ident that a more comprehensi\'e study 
and analysis over a longer period would provide a more reliable answer as to \'het her 
the statutory arnendmenls influence changes to workers' compensation data_ The 
pilot study methodology did provide data and information to allow for a more 
complete study and gave rise to this more comprehensive study. 
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6, PRF.SENTATJON of the DATA 
6.1 lntroduclion 
This Chapter prcscms the datu obtained from this research study The data arc 
prescnlcd in table and graph fonnat. Dcscriptors arc idcutili~d and 
commentaries on the data are provided. The arrangement of the data ts 
provided to complement the findings and conclusions, as prcscuted in the 
next Chapters. 
6,1 Dollar-value Indexation 
Because of the changing value of the dollar, the dollar values were indexed 
to the 1998-do!lar value by using the CPI values provided by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics found in publications on the Web page 
HttpJ/www.abs.gov.aulausstatsfABS. The conversion factors arc shm\11 in 
Table I 
Table I 
CPI Rates for the Years 1979 to 1998 Conversion to 1998 Dollars 
Year CPJ IO 1998 Doll.trs Year CPito 1998 Dollars 
'"' 
$2 82 1989 SI 18 
1980 S2 S8 
'"" 
SI 18 
"" 
S2 38 
'"' 
SI 1~ 
"" "" 
1992 $1 1l 
"" "" 
,,.. 
""' 1985 $115 
'"' 
Sl 05 
''"' 
SL62 
'"' 
Sl 01 
''"' 
5147 
'"' """ 
''"" 
SI.J7 
'"" """ 
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6.3 Staffing Numbers of the University for the l'eriod 1979 • 1998 
Table 2 provides the number of~taiT, and Full Time Equivalent positiuns (FTE) uf 
the ~taiT, that were employed by the University for the twenty-year study peruxl 
Table 2 
Number of Staff, Full Time Equivalent (Frt:'s) Positions 
for 1979 throuJ:h to 1998 
Yew Number ofStaiT FTE's 
1979 2949 1574 
1980 3139 1563 
1981 3162 1710 
]982 3054 1672 
]983 2945 1720 
'"' 
3321 16~2 
1985 3680 1598 
1986 3958 1<>46 
1987 4342 ]80) 
1988 4930 2703 
1989 5161 19% 
1990 5335 l%2 
1991 5568 2069 
1992 5132 2212 
)')9J 5934 2348 
]994 6\55 2256 
]995 6274 2366 
19% 6422 2449 
1997 6556 2415 
I <l<lS 69)8 2461 
Chart I (next page) shows a representation of the total number of staff employed 
by the University for the twenty-year~ 1979 through to 1998_ 11 is seen from 
Table 2 and Chart I there was a consistent increase in the n!'mber of staff each 
year ranging from 2949 staff in 1979 to 6938 staff in 1998 (except in 1982 and 
1983 were a slig_ht decline occurred). 
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Chart 1 
Representation of Total Staff Numbers for the years 1979 to 1998 
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Char1 2 shows the comparison of the total number of stall', by year, 
employed by the Uuiversity and the total uumbcr of full time equivalent 
positions (FTE's) for the twenty years. 
6,4 Number of I I ours Worked By Staff at the University over the 
Twenty Years 
Table 3 and Chan 3 (next page) provide the total number of hours per year 
worked by the staff at the University 
Table3 
Total Number of Hours Worked by the 
Staff at the University 
Year Hours Worked For The University 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
]992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
[996 
1997 
1998 
2,881,800 
2,921,400 
2,935,800 
3,043,800 
3,187,800 
3,398,400 
3,380,400 
3,412,800 
3,299,040 
3,500,880 
3,474,780 
3,539,160 
3,600,230 
3,910,120 
4,086,040 
3,924,740 
4,115,970 
4,260,560 
4,306,850 
4,282,490 
I 
4,aD,CXXl 
4,200,CXXl 
3,ro:J, (XX) 
3, CXXl, (XX) 
2,400,CXXl 
1,8ll,CXXl 
1,200,CXXl 
ro:J,CXXl 
0 
r-
r-
r-
r-
- 1--
- 1--
- r-
- r-
r-
- 1-- -
- - 1-- -
- - 1--
-
- - 1-- -
- - 1-- -
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-
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1-- r- - r- r- - r- r- - r- 1-- -
1-- 1-- - 1-- 1-- - 1--
-
- 1-- 1-- -
1-- r- - r- r- - r- 1-- - r- r- -
1-- r- - r- 1-- - r- ~ - 1-- 1-- -
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Chart 3 
Representation of the Total Number of Hours Worked by 
the Staff at the University. 
Table 3 and Chart 3 show the totaJ hours worked has increased, over the years, 
except for 1987 and 1994, where there was a small decrease. There was an 
uneven increase in hours worked by staff at the University. 
6.5 Hazards Reported at the University within the Twenty Year 
Study Period 
There were twenty-three categories of hazards (agent) causing injury or disease, 
and the numbers of claims associated to the hazards causing injuries or disease 
that were reported in the twenty year period are shown, by year, in Table 4. 
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To assist in analysing tins data cbans a11: preM:ntcd /;rtcr rn tins chapter produced 
from the d1ta in Table 4 _ 
Table4 
:\umlx-rofCbims ""ullinll, from the llnanl Cat~ori~ by \'ear 
HAZARDS '~' 
N ~ 
" " 
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" " 
n ,, 
" " " 
• ~ 
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~ 
" " " " 
• • ~ 
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" " " " " " " " 
~ 
" " " " " 
•• 
" " 
• ~· 
"""""' " 
,
" " " " " " " 
~ • 
'" 
• ' " 
,
" MotorVehde 
' " " 
• " " " " " " " 
• • • • ...~ 
"""""'" ' 
~
" " " " 
,, 
" 
~
" 
~
" " " " " " " 
, 
' 
m 
Other Agent 
" " " 
..
" " ' ' ' ' 
,
' " " ' "' tndoorwook 
" ' 
.. 
" 
• 
' 
, , ~ 
' ' • " ' "' 
""""'' 
• 
' ' ' " 
"""' ' 
• ' ' 
~ 
Hot watl!f • 
""""""' ' 
' ' " 
"""' ""' ' ' ' 
• ' ' " ' ' " ' 
, 
' '" ,,., ; 
" " " ' " 
• ' ' ' 
133 
-
' ' ' 
; 
' ' 
• 
,
' " 
~ 
""'" 
; • • ' 
, , 
• ' ' • ' " ' ' ·~ """~- ' • • ' ' ~ 
"" ' ' 
"'"""' ' ' ' " s.,.., "' ' 
""""'·· 
' 
""""""" ' Syringe 
Other Pef'SOI'l • 
' TOTAL 59 11e 132 132 •36 169 202 1S1 1J!.> 135 141 140 •s• 186 17B 142 116 1;9 1H •m 277J 
fii;ure 2 (next page) represents the summary of the type~ of ha?.ards (agent 
causing injury or disease) by year, encountered at the Unh·ersity O\'Cr a 
twenty· year period_ The various graphs presented in Figure 2 represents the 
categorises of the types of hazards. The X-i\xis being the years 1979 to 
1998, and Y-aJ~is the number of claims per year associated with the hazard 
category. 
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It can be seen from Table 4 and shown in Figure 2 the most numerous form of 
hazards reported to cause a workers' compensation claim over the twenty years 
study period is manual handling hazards. 
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Figure 2 
Agent (Hazard) that Caused Injuries Over the Study Period 
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The hazards causing injuries/disease are ranked; 
Manual Handling (21.5%), Trip fall (13.1 %), Machinery (12.3%), 
Motor vehicle (10.6%), Chemical (10.5%), Other agency (spectacles) 
(6.7%), Indoor work environment (5.3%), Typing (4.8%), Hand tool 
(4.7%), Glass (3.8%), Workload (2.0%), Insect (1.3%), Outdoor 
work (0.7%), Animal (0.1%), Metal work (0.5%), Not Known 
(before the Act) (0.4%), Nail (0.3%), Other person (0.3%), Sporting 
equipment (0.2%), Hot water (0.1 %), Pushbike (0.1 %), Syringe 
(0.1%), Wood work (0.1%). 
Table 4 provides the data for the following Charts (Chart 4 through to Chart 26) 
which show the number of claims per year by the type of hazard. 
Manual Handling 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 
Years of the Study 
Manual Handling 
Chart 4 
Manual Handling Claims by Year 
Chart 4 provides the (21.5%) spread of claims over the twenty years that 
were caused by Manual Handling. 
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Trip or Fall 
Years of the Study 
ID Trip or Fall I 
Chart 5 
Trip or Fall Claims by Year 
Chart 5 provides the ( 13.1%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Trips or Falls. 
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Chart 6 
Machinery Claims by Year 
Chart 6 provides the (12.3%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Machinery. 
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Motor Vehicle 
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Years of the Study 
Motor Vehicle I 
Chart 7 
Motor .Vehicle Claims by Year 
Chart 7 provides the (10.6%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Motor vehicles. 
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Chemicals 
Chart 8 
Chemical Claims by Year 
Chart 8 provides the (10.5%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Chemical exposure. 
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Other Agent 
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Chart 9 
Other Agent Claims by Year 
Chart 9 provides the (6.7%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by other agent. This category of hazard corresponds to the spectacle 
claims. 
Indoor Work 
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Years of the Study 
I 0 Indoor Work I 
Chart 10 
Indoor Work hazard Claims by Year 
Chart 1 0 provides the ( 5 .3%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Indoor work hazards. 
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Typing 
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Chart 11 
Typing Claims by Year 
Chart 11 provides the ( 4. 8%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Typing. 
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Chart 12 
Hand tools Claims by Year 
Chart 12 provides the (4 .7%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Hand tools. 
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Glass 
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Chart 13 
Glass Claims by Year 
Chart 13 provides the (3.8%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Glass. 
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Chart 14 
Workload Claims by Year 
Chart 14 provides the (2.0%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Workload. 
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Chart 15 
Insect Claims by Year 
Chart 15 provides the (1.3%) spread of claims over the twenty years that were 
caused by Insect bites. 
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Chart 16 
Outdoor Work hazard Claims by Year 
Chart 16 provides the (0.7%) spread of claims over the twenty years that 
were caused by Outdoor work hazards. 
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Animal 
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Chart 17 
Animal Claims by Year 
Chart 17 provides the (0.1 %) spread of claims over the twenty years caused by 
Animal bites. 
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Metal Work 
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Chart 18 
Metal Work Claims by Year 
Chart 18 provides the (0.5%) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by Metal Work hazards. 
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NotKnovun 
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Years of the Study 
Chart 19 
Claims Where the Hazard is Not Known shown by Year 
Chart 19 provides the (0.4%) spread of claims over the twenty years where 
the hazards are not reported and therefore not known. 
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Nail I 
Chart 20 
Nail hazard Claims by Year 
Chart 20 provides the (0.3%) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by a nail hazard. 
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Other Person 
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Chart 21 
Claims Caused by the actions of Another Person shown by Year 
Chatt 21 provides the (0.3%) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by the inappropriate actions of another person. 
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Chart 22 
Sporting Equipment Claims by Year 
Chart 22 provides the (0.2%) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by the University condoned activities when using Sporting Equipment. 
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Hot Water 
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Chart 23 
Hot Water Claims by Year 
Chart 23 provides the (0.1 %) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by Hot Water. 
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Chart 24 
Push Bike Claims by Year 
Chart 24 provides the (0.1 %) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by Push Bikes. 
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Syringe 
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Chart 25 
Sy~inge Claims by Year 
Chart 25 provides the (0 .1%) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by inappropriate disposal of syringes. 
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Chart 26 
Wood Work Claims by Year 
Chart 26 provides the (0.1 %) spread of claims over the twenty years caused 
by hazards when completing Wood Work activities . 
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6.6 Types of Injuries 
The number of injuries for which claims were lodged in the twenty year period 
is shown in Table 5. Damaged spectacles are paid as a claim through the 
workers' compensation system and are included in the analysis. 
Table 5 
Injuries Experienced Over the Twenty Year Study Period 
INJURIES YEARS 
Total 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 .86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 
Strain 21 35 46 46 57 57 64 59 67 67 63 65 92 92 96 77 57 49 51 51 1212 
Laceration 7 17 17 19 20 28 22 27 22 14 16 28 24 23 23 11 9 19 13 15 374 
Bruise 6 16 16 20 16 19 22 19 16 18 20 10 10 20 14 18 13 11 13 7 304 
Foreign Body 8 13 10 11 8 12 9 9 12 10 17 9 14 11 11 9 6 9 5 7 200 
Spectacles 8 7 19 11 11 17 20 13 2 5 10 5 9 4 10 7 11 5 13 5 192 
RSI 3 19 45 14 3 13 8 6 2 6 5 3 130 
Bum 4 6 3 4 4 6 4 8 4 6 3 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 74 
Fracture 2 4 4 3 6 4 1 6 5 5 6 3 2 55 
Stress 3 3 2 3 5 4 10 9 11 55 
Bite (animal 3 5 4 4 3 5 4 6 4 2 3 3 2 53 
or insect) 
Dermatitis 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 1 3 28 
Multiple 2 6 3 4 2 2 2 2 27 
injuries 
Respiratory 4 3 3 6 24 
Conjunctivitis 2 2 3 9 
Dislocation 1 3 1 9 
Hemia 2 3 9 
Concussion 2 5 
Hearing Loss 2 5 
Heart Attack 3 
Amputation 2 
Dental injury 2 
Cancer 
TOTAL 59 118 132 132 136 169 202 151 136 135 141 140 161 186 178 142 116 119 117 103 2773 
Figure 3 (next page) represents the summary of the type of injuries encountered, 
as claims against the University over a twenty-year period. The various graphs 
present the types of injuries with the X-axis being the years 1979 to 1998. TheY-
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axiS indicates the total number of injuries, per year, resulting m a workers' 
compensation claim on the University. 
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Heart Attack RSI Dental injury Concussion Dislocation JL_ ~ ~ ~ 98265 91 97 96ls689194a7 62 s689194s7 6894 
Stress Cancer 
~7 L ::1 0 u 
9sl"'68919497 
Year 
Figure 3 
Types of Injuries Experienced at the University 
There were twenty two categories of injuries and the number of injuries and 
represented per year are shown in Table 5 and Figure 3. 
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The percentages injuries repmted over the study period were ranked; 
Strain (43.7%), Laceration (13.5%), Bruise (11.0%), Foreign Body 
(7.2%), Spectacles * (6.9%), RSI (4.7%), Burn (2.7%), Fracture 
(2.0%), Stress (2.0%), Bite (1.95%), Dermatitis (1.0%), Multiple 
(1.0%), Respiratory (0.9%), Conjunctivitis (0.3%), Hernia (0.3%), 
Dislocation (0.3%), Concussion (0.2%), Hearing Loss (0.2%), 
Amputation (0.1 %), Heart Attack (0.1 %), Dental injury (0.1 %), and 
Cancer (1 case registered). 
* Damaged spectacles are reported ·and paid for by the workers ' compensation system. 
The following Charts (Chart 27 through to Chart 47) show the number of claims 
that indicate the type of injury by year through out the study period. 
Strain 
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Years of the Study 
Strain 
Chart 27 
Strain Injuries by Year 
Chart 27 provides the ( 43.7%) claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Strain Injuries. 
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Laceration 
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Years of the Study 
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Chart 28 
Laceration Type Injuries by Year 
Chart 28 provides the (13 .5%) claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Laceration injuries 
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Chart 29 
Bruise Type Injuries by Year 
Chart 29 provides the (11 %) claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Bmise injuries. 
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Foreign Body 
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Chart 30 
Foreign Body type Injuries by Year 
Chart 30 provides the (7 .2%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
foreign body injuries. Most of these claims are dust in eye or chemicals in eye 
type injuries. 
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Chart 31 
RSI Injuries by Year 
Chart 31 provides the (4.7%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
RSI type injuries. 
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Burn 
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Chart 32 
Burn Injuries by Year 
Chart 32 provides the (2.7%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Burn injuries. 
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Chart 33 
Fracture Injuries by Year 
Chart 33 provides the (2%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Fracture injuries. 
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Stress 
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Chart 34 
Stress claims by Year 
Chart 34 provides the (2%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Stress type injuries. 
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Chart 35 
Bite Injuries by Year 
Chart 35 provides the (1.9%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Bite injuries. 
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Dermatitis 
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Chart 36 
Dermatitis type Claims by Year 
Chart 36 provides the (1 %) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Dermatitis. 
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Chart 37 
Multiple Injuries Claims by Year 
Chart 37 provides the (1 %) of claims over the twenty years that resulted in 
Multiple Injuries. 
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Respiratory 
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Chart 38 
Respiratory type Claims by Year 
Chart 38 provides the (0.9%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted in 
Respiratory type Claims 
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Chart 39 
Conjunctivitis type Claims by Year 
Chart 39 provides the (0.3%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Conjunctivitis illness. 
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Dislocation · 
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Chart 40 
Dislocation claims by Year 
Chart 40 provides the (0.3%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted in 
Dislocation type injuries. 
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Chart 41 
Hernia Injuries by Year 
Chart 41 provides the (0.3%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Hernia Injuries . 
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Concussion 
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Chart 42 
Concussion Type Injuries 
Chart 42 provides the (0 .2%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Concussion type injuries. 
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Chart 43 
Hearing Loss Claims by Year 
Chart 43 provides the (0.2%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted from 
Hearing Loss. 
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Heart Attack 
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Chart 44 
Heart Attack Claims by Year 
Chart 44 provides the (0 .15%) of Claims that resulted from Heart attacks. 
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Chart 45 
Amputation Claims by Year 
Chrut 45 provides the (0.06%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted 
from amputation injuries. 
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De ntallnjury 
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Chart 46 
Dental Injuries by Year 
Chart 46 provides the (0.06%) of claims over the twenty years that resulted 
from Dental injmies. 
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Chart 47 
Cancer Claim by Year 
Chart 4 7 shows the year of the Cancer claim for the study period. 
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6. 7 Part of the llody Injured 
The twenty-seven categories of site represents the pa11 of body injured 
(including spectacles) experienced within the Univcrsi!y for the twenty year 
study period. The number of injuries to the site of the body injured 
experienced over the twenty year period are shoWll in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Frequency of the Part of Body Injured by Staff at the University 
Part of Body Injured Number Pen:el!tage 
Spine or Back 521 18.8 
Finger(s) 247 8.9 
Eye(s) 216 7.8 
Spectacles 192 6.9 
Am> !67 6 
Wrist !63 5.9 
""" '" 
5.4 
H~d 134 4.8 
Shoulder 129 4.7 
"""' 
118 4J 
'-'8 104 3.8 
Fool 64 2.3 
Head 63 23 
Abdomen 
" 
2.1 
Nervous Disorder 55 2 
Groin 50 1.8 
Chest 46 1_', 
Face 42 1.5 
Hip 42 1.5 
Thumb 34 12 
Toe(s) 31 1.1 
Multiple 25 0.9 
L~S' 24 0.9 
'" 
9 OJ 
Skin 4 0.1 
""" 
3 0.1 
TOTAL 2773 100 
Figure 4 (next page) provides a repres~ntative summary of the par1 of the 
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body (site) injured encountered by the University over a twenty-year period. 
The various graphs present the different parts of the body injured that resulted 
in a workers' compensation claim on the University. The X-axis shows the 
years and the Y-axis indicates the total number of claims relating to that part 
of the body injured. 
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Figure 4 
Part of Body Injured Experience by Staff of the University 
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Charts 48, 49 and 50 provide representation on the total number in each 
category of hazard, injuries, and part of body injured. Chart 48 represents the 
hazards (agent) on X- axis and the Y-axis shows the total number (count) of 
claims for each hazard through out the twenty years. Chart 49 represents the 
total injury count at the University that caused a workers' compensation claim 
over the twenty year period. Chart 50 represents the total count of the part of 
the body injured (site) from workers' compensation claims at the University, 
in the twenty years. 
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Chart 48 
Total Count of (agent) Hazards 
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Chart 48 and Table 4 (page 111) show that the most common hazards causing 
workers' compensation claims at the University for the twenty years were 
manual handling, trip fall , machinery, motor vehicle, chemicals, and typing. 
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Chart 49 
Total Count of Injuries 
It can be seen from Chart 49 and Table 5 (page 125) strains, lacerations, 
bmises and foreign bodies (mainly in eyes) and RSI contributed to majority of 
the injuries experienced through out the twenty year study period. 
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It also can be seen from Chart 50 and Table 6 (page 134) the most injured part 
of the body for staff at the University, over the twenty years, were injuries to 
the spinal (in particular back) fmger(s), eye, arm, wrist, and knee. 
6.8 Workers' Compensation Claims Experience of the University for 
the Twenty Years 
Table 7 and Chart 51 (next page) provide the total number of Workers' 
Compensation claims experienced by the University, shown per year, over the 
twenty years of the study period. It is apparent from Table 7 and Chart 51 there 
was an increase in the number of claims in 1984, 1985 and 1986 as well as in 
increase in claims in 1991 , 1992 and 1993. The increase in the number of 
claims in 1984 and 1985 and 1986 were mainly due to RSI injury claims. The 
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increase in the number of claims in 1991 , 1992 and 1993 were mainly due to 
manual handling hazards. 
:--
m- ~ 
Table 7 
Number of Workers ' Compensation Claims by each year 
1979 through to 1998 
Year Workers' Compensation Claims 
1979 59 
1980 118 
1981 132 
1982 132 
1983 136 
1984 169 
1985 202 
1986 151 
1987 136 
1988 135 
1989 141 
1990 140 
1991 161 
1992 186 
1993 178 
1994 142 
1995 116 
1996 119 
1997 117 
1998 103 
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Chart 51 
Representation of Workers' Compensation Claims by each year 
1979 through to 1998. 
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6.9 Total Cost (in 1998 Dollars) to the University for the Workers' 
Compensation Claims 
Table 8 and Chart 52 shows the total cost (in 1998 Dollars) to the University for 
the workers' compensation claims, shown by each year, of the twenty-year period 
of the study. 
Table 8 
Total Cost to the University for Workers' Compensation 
For 1979 to 1998 
Year Total cost of Workers' 
Compensation Claims 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
$133,190 
$343,049 
$339,591 
$220,923 
$485,953 
$1,221,420 
$935,746 
$834,783 
$226,826 
$435,389 
$651,961 
$515,332 
$282,899 
$573,491 
$313,945 
$600,321 
$205,499 
$539,950 
$683,814 
$853,644 
Total cost of Workers' Compensation Claims 
$1,500,000 
$1,250,000 
$1,000,000 
$750,000 
$500,000 
$250,000 
$0 
Years 1979 through to 1998 
Chart 52 
DTotal cost of 
Workers' 
Compensation 
Claims 
Total Cost to the University for Workers' Compensation For 1979 to 1998 
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Figure 5 (next page) represents the disbursement of payments for workers' 
compensation claims by the University. These payments arc shown by year. To 
assist in the presentation of the 2773 claims and the costs resulting tram these 
claims, the dollar amounts, in 1998 Dollars, have been ranked into categories of 
dollar amounts as shown in Table 9. The intervals arc not evenly si7.cd because 
aggregation into SJ,OOO intervals would cause loss ofinfonnation at the lower end 
of the scale. 
Table 9 
Categories of the Ra11king of Dollars for the Costs of Workers' Compensation 
Rank of Dollar:s Expenditure 
Rank 1 
!Umk2 
Rank 3 
Rank4 
Rank 5 
Rank6 
Rank 7 
Rank 8 
Rank9 
Rank 10 
Rank I I 
Rank 12 
Rank \3 
Rank 14 
Rank IS 
Rank 16 
Rank 17 
Rank 18 
Rank 19 
Rank 20 
Rank 21 
Rank 22 
Rank 23 
Rank 24 
Rank 25 
CPI to 1998 Dollars Categories 
$0 to$100 
$101 to S200 
S201 to $300 
$301 to $400 
$401 to $500 
$501 to $600 
$601 to $700 
S701 to SHOO 
$801 to $900 
$901 to SIOOO 
$1,001 to$2,000 
$2,001 to $3,000 
$3,001 to S4,000 
$4,00\to$5,000 
$5,00\to$10,000 
$10,001 to$20,000 
$20,001 to $30,000 
$30,001 to $40,000 
$40,001 to $50,000 
$50,00 I to $100,000 
$100,001 to $200,000 
$200,001 to $300,000 
$300,001 to $400,000 
$400,001 to$500,000 
$500,001 to $\,000,000 
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Figure 5 represents the number of claims falling into the categorisation rankings 
as shown in Table 9 (page 141) for the twenty year study period. 
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$200001-$300000 
L 9828588919497 
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Figure 5 
Workers' Compensation Claims Costs in 1998 Dollars Expended Through-
out the Twenty-year Period 
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Figure 6 shows the count of the number of workers' compensation claims by 
year processed by the University falling into the rank categories as defined by 9 
(page 141). 
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Figure 6 
Expenditure of Payments by the University on Workers' Compensation 
Claims shown by Year 
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Figure 7 represents the types of injuries sustained through out the twenty years. 
These injuries are presented with the categories· of costs as shown in Table 9 
(page 141). 
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Figure 7 
Types of Injury by Dollar Ranking as Shown in Table 9 (page 141) 
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It is apparent from Figure 5 and Figure 6 that most of the claims costs to the 
University were below Rank 5. Therefore the largest number of workers 
compensation claims to the University over the twenty year period, were below 
$500 with a great portion of these costs below $200. 
6.10 Rates Calculated from the Data 
Table 10, and Graphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 (next pages) provide the number and 
representation of the rates for the University shown by each year of the study 
period. Theses rates are for the cost of workers' compensation claims per $1 00 
payroll, Frequency rates, Incidence rates and Severity rates. These rates allow 
weighted comparisons of the claims experience along with costs associated 
with those claims over the years of the study. 
Table 10 
Rates for each year of the study period Cost of Workers' Compensation 
Claims per $100 Payroll Frequency Rates, Incidence Rates and Severity Rates 
Year Cost of Workers' Comp Frequency Incidence Severity 
Claims per $100 payroll Rate Rate Rate 
1979 0.2396 9.37 0.56 96.82 
1980 0.6054 15.43 1.02 458.34 
1981 0.5952 16.34 1.12 81.75 
1982 0.3706 15.77 1.16 259.54 
1983 0.7721 15.99 1.09 527.64 
1984 1.7525 18.24 1.25 1387.12 
1985 1.3768 18.93 1.40 1132.71 
1986 1.2104 16.7 1.16 929.44 
1987 0.3438 12.12 0.74 237.34 
1988 0.5923 13.13 0.73 303.35 
1989 0.8714 13.52 0.77 646.66 
1990 0.6612 12.14 0.62 448.98 
1991 0.3573 12.77 0.66 119.16 
1992 0.6381 17.64 0.98 471.59 
1993 0.3341 12.72 0.74 149.78 
1994 0.6458 10.7 0.65 518.25 
1995 0.2058 6.31 0.39 140.18 
1996 0.4158 3.52 0.24 295.03 
1997 0.4667 6.5 0.38 299.29 
1998 0.5493 9.57 0.56 537.3 
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Graph l represents the ratio of the cost of the workers' compensation claims 
as against every $100 of payroll lbr each year of the twenty years of the study 
period. This graph indicates there was a large amount of costs to the 
University associated to the workers' compensation in years 1984, 1985 and 
1986 compared to the other years of this study. These years also had 
increased number of claims and the large costs were directly attributed to RSI 
claims. The subtle increase just before 1998 can be attributed to the additional 
(expensive) stress claims in the two proceeding years- see Chart 34 page 
127. The impact of these claims can also be seen on Graph 4 -Severity Rates 
page on the previous page. 
Graphs 2, 3, and 4 all have similar trends to Graph 1 for the nine years 1979 
to 1987. This can be attributed to the claims to the University not being 
'managed' unti11984. With the introduction of the Safety Officer in 1984, 
there is an impact on the number of claims as seen by the Frequency rates and 
Incidence rates and the costs oftl1e claims as seen by the costs per $100 pay 
roll and Severity rates. Tims there was a peak in costs just prior to the 
introductiOn of the Safety Officer in 1984. 
Graph 5, 6 and 7 (next page) show comparisons to the Universities 
(Xlrfonnance. 11 is prc$cntcd to indicate from a National level and State level 
tl1ese rates have similarities in downward tends. 
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6.11 Safely Officer Anpointment in 1984 
Table I I (next page) represents the statistical results of total Workers' 
Compensation expenditure, the compensation paid, the rehabilitation, legal and 
administmtion costs for the periods before and after the introduction of the Safety 
Officer and the introduction of the Safety Section to the University in 1984. The 
study found tlmt there was no statistically reliable difference (at 0.05 level) in the 
common law claims or the total cost of the claims before and after the introduction 
of the Safety Officer and the introduction of the Safety Section to the University in 
1984. There was however, a reliable difference (at 0.5 significance level) in the 
mean rank number of claims for lost time claims (LOSTIME). the compensation 
paid on claims (CPJCOMP) and the rehabilitation, legal and administration costs 
(CPIOTIIER) before and after the introduction of the Safety Offi!Xlr and the Safety 
Section to the University in 1984. 
The Safety Officer and the inlroduction of the Safety Section to the University in 
1984 produced less lost time injuries resulting in less workers' compensation 
payments. TI1ere were more rehabilitation, legal and administmtion costs allcr the 
introduction of the Safety Officer and the Safety Section. 
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Table I! 
The Statistical Results of the Number of Lost time, Cummon J.aw and the 
Total Expenditure on Workers' Compensation Claims Before and After the 
Introduction of the Safety Sedion 
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It can be seen from Chart 53 there was a considerable increase in the number of 
strain injures reported after the Safety Officer and Safety Section was introduced 
in the University in 1984. RSI and stress also increase in the total number of 
reported injuries after the introduction of the Safety Officer and Safety Section. 
injury injury 
Chart 53 
Representation of Injuries Before and After the Introduction of the Safety 
Officer and Safety Section to the University 
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6. 12 Comparisons of Data Before (pre) and Mter (post) the 
Promulgation of The Western Australian Occupational Safety 
and Health Legislation 
6.12.1 Categories of Total Expenditure Before and After the Act 
Chart 54 represents the total expenditure of dollars (as categorised in the 1998 
Dollar rankings shown in Table 9) (page 141) on workers' compensation. This 
is shown by before 1988 promulgation of the Western Australian Occupational 
Safety and Health Act and after 1988 promulgation of the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
RANK 
Chart 54 
Expenditure in Dollar Amounts Indicating the Workers' 
Compensation Costs Before and After the 1988 Promulgation of the 
W A Occupational Safety and Health Act 
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6.12.2 Workers' Compensation Costs Before and After the Act 
Figure 8 represents the total number of Workers' Compensation claims costs, 
(as categorised in the 1998 Dollar rankings shown in Table 9 on page 141) 
experienced by the University. This is shown as before and after the 1988 
promulgation of the Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
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6.12.3 Hazards Before and After the Act 
Chart 55 represents the hazards (agent) causing workers' compensation claims 
before and after the 19 88 promulgation of the Western Australian Occupational 
Safety and Health Act. 
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It can be seen from Chart 55 and Figure 9 (next page) there were more 
categories of hazards reported after the Act than before the Act was 
promulgated in 1988. 
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Figure 9 represents the hazards (Agent) that caused injuries resulting in 
workers' compensation claims experienced before and after the 1988 
promulgation of the Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
Other Agent Trip fall 
3 
Animal 3~~ 
1\~erthe 1\ct 
Typing ~oorwork 
Figure 9 
Hazards (Agency) that Caused Injuries Resulting in Workers' 
Compensation Claims Experienced Pre and Post the 1988 Promulgation of 
the Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act 
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6.12.4 Injuries Before and After the Act 
Chart 56 represents the total number of injuries resulting in workers' 
compensation claims experienced before the 1988 promulgation of the Western 
Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act and after the 1988 
promulgation of the W estem Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
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Chart 56 
Representation of the Number of Injuries from Workers' Compensation 
Claims Experienced Before and After the 1988 Promulgation of theW A 
Occupational Safety and Health Act 
It can be seen from Chart 56 there were less categories of injury reported after 
the Act was promulgated in 1988. There were more strain injuries and stress 
related claims however the number of RSI claims decreased after the Act was 
promulgated in 1988. 
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Figure 10 represents the types of injuries resulting in workers' compensation 
claims at the University before and after the 1988 promulgation of the Western 
Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
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6.12.5 Part of Body Injured Before and After The Act 
Chart 57 represents the part of body injured resulting in workers' compensation 
claims experienced before the 1988 promulgation of the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety and Health Act and post the 1988 promulgation of the Western 
Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
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Figure 11 represents the part of body injured resulting in workers' compensation 
claims experienced before and after the 1988 promulgation of the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
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6.12.6 Comparative Rates Before and After the Act 
To assist in the analysis before and after the promulgation of the Act and 
Regulations in 1988, the comparative rates have been separated and presented 
as before and after in graphical form below: 
Frequency Rates 
E 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Years BEFORE the Act 
!- Frequency Rates I 
Graph 8 
Frequency Rates shown BEFORE 1988 
Graphs 8 and 9 represent the Frequency Rates shown before and after the 
promulgation of the Act and Regulations in 1988. 
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Cost of Claims per $100 payroll 
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Graph 10 
Cost of Workers' Compensation claims per $100 Payroll BEFORE 1988 
Graphs 10 and 11 represent the Cost of Workers' Compensation claims per $1 00 
Payroll shown before and after the promulgation of the Act and Regulations in 
1988. 
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Incidence Rates 
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Incidence Rates BEFORE 1988 
Graphs 12 and 13 represent the Incidence Rates before and after the 
promulgation of the Act and Regulations in 1988. 
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Severity Rates 
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Severity Rates BEFORE 1988 
Graph 14 and 15 represent the Severity Rates before and after the 
promulgation of the Act and Regulations in 1988. 
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6.12. 7 Workers' Compensation Statisticalltesults Before anti After the Act 
Table 12 represents the statistical results of total Workers' Compensation 
expenditure (CI'JTOTAL), the compensation spent (CJ>ICOMP), and the rehabilitation, 
legal and administration costs (CPJOT!IERJ for the periods before and after the 
Western Australian occupational safety and health legislation. 
Table 12 
The Statistical Results of Total Workers' Compensation Costings, the 
Compensation Paid, and the Rehabilitation, Legal and Administration Costs for 
the periods Before and After the Introduction of the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety and Health Act 
Ranks 
PREPOST N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
CPITOTAL Before the Act 1332 1352.20 1801128.50 
After the Act 1441 1419.17 2045022 50 
Total 2773 
CPICOMP Before the Act 1332 1439.72 1917711.13 
After the Act 1441 1338.27 1928440.00 
Total 2773 
CPIOTHER Before the Act 1332 1298.51 1729613.00 
After the Act 1441 1468.80 2116538.00 
Total 2773 
Test Statistics • 
a. Variable: PREPOST 
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There was a reliable difference (p = 0.05) in the mean ranking of!Otalworkers' 
compensation e.~pcndi1Ure {CPITOTAL), the compensation spent {CPJCOMP), and 
the rehabilitation, legal and administration costs {CPIOTHER) when comparing 
the periods before and after the 1988 promulgation of the Western Australian 
occupational safety and health legislation. 
h can be seen from Table 12 there were less compensation paid (CPJCOMPJ 
before the introduction of the Act than paid after the Act was introduce. There 
were more total costs (CPJTOTAL) as well as the rehabilitation, legal and 
administration costs (CPIOTHER) paid after ihe introduction of the Act than 
before it was promulgated in 1988. 
Table 13 (next page) represents the statistical results the number of lost time 
claims and the number of common law claims for the periods before and after 
the Western Australian occupational safety and health legislation. 
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Table 13 
The Statistical Results of thr Number of Lost Time claim5 (l,OSTtME) and 
the Number of Common Law claims (COMLAW) for the periods IJeforc and 
After the Western Aust1111ian Occupational S11.fety and llealth Act 
PREPOST 
LOS TIME Before t~o Act 
AtlerthoAct 
'~' COMLAW Before the Act 
After the Act 
Total 
Wllco~onW 
z 
... ~ 
' 
Mean Ran~ 
1332 1441 35 
1441 1336.76 
2773 
1332 1378.62 
"" 
1394.74 
2773 
Test Sto~Ustios 
a. Grouping VaMabla: PREPOST 
Sum of Ranks 
1919876.00 
1926272.68 
1836325.63 
2009825.36 
TI1ere was a reliable difference (p = 0.05) in the lost time (LOSTIME) claims and the 
claims having ;: common law component (COMLAW} when comparing the periods 
before and after the 1988. There were less lost time costs of the claims after the Act 
and more costs for common law claims after tlte Act was promulgated in 1988. 
6.13 Introduction of Occupational Safety and Health Representatives 
Table 14 (next page) represents the statistical results of total Worker~· 
Compensation expenditure, the compensation paid, and the rehabilitation, legnl 
and administration costs for the periods before and after the introduction of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Representatives in 1989. 
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Table 14 
The statistical Results of the Number of Lost Claims, Common Law 
Claims, and Total Compensation Expenditure for the periods Before and 
After the Introduction of the Occup'ltional Safety and Health 
R2prcsentatives in 1989 
Mann-VVhitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
z 
Oco S&H Repo 
eotabklled 
LOSTIME 
888515.0 
1849709 
-4.135 
Asymp. Sig. {2-tsiled) 000 
a. Group1ng Vanaole: REPS 
Rank• 
Test StatisticS' 
COMLAW CPITOTAL 
950786 s I 915664.0 
1913365 i 1878242 
-3.142 -2.160 
.002 .031 
133-4.57 1~9709.00 
193271>6.50 
1967909.00 
1852563.3e 
2037233.00 
CPICOMP CPIOTHER 
891372.5 6340.000 
1852554 1808918.0 
-4.005 -5.449 
.000 .000 
There was a reliable difference in the claims data before and after the 
introduction of the Representative in 1989. There were more lost time claims, 
less common la\.\ claims, the total cost per claim was lower per claim and the 
rehabilitation, legal and administration costs per claim was lower before the 
representatives were introduced. 
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6.14 Introduction of Safety Troining 
Table 15 represents the statistical results of lost time claims, common law claims, 
total Workers' Comoensation expenditure, the compensation paid, and the 
rehabilitation, legal and administration costs for the periods before and after the 
introduction of the Safety Training in I 99 I. 
Table 15 
The Statistical Results of Lost Time Claims, Common Law Claims, Total 
Workers' Compensation Expenditure, the Compensation Paid, ao:td the 
Rehabilitation, Legal and Administration Costs fl)r the Periods Before and 
1 ce"u'~ 
I C"CUM> 
WllcoxonW 
' 
After the Introduction of the Safety Training in 1991. 
Ranks 
" ,.. ' 
"" Training eslllblished "~ 1327.13 and pr()\lided 
''"' "" ,,. ' 
"" """" Trainl~~"':tablisMd 
and prO\IIded "~ 1394.73 
' "" 
' '"" 
·~·, 
Training established 
andpmlrid!!d ··~ 1442.32 Total 
"" 
' '"" """ 
' 
'"'" 
1327.0S 
,~, 
"" ,~,~~·~- "" ""',. Tllllnlng eslablCsh!!d 
'"'" 
1504.56 ;:_;rovidod 
mo 
Test stall sties • 
1454537.00 
15281>20.00 
' 
158071J.6.50 
1454487.50 
1649105.00 
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There was u reliable difference (p = 0.05) in the claims data before and after the 
introduction of the safety training in 1991, There were more lost time claim, less 
common law claims, the total cost per claim was lower per claim, the compcnsatiou 
paid for each claim was higher and the rehabilitation, legal and administration cosl~ 
per claim was lower before the safety training was introduced. 
6.15 lntroduction of the Risk Management Unit and Full time 
Reh~tbilitation Coordinator. 
Table 16 
The Stati$tical Rc~ults of Lost Time Claims, Common Law Claims, Total Workers' 
Compensation E~penditure, the Compensation Paid, and the Rehabilitation, Ugal and 
Administration Costs for the Periods Before and After the Introduction of the RMU 
I"' '"' 
COMI.AW 
CPITOTAl 
CPICOMP 
CPIOTHER 
Wiloo.onW 
' 
and Rehabilitation Co-ordinator in 1993 
Ranb 
"'~ 
" 
l.!ollnR.ook SL.<11ol Rook• 
~ ... 1901 1416 73 
-·· Ron.!>l""""" 
C<><~ro\n;o .. omp!Ojod no ·~· 1012943~ ·~ = NoRol!ob<I""IJon 
Co-<>n>,. .. •w 1381 05 V5700l;~ 
Rehllb<l""""' 
c""""";...,..,pao)'O'l no ·~" 1DBe1a5 50 
'~' '"' NoRoluib<I""IJon 
~'- '"' 154716 -·· RWM•t>IJon 
"" Co-a"""'"" employed 1489.52 1155869011 ·~ '"' NoR•I>ai:Mt>bon 
·-· 
'"' 
1413.54 
·-· R""'bilito""" 
"" 
c"""""'"'tor •mplo)od 1318.70 102331050 
Tobil 
= NoRohol>lito,;.,., 
••• ~'- 1316.:11> 2628561 50 Rol>ai:Mt>bon 
Co-or01nolor omplo)'O'l 
"" ·~· 121/&IS.~ '~' m; 
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Tab!tl 16 represents the s:atistical results of lost time claims, common law claims, 
total Workers' Compensatio11 expenditure, the compensation paid, and the 
rehabilitation, legal and administration costs for the periods before and after the 
introduction of the Rehabilitation Co-ordinator in 1993. 
There was a reliable difference ( p~ 0.05) in the claims data before and after the 
inuoduction of the full time Rehabilitation Co ordinator in 1993. There were 
more lost time claim, less common law claims, the total cost per claim was 
lower per claim, the compensation paid for each claim was lower and the 
rehabilitation, legal and administration costs per claim was lower before the 
rehabilitation Coordinator was introduced. 
6.16 Comparison of the Chief Executive Officer.; !VC's) 
Table No 17 (next page) represents tile statistical results of lost time claims, 
common law claims, total Workers' Compensation expenditure, the 
compensation paid, and the rehabilitation, legal and administration costs for the 
periods managed by the Chief Executive Officers (VC's). TI!ese periods arc 
CEOI is 1979 to 1980, CE02 is 1980 to 1987, CEOJ is 1987 to 1988, CE04 is 
1988 to 1997 and CE05 is 1997 to 1998. 
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Table 17 
The Statistical Re~ults or Lost Time Claims, Common Law Claims. Total 
W1.>r'kers' Compensation Eipenditure, the CompensrJtion Paid, and the 
Rehabilitation, Legal and Administration Cost-~ for the Periods Managed by 
theCEO's 
"'""" 
VC N Mean Rank 
COMLAW 
' " 
1387.86 Ranks 
' 
1074 1376.08 
3 
"' 
1375.50 VC N Mean Rank 
' '"' 
1388.44 LOSTIME 
' "' 
1544.15 
5 
'" 
1441.92 2 
"" 
1450.49 
Total 
'"' 
3 
"' 
1569.75 
CPITOTAL 
' " 
1363.19 ' 
1286 1316.89 
2 1074 1363.61 ' '" 
1479.23 
3 
"" 
1271.52 Total 2m 
' "" 
1381.77 CPIOTHER 
' "' 
1184.61 
5 
"' 
1713.76 2 1074 1302.89 
Total 2773 3 
'"' 
1289.82 
CPICOMP 
' " 
1522.22 ' 
1266 1426.61 
2 1074 1453.25 5 
'" 
1788.16 
3 
"' 
1348.20 Total 2n3 
' "" 
1316.25 
5 
'" 
14!08.28 
Total 2m 
LOSTIME COMLAW CPITOTAL CPICOMP CPIOTHER 
Ch~Squara 30.645 39.411 32.676 33.369 63.970 
• ' ' ' ' ' Asymp, Slg. 
.000 .000 .000 .000 000 
a. Krusftat Waths Test 
b. GrcupngVariabte: VC 
There was a reliable difference in the data for the comparison of the five Chief 
Executive Offices (VC's). The CEO having the most costs for common law wns 
CEOS (stress claims). The CEO With the highest total costs for workers' 
compensation claims wns CEOS. The CEO having the most paid for 
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compensation per claims was CE01. This meant the most time off per claim was 
associated with VCl. 
Figure 12 represents the hazards (agency) causmg workers' compensation 
claims experienced for the periods managed by the Chief Executive Officers 
(VC's). These periods are CE01 is 1979 to 1980, CE02 is 1980 to 1987, 
CE03 is 1987 to 1988, CE04 is 1988 to 1997 and CE05 is 1997 to 1998. 
Chemicals other Agency Motor Vehicle Trip fall 
~ 
Glass 
.. ~LOutdoorwork 
c: 
::s 
0 1 
(J 1 2 J 
4 5 
.. L woodwork 
c: 
::s 
0 1 
(J 1 2 ~ 
J 4 5 
vc 
Nail 
~ .,.,,,. 
~ 3 4 5 
vc 
~ """~" 
~ 4 5 
c 4 5 
vc 
Figure No 12 
c 4 5 
The hazards (agency) causing workers' compensation claims experienced 
for the periods managed by the Chief Executive Officers (VC's) 
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Figure No 13 represents the injury type experienced for the periods managed 
by the Chief Executive Officers (VC's). These periods are CE01 is 1979 to 
1980, CE02 is 1980 to 1987, CE03 is 1987 to 1988, CE04 is 1988 to 1997 
and CE05 is 1997 to 1998. 
§f;goBody Strain Bruise 
a 
I 2 3 4 5 
Bite Burn Fracture Multiple injuries 
.. ~ §4 a 
I 2 3 4 5 
Hernia ~ Re•p;<ato'Y G~ Dermatitis .L ~ c:4 a . , , •. I 2 3 4 S I 2 3 4 5 
Heart Attack RSI ~eotaO ;o;"'Y Concussion 
"L L a . , , ~ 4 5 4 5 2 3 4 5 
Stress Cancer lL 
4 5 L 4 5 
vc vc 
Figure No 13 
The Injury Type Experienced for the Periods Managed by the 
Chief Executive Officers (VC's) 
Spectacles 
c 4 s 
CO" 
I 2 3 4 5 
Dislocation 
L. 
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Figure No 14 represents the site of the injury experienced for the periods 
managed by the Chief Executive Officers (VC's) . These periods are CE01 is 
1979 to 1980, CE02 is 1980 to 1987, CE03 is 1987 to 1988, CE04 is 1988 to 
1997 and CE05 is 1997 to 1998. 
§' 
~houlder ~inal injury 
81 
d 1~ 
12J4s 12J4s 12J4s 
§~ Ankle ~ Toe(s) 
8 1 
12J{s 12J<s 
~inger(s) ~ Chest 
1. 
12J •s 
§~C=um ~bdomlnal 
' 
~ Hearl ~ Hand 
01 1~ 0 ~ (I 123 45 123 4s 1234 5 123 45 
§~Groin c c ~Skin 81 12J•s 12J<s 12 34 5 12 345 
~ous Disorde~ Hip ~Thumb 
8~ 1 
1234s 1234s 12 3 4 5 
vc vc vc 
Figure 14 
Site of the Injury Experienced for the Periods Managed by the 
Chief Executive Officers (VC's). 
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6.17 Ex11enditurc on l'reventative Safety Management ami Workers' 
Comtlcnsalion 
The total c~penditure, converted into 1998 Dollars, is shown in Table No 18 
This is the totnl budgcVIinanee expenditure by the University for the ten years 
1989 to 1998 (post the promulgation of the Wcstcm Australian Act). Tlus 
expenditure amount does not mcludc the cost to the University for 
salaries/wages of personnel attendmg committee meetings. Nor does it include 
associated costs in dollar per person hour time for the work completed by the 
health and safety representatives. Appendix I provides detail of how these 
dollar figures for total expenditure were derived. 
Table 18 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 1989 to 1998 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
*1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Preventative Safety Workers, Compensation 
~xpenditure Premium 
$205,435 
$218,023 
$258,963 
$313,592 
$450,887 
$525,103 
$919,325 
$801,778 
$964,563 
$981,214 
plus Administration 
$495,960 
$468,237 
$438,829 
$484,949 
$558,523 
$569,641 
$559,245 
$588,519 
'>541,611 
$575,198 
Total E.wenditure 
$701,395 
5686.259 
5697' 792 
5798,541 
$1,009,410 
$1,094,744 
$1,478,570 
$1,390,297 
$1,506.174 
$1,556,412 
• Retraining of Rchabilitees began in I 993 and continued through out 
the rest of the study period. 
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Chart 58 represents the ten years 1989 to 1998 expenditure on safety 
prevention and workers' compensation plus administration costs for the 
University. 
A"EM:rtative MJ ~ 1 at Ccsts 
\o\O'kaS Ca I B satim AmillTB flLSPdrin 
0 Tdal ~ E>q:m::itu"e 
DPdt..B 0:st d Oarrs 
Chart 58 
1989 to 1998 Expenditure on Safety Prevention, Workers' Compensation 
Premium Plus Administration Cost, Total Budget Expenditure 
and the Actual Costs of Claims 
Chart 58 provides a representation of the total costs to the University of the 
executive management decisions that directly resulted from the requirements 
of the Western Australian occupational safety and health legislation. It can be 
seen from Chart 58 that since 1990 preventative safety management costs 
were greater than the costs of workers ' compensation claims. Interestingly 
over this ten-year period the actual costs of workers' compensation claims 
($5,220,856) were only slightly less than the insurance premium and 
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administration costs (S5,280,712) paid by the University. This is an imlica!ion 
the claims management and the insurance brokerage function of the 
University were working efficiently. 
6.18 Summary of the Data 
The prcscnlation of in this chapter of data in table and graphical form provides 
the results of this research study. TI1c dclllil of the data indicates there was :• 
difference in the aumber of categories of hazards and injury types when 
analysing before and after the Act W115 promulgated in 1988. 
The data of this research study was examined and presented in this chapter to 
correspond with the time line of intervention components staning in 1984 with 
the introduction of the Safety Officer and Safety Section to the University. This 
was followed by the promulgation of the occupational safety and health 
legislation in 1988. The next component was the introduction of the Safety and 
Health Representatives in 1989_ The Safety Training followed in 1991 wilh 1he 
introduction of the full time Rehabilitation Coordinator in 1993. 
In addition to all these intervention components were the executive decisions, 
through out the study period of twenty years. made by the Chief Executive 
Officers (VC's) and the resources dedicated to preventative safely 
management as a direct requirement to the occupational safety and health 
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legislation in Westem Australia. These were analysed to provide the detail for 
the discussio•1 of this research study, which are provided in the next chapter 
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7. DISCUSSION 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the discu~sion on the findings from the analysis of the 
data and results described in chapter six. This research study contributes in 
further understanding the impact of the Robens' committee based legislation 
within Western Australia. Genn (1993), and Aalder ami Withagcn (]997) 
found that self-regulation of safety and health had limitations. They found 
that without having this topic 'forced' upon them people do not take the 
requirements of safety and health seriously. 
This research study considered these comments along with Hersch and 
Nener (1990) who found safety regulations do not always achieve reductions 
in work injury and fatality rates. For this study, data abuut academic and 
general staff accidents from a Western Australian Univcrsitv were 
researched. The Time pe:riod was 20 years, 1979 through 1998 inclusive_ 
The work environment offers a full spectrum of workplace activities from 
domicile duties {student housing services) to heavy machinery work 
(mechanical maintenance) through to construction acTivity (building and 
operations), hazaJdous chemical exposure from research activities, along 
with contrasting types of office work activities. An analysis of the claims 
history was conducted to ensure that the data was a\lililable and reliable_ This 
'" 
research study was based on historical case study analysis using data 
provided by the University's insurer. Vchri (1991) conducted a study in 
USA of one hundred organisations, on safely strategy formulation and 
organisational stmclurc, during 1988 to 1990. Vchri ( 199 J) found there was 
u consensus. (from those llmt rcspr•ndcd to the survey) that there was a 
requiremc111 to modify the methods for establishing performance criteria in 
measuring ~'Id evaluating safety function performance. This modificatton 
should include a way to evaluate the accountability of managers and 
supervisory personnel for safety performance. 
This research will follow on from these finding by analysing the executive 
directives, resulting from new legislative requirements, which provided 
resources that produced policies and procedures on occupational safety and 
health issues. 
From the author's previous unpublished research, it 1s noted th~t in 
Australia, the measurement of safety performance was init1atcd in the late 
1960's early 1970's. lt had been enhanced from the work completed m the 
United States in the 1950's. In Western Australia lcgislauon was 
promulgated in 1988 to introduce a more comprehensive cover of 
occupational safety and heulth to the workforce. This rcquirerl considerable 
chunge in the management of occupational safety and health and it is 
relevant to ask what impact this legislation hud on workers' compensation 
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claims experiences. The significance of this research is to assist in 
answering this question and help in understanding the impact nf the Western 
Australian occupational safety and health legislation. 
This study applied a quantitative a11nlysis of workers' compensation data to 
measure the impact of the Western Australian occupational safety and health 
legislation, that was introduced ten years into the study penod of this 
research period of twenty years. 2773 workers' compensation claims were 
scrutinized. 
7.2 Workers' Compensation Legislation in Western Australia 
In 1979 the workers' compensation cover was conditional to claim for injury 
or disease that arose out of and in the course of employment. There were 
changes to the Western Australian legislation in !99J as outlined below; 
The main parts of the Act were proclaimed on the 20 December 1993 with a 
further proclamation on 24 December 1993 to include several additional parts 
of the Bill. 
The most salient changes for this research study were: 
Weekly Compensation rates- were changed to be based on 
the individuals average weekly earnings for the first4 week rcvertill!:! 
to the current Award Rates thercaft~::r. Before this change it was total 
compensation of earnings. 
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Journey claims to and from ph!Ct: of work arc no longer 
covered. This is shown in Chart 7 (page 11 I). it can be seen from 
Chart 7 the claims reduced dramatically in 1994. These motor vehicle 
claims have been left iu the analysis, as they arc alllegi!imute 
compcn~ation clntms for the study period. 
Common Law claims arc only covered if the worker i> more 
than 30% impaired or their future loss of wages exceeded $100,000. 
This did have an effect on common law decisions however for this 
study period only one claim was decided by the Magistrates Court. 
All other common Jaw claims were paid out at arbitration. This meant 
very few (if any) claim with a common law component were not 
appropriately compensated. 
The definition of disability was amended. The worker to 
show that the workplacc contributed to the disability to a significant 
degree rather than a recognisable degree. "11tis had an e!Tect on the 
way the treating doctor diagnosed the causal factor for the injury or 
illness and may have reduced the number of legitimate claims under 
the previous definition. The author believes this would be a VC!}" 
small number due to the 'culture' of the management, at the 
University, to accept claims for the total study period. 
The maximum benefits available under the Act increased 
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Further details of these and other changes arc set out below. 
7.2.1 Weekly Compcnsntion Payments 
Disabilities occurring from the 20 Decem bet 1993 were enti1led to 
payments of weekly compensation based upon the indiddual's 
11\'CriiRC weekly earnings for the first 4 week.,, reverting to the 
existing system of award rate (plus regular defined over-award 
payments) thereafter. 
Average weekly earnings was a new definition and requires 
explanation. [t meant the amount ofprc-injury income the worker 
received, averaged over the 13 weeks prior to the date of the 
disability. Within this 13 week period disregard any period that the 
worker did not work (holidays, sick leave etc) 
The average weekly earnings 11llOIJTII must not exceed S632.50 per 
week unless the person's award or agreement (basic salary rate) is a 
higher sum. (This fiJ:,'llTC was indexed annually and is based on the 
figure that the Australian Bureau of Statistics publishes as tlte full 
time adult average weekly total earnings in Western Australia as a 
Febmary of each year). 
Unfortunately,thc legislators did not give sufficient consideration to 
the practicalities of the application of this change. [\ created some 
confusion to academic staff in particular so for the study period it 
"' 
was normal pmcticc to pay weekly earnings atnny amount oven over 
the indexed arnoun!. This policy ~ssisted this resc:~rdl study \IS it 
provided a continuum of payment entitlements over the full study 
period. 
7,2,2 Rehabilitation of Workers 
There was more emphasis on a return to work for injured staff_ 
7,3 Re.~earch Study Population -Staff Profile 
The number of staff working for the University increased from 294? sta!T in 
1979 to 6938 staff in 1998. The ages of the University stamng population 
were from school leavers to retire nent age {in the latter years this being 
beyond the age of 65 years). The demographics indicate an aging work force 
population with the tendency of staff to remain in the employ of the 
University for extended periods of their working lives. 
In 1990 the University changed its employment practice by employing mure 
part time fractional hour contract staff rather tiHUI offering to employ on ~ 
full time 'pennanent' basis. This, in effect, caused the number of full time 
equivalent positions to remain relatively constant and have an increasrng 
number of personnel employed. This change in employment pmctice 
resul1cd in a greater number of people (head counts) being employed each 
year. Table 2 (page 103), Chart I and 2 (page 104) provide the numbers 
and representation of this trend in growth of staff at the Un1vcrsity. 1t is 
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apparent from Chart 2 that the number of Ful! Time Equivalent (FTE's} 
positions remained relatively constant with :1 gmdunl and an even increase 
in the number of stuff each year. This indi::alcs that whilst the number of 
FTE's remained constant the actual head count of staff employed by tile 
University increased. 
7.4 Hours Worked 
The hours worked each year as shown in Table 3 (page 105) and Chart 3 
(page 106) increas!!d over the twenty years. With the number of hours 
worked and the full time equivalent positions being relatively constant in 
number a new category of hazard emerged in the latter part of the study 
period. It can be seen from Table 4 (page 107), Figure 2 (page 108) and 
Chart 14 (page 114) the number of claims relating to the category 
'workload' increased after 1995. This may be contributed to the hours 
worked and the additional stressors this creates as well as the change in the 
work practices associated with a large diverse organisation. 
7,5 Hazards 
An American study conducted by Emery, Dclclos, Cooper, and Hardy 
( 1998) indicated that safety programs supporting academic institutions face 
many challenges because oflhe wide variety of potential hazards present and 
the possibility of exposure to an array of hazardous substances in a research 
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programs. Emery et al (1998) identified there was a consistent lack of 
awareness of legislative responsibili!ies combined with activities such as 
hazard identification, lm1~1rd assessment and controL In addition, on avcrugc 
a supervisor was held responsible for controlling a wide and diverse range of 
potential hazards_ 
This commentary of Emery et al ( 1998) was confirmed in this research study 
with twenty-three categories of hazards rcpor1ed in the study period. 
The hazards (agent) causing injuries or diseases resulting in workers' 
compensation claims for this research study are shown in Table 4 (page I 07) 
and Figure 2 (page l 08). Charts 4 to 26 on pages !09 to 120 indicate there 
were uneven distributions of reported hazards that caused workers' 
compensation claims through out the twenty-year study period. 
7.6 Injuries 
There were twenty two categories of types of injuries and the number of injuries 
and representation of these numbers per year are shown in Table 5 (page 121) and 
Figure 3 (page 122). 
The type of injury experienced for workers' compensation can be rated 
chronic or acute injuries. For this study 32% oft he injuries were chronic 
I 
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type injuries and 68% acute type injuries. Chmts 27 tu 47 (pages 123 to 133) 
(spectacles dmnngc not clmrtcd in this sec!ion as the char1 can be seen on 
page 112 Chart 9) represent the injury claims over the study period. 1t can 
be seen from Table 5 (page 121) and the charts 27 to 47 ·four type~ of 
injuries- strain, lacerations, bruising, and foreign body (mainly in the eye) 
injuries related to three quarters of the total workers' compensation claims. 
7,7 Part of Body Injured 
Twenty seven categories of part of body (site) injured were reported- including 
damaged spectacle. The numbers of the pan of the body injured and 
represenlation of the numbers per year are shown in Table 6 (page 134 ). Figure 
4 (page 135) and Chart SO (page 138). 1\ can be seen from Table 6 (page 134) 
and Chart 50 (page I 38) that there were four major types of injured part to the 
body. These four categories were spinal injuries, injured fingers, eye injuries, 
and wrist injuries. This corresponds with the four major types of injury a~ stated 
in section 7.5 above. 
The most reported type of workers' compensation claim for the University was 
manual handling causing strain to the spinal area (back). This type of claim was 
focused upon by the training program introduced in 1991 and it is evident the 
number of this type of claim was reducing in the latter part of the study. 
Evidence of this can be seen in Figure 2 (page 108), Chart 4 (page 1 09), Figure 3 
(page 122), Chart 27 (page 123), and Figure 4 (page 135). 
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7.8 Intervention indicator ! 11 (1984), represents the appointment or 
an Safety Officer to the University and the Introduction tu the 
Western Australian Occupational Safety, Health and Welfare 
Act 1984 
7.8.1 Statistical Results Comparing the Total Expcnditwc on workers' 
Compensation Claims. Compensation Paid on Claims. and 
Rehabilitation Legal costs and Administration costs Before and 
After the Introduction of the Safety Officer 3lld Safety Section in 
1984 
In 1984 the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act was introduced m 
Western Australia to establish the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare 
Commission. This Commission was given the task to address existing 
legislation and provide new legislation with Regulations to the WA 
government for promulgation. This was completed in 1988. In anticipation 
of the new legislation, the University established a Safety Section, within the 
Human Resources Department, and employed a full time Safety Officer. 
Table ll (page 151) provides the statistical analysis of the workers' 
compensation data and Chart 53 (page 151) provides a representation of the 
number of injuries before and after the introduction of the Safety Officer and 
Safety Section to the University in 1984. Hersch and Netter (1990) and the 
Health Administration (OSHA)(USA) Regulations reported that most studies 
on the impact of Occupational Safety Regulations have resulted in little 
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impact on workplncc indu~trial accitlcnl~- Hcrsch and Ncllcr (I 990) also 
comrncnll'tl il may be that some safety rcgulminns nmy be im:ffcctivc if they 
arc nul enforced or they CarT)' inadctjuatc JICnahtcs. it may prove that the 
employers arc urmblc to acccs.~ or uudcrsland information rclming tu the 
ha1~1rds and possible controls for thetr workplacc Workers also need to be 
rewarded as to their level of mvol\·cmcnt and responstbiltty io the proccs~ 
increases_ 
In considering these commcms the mtroduction of the Safely Se~:tton and 
Safety Officer was analyzcd to see what impact the allocatton of dedicated 
resources had on workers· compcnsmion claims for the Unh-crstty This 
rcsean:h study analyzed the total number and costs of lost time claims, and 
common law claims. The total cost of workers' compensation clamts and the 
cost of the compensation paid, along v.1th the costs and number of clatms 
incurring rehabilitation, legal costs and admtmstrattvc costs \\Cre also 
analysed. 
Whilst the number and costs arc different there was no stat1s\lcally reliable 
difference (p ~ 0_05) in the number and costs of cla1ms with a common la1\ 
pay out component There was also not a statistically reliable difference 
(p ~ 0.05) 10 the total cost t>f workers' compensation paid before and after 
the mtroduction of the Safe!)· Officer and Safety Sect10n to the Untversuy 
Of significance. there was a statistically reliable difference iP - 0 05) m thl." 
I 
"' 
lost time claims cost~, as well as, the ~ompcnsation paid mu] the costs 
associmcd to claims incurrin~ rclmbilitation, legal dc!i:nse costs and 
administrntivc costs_ 
There was a positive impact on the costs (they were lcs.~) of the claims that 
resulted in time lost, af1cr the mtroduction of the Safety Officer and .Sal"cty 
Section to the University. There was also a positive impact on the costs of 
compensation paid once there was a Safety Officer and a Safety Scct1on 
established at the University. 
Of interest the cost associated with claims incurring rchabihllltmn, legal 
costs to defend the daims and administmtive costs were h1ghcr after the 
introduction of the Safety Officer and Safety Section to the Uni\'CTSIIY "llns 
was doe to the change in practice of requesting: the msurer to vahd:,:e clanns 
to e11sure all claims were legitimate This pr3Ciicc was not conducted before 
the employment of the Safety Officer, as there was no formnl process m 
place to complete this ta~k until this position was filled m 198-1 Tilh; 
research study found there was a fewer number of 'severe· clmms once the 
Safet\' Officer and Safety Section were iutroduced, however a time frame of 
study greater than twenty years may provide fur11ier insight m to tins tssuc 
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7.9 lnten1entilln indicator /Z! (1988), corre.~nonds with 
nn1mulgation of the Western Australian Occupational Safety. 
Health and Welfare ,\rl 1984 la~ nmendedl and the 
establi~hmcnt of the llniversity nccupational safell' and henlth 
commillees along with the introduction of the IJnivenih· 
occupational safety and health policy 
7.9.1 Comparative Rates for !he Years Before and After The Wcs!ern 
Australian Occupational ~;afcty and Hcahh Act in 1988 
Commentators like Hevey (1998, p. 3) Jankiew1cz (1997), Krause, (1997), 
Blev•ett a11d Shaw (1997, p. 19) arb'IIC accident statistics and compara!ive ra!es 
can be used as a barome!er to assess safety systems They allow for the 
identification of trends, comparison of like for like workplaces and comparison 
ofperfonnMce across industry. 
These measures are the main measure for evalua!ion of pcrfonnance. however 
Rosier (1997) and Blewett {1997) argue, to base an orgamsalmns safety 
performance on injury statistics alone is flawed, as this data only reflects 
accidents and not the components of the safety and health program_ This is 
acknowledged by the author and is the reason Rates as well as total expenditure. 
and cxccut\Ve decisions along with policies, committees and !he lleallh and 
Safety Representatives influences have been analysed in this research study 
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11te author, through personal experiences of safety perfurrrmncc, acknowledges 
the indicators should measure more than accident ~tatistics That IS, the 
question of i111pact is addressed by analysing the Western Australian 
occupational health and safety lt:gislative requtrements and its cfli:ct on 
workers' compensatio11 claim cxperiellces_ However, the published evaluation 
of the effectiveness of occupational safety and health programs, as required 
under Western Australian legislation, indicates the main focus IS on the annual 
workers' compensation statistical data published by the Australian State 
Authorities. These Authonnc~ include WorkCover W A. There is also a 
statistical overview of work related injury and disease published by WorkSafc 
W A through, White ( 1995196 1996/97 and 1997/98) 
As a component of assisting in analysing the impact of the 1984 Occupational 
Safety and Healtl1 Act in Western Australia, the costs of clatms per SIOO of 
payroll- Graph I (page 146), the Frequency Rates Graph 2 (page 146), 
Incidence Rates- Graph 3 (page 147} and Severity Rates Graph 4 (page 147) 
were produced. The Frequency, and Incidence Rates as prcserncd by Wlutc 
(1999) for the State of Western Australia and Australia arc shown in Graphs 5, 
6, and 7 (page 149). lt call be seen from of these Graphs the trend for 1he 
University, since 1984 (with a 'spike' i1: l99l) a11d the State and the Nation 
si11ce 1990 was doWllward. 
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7.9. 1.1 Costs of Claims per $100 of payroll for the Years Before and After 
the lutrotluction of the Act aud aegulations 
The expenditure on claim~ compar~'l.llo SJOO payroll!hatts iudexcd 10 1991! 
Dollars allows comparison of ~ost~ through uut the years of the study for the 
workers' compensation c~penditure These costs per SIOO payroll provide 
the weighted expenditure and allow comparisons of the costs tluough out the 
years of this research study. Using this companson will also remove any 
spurious association caused by the general increase in staffing numbers over 
the study period. it can be seen from the Graph I (page 146) there wm; a 
peak in the costs in 1984. The costs then decrem;ed from 1985 onwards. 
This peak in 1984 can be anributed to the RSI claims experienced at that 
time and can be seen shown in Table 5 (page 121 ), Figure 3 (page 122) and 
Chart 31 (page 125). Whert comparirtg thi£ rate before and after the Act· 
Charts 10 and 11 (page 162} show there is a trend of llaueninf! out of the 
claims costs in the costs per SlOO payroll after th~ Act, as there is less o;e\·crc 
fluctuations in this rate since 1988. 
7.9.1.2 Frequency Rales Before and After the Act 
The Frequency Rates for the 20 years of the study period are shown in Graph 
2 (page 146). The Frequency Rate provides !he number of lost time injuries 
or diseases occurriog every one milliort hours worked. There was a 
relatively constantly increasing Frequency Rate from 1979 to 1985 with the 
I<JS 
J,'TCalest frequency rate: in I'J85. From 1992to 1998 (end of the study pcrunl) 
the treud tS downwnrcl 
There w·o~s a general trend downwards after 1985 in the Frequency l~mcs and 
Graph 8 (page 161) "Ailer the Ac!' shuw the trend to continue downv.'ilrd~ 
after the rise in 1992. The rise corn.o.sponds to an mcreasc in manual 
handling claims as shol\11 in Char14 (page 109). 
7.9.1.3 Incidence Rates Before and After the Act 
The Incidence Rates provide a comparison of new workers' compensation 
claims per year for the twenty years of the study period. Graph 3 (page 147) 
provides a representation of the Incidence Rates for this study period. whilst 
Graph 12 and 13 (page \63) represent the: lnciden~;c Rates before and after the 
promulgation of the Act and Regulations in 1988. The Incidence Rmes in Graph 
3 show there was a gradual upward trend until 1985 followed by a do1111ward 
trend after 1985. However, in \992 there was a ·~pike' caused by manual 
handling claims, as shown in Table 4 (page 107) and Char14 {page 109) Tile 
years after 1992 continue 1vith the downward trend. 
7.9.1 A Severity Rates B~forc and After the Act 
The Severity Rates provide a comparison on working days lost per year over 
the twenty years of the study period. Graph 4 (page 147) and Graphs 14 and 
19(> 
IS (page 164) provides n presentation ufthe Severity rates. For this study the 
Severity rates were no\ evenly spread from oue year 10 the ue~l. In 19/14 tn 
1986 the SC\'erity rates were n:latively exeessi111: ill compar~son wnh the 
other years and iu 1987 the severity rate was considerably less than the 
previous five ~·cars 
The trend in the Severity Rate indicates there is an overall decline after 
1984. 
7 .9.2 Total Exoendilurc Before and After The Act 
The Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Act requtred 
organisations to commit considerable resources to be dircc!ed to the 
prevention of exposure to hazards. Prior to !he Act being promulgated in 
September 1988, this study foond, there was no reliable data avmlable m the 
University, on the amoun1s spent on safety prC\'Cntative management In the 
years prior to 1989 the managemerll undenook 'an as needed· approach to 
safety prevention expenditure and whilst this approach by management 
continued for the rest of the study period, the requirements of the legislation 
dictated cenain expenditure and hence tltcse expenditures increased. 
Interestingly, the period 1989 onwards allowed a 'stream of funding" 10 be 
captured and audited that specifically addreo;sed the requirements of the Act. 
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Table 18 (page 176) aud Chart 58 {page 177) provide~ the total expenditure 
for preventative safety nmnagcmclll, as well as, !he workers' compcnsatmu 
costs. Preventative safety management expenditure related directly to the 
cxccmivc dcci~ious and policy direction [(Jr safety mitiativcs specifically to 
meet the requirement~ of the Western Australian Occupational Sali:ty and 
Health Act and Regulations. 
The preventative safety managemelll expenditure mcrcascd 289% over the 
ten years 1989 to 1998_ The a.nount spent mcrcascd CVCI)' year in safety 
prevention initiatives, with one exception in 1996_ The total cost on workers' 
compensation premiums increased I 06% over the years 1989 to 1998 
Chart 54 (page 153) and Figure 8 {page !54) represent the to1al dollar 
expenditure and categorisation of the dollar amount spent on workers' 
compensation before and afler the Act was promulgated in 1988 Table 9 
(page 141) provides the ranking calegories of the dollar amounts and it is 
interesting to note thal all but one categmJ of the dollar rankings lla\·e both 
before and all er expenditure relating lo payments of workers' compensauon. 
The one category that does not have bolh before and after e~penditurc was 
the highest category of $200,001 to $300,000. This claim occurred iu 19!11 
and this 'before' claim was the only cancer workers' compensa11011 claim. as 
shown in Chart 47 (page 133). 
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7.9.3 Type of I lazards cnusim.t Workers' Cornp~usation claims 
Before and AOcr lhc Act 
Charl 55 (page 155) and Figure 9 (page 156) provides the rcprcscntatlml of the 
ha7.ards (agcnt) causrng waders' compensation clmms shnw1ng the tntal 
numbers of hazard before and after the promulgatmn of the Act Chart 55 and 
Figure 9 clearly indicate there were more hazards causrng rnJuncs after the Act 
Figure 9 presents si~ lu11.ards that caused mjuncs after the Act that were not 
reponed before the Act was promulgated in 1988. These ha~.ards were Another 
person (stress claims) shmm in Charl 21 (page 118), Sponing Equipment Chart 
22 (page 118), Push bike Chart 24 (page 119), Syringe Chart 25 (p;li!C 120), 
Wood work activities Chart 26 (page 120), and Metal work acti\'I!ICS Clmrt !8 
(page 116). It is interesting to note that no "uot kno\111' h;v_ard repons were 
received after 1986 as shown in Chan 19 {page 117)_ Th1s 1s mto;rpreted as the 
'message' was being adhered to in reponing hra.ards w1th the ha1.ard 
investigations first occurring in 1985 as stated in Section 4_i 5 on page 8!1 
7.9.4 Type of Injuries resulting in Workers' Compen~ation cla1ms 
Before and After the Act 
Table 5 {page 121) and Figure 3 (page 122) provides the representation of 
the type of injuries resulting in workers' compensation claims showing the 
total numbers of injuries, shown by type. Chan 27 to 47 ([)ages 123 to 133) 
show the type of injuries per year before and after the promulgation of the 
"' 
Act. Figure 3 ~bows there were three types of injury not reported after the 
Act These were Amputation 11s shown in Chart 45 (page I 32), !-lean al1ack -
Chart 44 (page Dl) and Cauccr • Clmn 47 (page 133) The numbers of 
injuries that resulted in a workers' cmnpcnsatton clatrn, before and afler the 
Act, arc shown in Chart 56 (page 157) and l'tgUJe 10 (page 158) The illJUI')' 
types that caused more workers' compensation clmms before the Act were 
Lacerations, Bnzising, (Spectacles reponed but no real HIJUI)'), Bite, Burn. 
multiple Injuries, RSJ, plus the three injury types mcntmncd above 
For this stud) group within the twenty years the results show that. after 1988 
it is evident from Table 5 (page 121) and Figure 10 (page I 58) and the 
Incidence rate shown in Graph 3 (page 147) and Graphs 9 and 10 {page 163) 
there were fewer injuries after the Act and Regulmions were promulgated 
7.9.5 Part of lnjun• to the Body re~ultinL! in Workers' CnmpensatiCIII 
claims Before and After the Acl 
Table 6 (page 134), Chart 50 (page 148), and Figure 11 (page 160) prov1des 
the representatioo of the site of injury to the body resulting in workers· 
compensation claims showing the total numbers of injuries, shown by Site 
injured, before and after the promulgation of the Act. All but one catego~· 
site of the body injured were reported before and allcr the Act was 
promulgated in 1988. This one category was heart attack and there was no 
report of heart attack aller the Act. The number of workers' compensation 
I 
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clnims corresponding to site of the inJury to the body ufler ami beffJTc the Act 
arc shown in Chart 57 {page 159)_ 
7.9 6 Statistical /~csulls Cotnm1' '!! the Total ExpcmJiturc on Workers' 
Comocusgtion Cla1ms. Compensation Paid on Cla1ms. Lost time 
Claims Costs. Common Law costs and Rchabilitatton Legal costs 
and Administmtion costs de fore and AI'! er the J'rumul!!alion of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Legislation m ]988 
Table 12 (page ]65) provides the results of the comparisons of the total 
c.'l:pcnditure on workers' compensation claims (CPJTOTAL), compensatton 
paid oo claims (CPICOMPJ, and relmbilitation, lcg:al costs and admimstration 
costs {CPIOTHERJ for the period of time before and after the promulg:ation of 
the occupational safety and health legislation 111 I 988. 
There was a stati~tically reliable difference lP ~ 0_05) Ill the number and 
costs of these categories before and after the Act Therefore one can 
conclude that the total expenditure on workers' compensation claims costs 
were greater after the Act. This also applies for the costs associated w1th 
rehabilitation, legal costs and administration costs as they were greater after 
the Act was promulgated in 1988. The amount paid for compensation is less 
after the Act. 
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Table 13 (page 167) pmvidcs the results of the compJrisnns of the costs for 
lost time claims {I.OSTIME) and the costs puid for common law sctllemcnts 
(COMLAW) for the period of time before and after the promulgation of the 
occupational safety iUld health lcgislatiott in 1988. 
There was a statistically reliable difference (p ~ 0.05) in the number and 
costs of these categories before and after the Act. This leads to the 
conclusion that costs where lower after the Act for :he lost time claims and 
the costs associated to common lav. settlements for claims were greater after 
the Act. 
This means !he cost to pay salaries and medical services for lost time claims 
were less after the Act. Tite cost of common law payments and 
rehabilitation, legal costs and administration costs of the insurer were so 
much greater after the Act, that this resulted in the total costs for workers' 
compensation being greater for the ten years after the Act. Tlus is confirmed 
with the total costs as shown in Table 8 (page 140). The pos1t1ve outcome 
for this result is the lost time component is less after the Act which me:ms 
even though injuries did occur all er the Act the length of time off V<f)Tk and 
or costs required for medical treatments were less aller the Act. Tl1~1 is, the 
severity of the injuries are less after the Act as confirmed in Table 10 (page 
145), and Graph 4 (page 147) and Grnphs 14 and 1 S (page 164). 
I 
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7. 10 Intervention indicator (191191. rnrresponds with the 
Appointment of IJnivenily elected S:afety and lleallh 
Represenh1til·e~ 
An imponam component of the safety initatiws for the Umversity was the 
introduction of the Health and Safety Representatives and over the years 
1989 to ]998, the number of Health and Safety Representatives doubled 
from 14 to28. 
Blewett (1997) comments organisations are more likely to improve safety 
performance with the introduction of safety management principles, employee 
participation and consultation between employees and their representali\'CS. 
This commemary is confinned in this research study. 
7.1 0. I Functions of the Health and Safety Representatives 
The Functions of safety and health represcmati\'Cs were outlined uo the Act 
under Sec!ion 33. These functions were: 
a to inspect that workplace or an}' part of it at such t1mes as arc 
agreed with the employer: at least every 30 days 
b Immediately carry out any appropriate invcs!igation in the 
event of an accident, a dilllgerous occurrence, or a risk of 
imminent and serious injury 
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c to keep infomJCd as to the safety and health information 
d report to the employer any hazard or potential hazard to 
which any person is, or might be, exposed at the workplacc 
e refer matters to the safety commince as required 
f to consult and cooperate Y.ith his employer on all matters 
relating to the safety or health of persons in the workplace, 
g liaise with the employees 
A safety and health representative for a workplacc had such powers 
as were necessary for the carrying out of the safety and health 
representative's functions and, where requested to do so by an 
inspector, accompany an inspector while the inspect•JT was carrying 
out, the inspector's functions under this AcL \ 
\ 
A safety and health representative incurred no civil liability arising 
from their performance of, or their failure to perfonn, any (unction 
of a safety and health rcprcscnlative under the Act. 
For this research study, Table 14 (page 168) provides the results ~f the 
comparisons of the number and costs for lost time claims (LOSTIM ). the 
number am costs paid for common law settlements (C:OMLAWl. the total 
e>.penditure on workers' compensation claims (CPlTOTAL), compensation 
20~ 
paid on claims iCI'ICO'I.U'J, and rcl~•billtat•on, legal cmt- and adrnml>lrmum 
costs ICI'JOTIIER) fur the pcnod of hrne befnre and after I he lnlf<>ductum oj 
lh<.: Safety and Health Rewc!oCnlaU•e~ -n,cn; wa~ a ~tatJ~t•call}' rchahlc 
di!Tcrencc (p ()OS) m the costs of these c.11cgoues bcfnrc and after the 
introduction of the Safety and /lcallh Rcprescmau•·e~ 
The costs where [o\\er after the mtroducuon of the Safety and Health 
Reprcsentati\'eS for the lost ume clatms and the cosl~ as<;Oclated lo common 
law scnlements for the claims \\Cre higher after the mtroducllon l'f the 
Safety and Health Represent~ti•·cs The total expenditure on ••orkers· 
compensation claims was greater after the introducnon of the Safe!}' and 
Health Representatives This also applied for the costs assoc1all:d \\Hh and 
rehabilitation, legal costs and administrauon cos!s as the~ \\l4'e greater after 
the introduction of the Safety and lleahh Rcpn:5Cfllall\t'S TI1e costs of 
compensation paid component of lhc cla1mS v.erc lo••er aller the 
introduction of the Safety and Health Represcntats•·cs 
Safety and Heath Represcntati•·es had a maJor role to pia~ 111 mcreasmg 
awareness and assisting with occupational safety and health l~sue resolution 
processes. lt is quite possible that it may not be a comc1dence that thi> 
statistical analysis whilst di!Tcrent in time frame and claim numbers. the 
dissection results are the same as the before and after the Act promulgation 
in 1988. 
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7.11 lnlervenlion indiulor !41 {19911. represenb the inlroduction of 
the tlni\lenily occupational ~afety and he~llh Training 
Programs, 
Table 1 5 (page 169) prov1des the results of the compansons of the number 
and costs for lost time c!auns (I.OSTIMF.l, the number and costs paid for 
common law seulemems (C0.\1\.AW), the total expend1tun: on workers' 
compensation claims (CI'lTOT Al.), compensation paid on claims (CI'ICO.\IP), 
and rehabilitation, legal costs and administration costs (CPJOTHERJ for the 
period of time before and after the introduction of the safety training 
programs. There was a statistically reliable difference (p = 0.05) in the 
number and costs of these categories before and after the introduction of the 
safety training progrnms. 
The costs were lower after the introduction of the safety training programs 
for the lost time claims and the costs associated to common law s.eulcments 
for the claims were higher after the introduction of the safety training 
programs. The total expenditure on workers' compensation claims were 
greater after the introduction of the safety training programs. This was also 
found to be true for the costs associated with and rehabilitation, legal costs 
and tdministration costs as they were greater after the introduction of the 
safety training pm grams. The costs of the compensation paid component of 
the claims were lower after the introduction oft he safety training programs. 
20fJ 
As with the introduction of the S:•fcty and lleallh Representatives this 
s~'l:tion of compari11g the i111roduc11nn of the safety tranuug programs 
complements the fiudings of the before and after of the promulgation of the 
Westem Australian occupational s.afety aud heallh legislation 
7.12 lnten.·enlion indicator 151 (1993!. represents the Introduction of 
the llnivel'5ity Risk 1\lanagementllnit with the Introduction of 
a full time Rehabilitation Coordinator 
Table 16 (page 170) provides the results of the comparisons of the number 
and costs for lost time claims (LOSTIME), the number and costs paid for 
common law settlements (COMLAW), the total expenditure on workers' 
compensation claims (CPITOT AL), compensation paid on claims 
(CPICOMP), and rehabilitation, legal costs and administration costs 
(CPIOTHER). This comparison was for the period of time before and after 
the introduction of the University Risk Management Unit w1th a full tunc 
Rehabilitation Coordinator. There was a statistically reliable difference 
(p ~ 0.05) in the number and costs of these categones before and after the 
introduction of the University Risk Management Unit with a full time 
Rehabilitation Coordinator. 
The costs were lower after the introduction of the University Risk 
Management Unit with a full time Rehabilitation Coordinator for 1he lost 
time claiiiiS aod lite costs associated to common law ~eulemems for the 
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claims were higher all~r the intrOOm:linn of the University lbsk Marmgcrncnt 
Unit with a full tim.: Rclmbilitmion Coordinator. The total expcndiuuc on 
worl:crs' compensation claims v.'as greater aflcr the rntroduchon of the 
Univo:rsity Risk Management Unit with a full trmc RehabilitatiOn 
CoordinaTor. This was also found to be true for the costs associated with and 
rehabititatioll. legal costs and admimstratiort costs as they were greater after 
the introduction of the University Risk Managemem Unit with a full time 
Rehabilitation Coordinator. TI!e costs of the compcns.ation paid component 
of the claims were lower after the introduction of the Umversity Risk 
Management Unit with a full time Rehabilitation Coordinator. 
These findings after the introduction of the University Risk Management 
Unit with a full time Rehabilitation Coordinator were anticipated as the 
additional costs associated with the work of the Rehabilitation Coordinator 
were ne\1, and not pan of the expenditure on costs of cla1ms pnor to the 
appointm.~nt of this position. 
7.13 Intervention indicator 161 corresponds to the change in Senior 
Management pel'!ionnel to ucertain any Relationship with 
senior management Directin•s (and commitment) and Workers' 
Compensation Claims E1perience. 
(start) CEO I = Jan. 1979 
" 
Feb. 1980 
CE02:= Feb. t980 
" 
Jan.l987 
CEOJ= Jan. 19117 
" 
Mareh 191111 
CE04= March 1988 
'" 
Jan.l997 
CE05= .ran.t997 
'" 
Dcdq98 (finish) 
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Table No 17 (page I 72) provides the results of the comparisons of the 
number and cost~ paid for common Jaw sculcrncnts {COMLAW), the Inial 
exptmditurc 011 workers' compensation claims (CPITOTAL), compensation 
paid on claims (CPICOMJ>). 
There was a statistically reliable difference (p ~ 0.05) in the data for the 
comparison of the five CEO's. The CEO having the most cost for common 
law payments was CEO 5. This was a period that realized stress claims and 
many were as a result of actions of another person in the workplacc. The 
Common law component oflhese claims were very expensive and can be seen 
represented in Figure No 12 (page 173}, Figure 13 (page 174), and Figure 14 
(page 175). 
The CEO with the highest total costs for workers' compensation claims was 
also CEO 5. The same claims as mentioned above caused this result. n~ CEO 
having the highest pay out for compensation per daim was CJ::O 1 Thts can 
be attributed to the lack of claims manag~ tent and rehab.lttation se~>ices 
being available in the late 1970's lllld early 1980's. The outcome was a 
relatively large number of lost time claims resulting in high costs in 
compensation payments. The total e)(pendith!t costs for preventative safety 
management afier 1989 indicates CEO 4 wa~ very proacti' e in allnwing 
considerable growth in the C)(penditurc fo1 the }'t'ars 19119 to 1997 lltis 
growth continued under CEO 5. 
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Risk Frequency x Consequence 
Prevention 
Activities 
Robens Pbilosophy 
• on.e Act 
• central regulating systems 
• Incorporating the concept of the common law of duty of care 
• self-regulation 
• employees and employers were to cooperate in order to 
promote safety and health 
• primary responsibility for health and safety lay with those 
who create the risks and those who work with them. 
• Employers to prevent health risks 
• employers to consult with elected health and safety 
representative 
• Employee participation irrlecision making relating to safety 
and health. 
• Employees have the right to know the risks 
• Employees have a duty to cooperate with the employer in 
occupational heath and safety matters 
• Standards are developed through consultation between 
industry and labour representatives 
• The remedies should be proportional and appropriate to the 
risks 
• A high standard of compliance with legal requirements are 
expected 
• Enforcement by an expert inspectorate with strong powers. 
• Safety and Health Representatives have a 'voice' at the safety comrnil 
Figure 15 
Post Accident 
Activities 
D 
Report 
Investigate 
Record 
Control 
!Monitor control actions 
Requirements 
Safety Initiati\·es 
• safety policy 
Report 
Compensate 
Rehabilitate 
Monitor/Evaluate 
• preventative safety management 
• responsibilities outlined 
• consultative processes 
• incidence/hazard reporting recording 
• hazard identification, assessment, control 
• training 
D 
! Severity of injuries 
! W of injuries 
i Types of hazards (more reporting) 
! Types of injuries 
! Site of body injury 
· Redirection of resources 
i costs 
i time commitment 
Findings from Theoretical Model 
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8. G•:NERAI.UJSClJSSION 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a prCcis of this smdy The purpose of the study ~~ 
oullined and descriptions of the University man a gemelli decisions and safety 
programs, relati11g to the Occupational Safety and Health Act 19S4 are 
discussed. Tite identified hazards and the injuries sustained tltrough out the 
study period are also summarised. 
8.2 Historical backeround to the Stuch 
The purpose of this research study was to help understand the impact the 
Robcns Committee inspired legislation - that was adopted in Westem 
Australia in 1984 -had on workers· compensation claims. 
Figure IS (previous page) provides the pictorial view of the theoretical 
model with the findings of the research as outlined below; 
Creighton and Gunningham ( 1985 p.27) advise that it was through Robcns 
that the two principle objectives of reform of the [Western Australian] 
Government in prevention of work related injury and illness provided the 
change to what it is today. 
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111e two principles arc: 
0 the creation of a more unified and inlcgratcd statory and 
admioistrativc systcrn to increase the Stales contribulinn to 
workplace safety; lUld 
the creation of a frame work for a 'more effectively self 
regulating system' at the work place. 
The second principle has din:ct relevance to this research study as the self 
regulation and executive decisions with the introduction of safety 
management initiative~ •Jircct!y aligned to the legalisation was analysed 
against workers' compensation claims experience. 
Legislation and standards relating to occupational safety and health in the 
workplace have undergone enormous change from the 1800's until now. 
These changes will continue into the fuwre. In recent times. the majority of 
these changes were influenced by the Robens CommiUcc report handed 
down to the British Parliament in 1974. The legislation formulated based 
upon this report in the 1980's in Western Australia was analysed against 
workers' compensation claims from a micro analysis perspective_ As 
Western Australia progressed from prescriptive style legislation to the new 
eo-regulation legislation, the State government was required to take on more 
responsibility in addressing safely and health in the workplace. 
In 1979, in Western Australia, the requirements of occupational safety and 
health legislation was aimed at meeting set Regulations and ~tandards that 
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addrcssL'tl specific topics such ns storage of flamnmblc liquids ur time 
int~rvals for iuspccting hazardous equipmcnl such as pressure vessels ctc 
The tom] population of the work force was not covered by the lcgislatmn and 
those that enjoyed cover were restricted to specific work activities or use of 
equipment. There wa~ a considerable number of Regulations that were also 
prc~riptive in nature and limited in cover and content. The legislation was 
also seen as cumbersome and very wordy but short in complete protection. 
In the early 1980's the Western Australian people elected a change of 
government and a new direction in managing occupational safety and health 
was initiated in ]984, by the incoming government. The occupa1ional safety 
and health legislation promulgated in Western Australia v•as based upon the 
work of Lord Robens committee in Great Britain_ lllis law, called the 
Western Australian Occupational Health, Saicty and Wcltil.rc Act 1984. 
required compliance by employers, employees, self-employed persons, 
designers, manufactures, 3l1d suppliers. It was administered 3l1d moni10red 
by the government department of the day - Department of Occupational 
Health Safety and Welfare of Western Australia. 
This law provided for the promotion, adminisiTation, and enforcement of 
occupational health, safety and welfare in Western Australia. 
Responsibilities were outlined and placed upon employers 3l1d employees 
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with the focus on prevention of injury or disease in the workplace and the 
reduction or elimination, where pmcticabh:, of exposure to hM.ards. In 
addition to the bro~d duties established by the Act, a fm1her tier of statute, 
that supported the Act, was the Regulations, togetltcr with another lower tier 
of non-statute standards, codes of practice and guidance notes. This law was 
a move away from the prescriptive, definitionallegislation to a broad based 
generic fonn of legislation. lt required management interpretation of the 
legislation with knowledge of the duty of care component as the premise to 
interpretation. 
This was a radical change, and it required occupational safety and health to 
be a key topic on the agenda of management responsibilities. With few 
exceptions, such as the mining industry and the police force, this Act 
covered all workplaces and meant - amongst other re~ponsibilitics -
awareness, consultation and coop!m!tion between employer and employees 
(along with training) were pan of the requirements of the Act 
As this Act was introduced in 1984 and promulgated with the Regulations in 
1988, some 17 plus years later, it is relevant to "'ask what is the impact of 
this Act?" This research study analyses the impact on workers" 
compensation claims. The research study analysed the workers" 
compensation of a Western Australian University. This workplace was 
chosen because it was a large organisation and because of its semi public 
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service nature had a strong need for cornphancc with the Act and the 
Regulations. The study period covers twenty years from 1979 to 1998. A 
safety program direc!ly relating to the requirements of the Act was 
introduced iutn the University in 1988. This program was dynamic in nature 
and interventions a1 diiTcrcnt periods were analysed to find how the Act 
impacted on the number, cost, and nature of workers' compensation claims. 
8.3 Management Decisions 
In 1984, with the anticipation of the promulgation of the Occupational Health, 
Safety and Welfare Act the management of the University established and 
filled a position of Safety Officer. A Safety Section of the admimstration of 
the University was also created. Tile Safety Officers' main functions were to 
coordinate the management of workers' compensation claims and to ensure 
that the requirements of the pending legislation were initiated. 
By the end of 1988, a safety committee waq fonned in accordance with the 
new legislation with half the membership being management and a senior 
management representation. Tile other membership represented the staff of 
the University. Tile tenns of reference of the committee accommodated 
University wide issues to be addressed including budget requirements, policy 
------------------- ----
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dcvelopnu:nl, and taking pan in rc~olving major safety and health conccms 
by being a pivotal aspect of the University's rcsolulion of issues procedures. 
Sub committees were also inlroduccd in 1988 to address spccilk top1cs of 
occupational safety and health management. These sub committees were the 
rndiation safety commiUce, the h;u.ardous chemical safety commltlcc, the bm 
safety committee, !he healthy lifestyle committee and the safely and health 
representatives committee_ 
The senior management of the University encouraged the development of 
the roles for safety and health rcprcsematives as required by the Act. Initially 
there were 14 representatives in 1989 and by 1991 thts had doubled to 
twenty-eighl representatives and this number remained for the rest of the 
study period. 
8.4 Safety Programs 
A safety program was introduced in 1988 by the Safety Office and endorsed 
by the safety commiUee and senior management. This safety program was 
dim:tly aligned wilh the requirements of the Act. The components of this 
program included safety policy, consul!ativc processes, ha:t.ard identification 
asscssmenl and control, incidence/hazard reponing and recording, and 
training. 
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A n1ajor preventative progmm wa~ the hc;1hhy lifestyle pmgr;un that, under 
certain conditions, ittlowcd two hours per week o/T work for stall' to 
parlidpatc in hcal1h and fitness activities. 
The management of the University decided to enhance the safety scctmn m 
1993. It was renamed the R1sk Management Unit and the number of staffing 
positions and the budgetary resources were increased specifically for the 
occupational safety and health program. 
8.4.1 Total Expenditure on Prevel\tativc Safety Management 
To meet the requirements of the Western Australian occupational s.afety 
and health legislation, promulgated with the Regulations in 1988, meant 
change in the way that safety and health in the workplace was managed. 
This required additional resources both human and financial to 
accommodate this management transfonnation. For this research study 
this meant senior management moving away from using insumncc as a 
financial mitigation of injuries occurring at work to safety management. 
Chan 58 (page 177) provides the representation of total expenditure of the 
safety management for the ten years aller the Act \'!as introduced. [t can 
also be seen from Clmrt 58 that from 1989 onwards insurance (workers· 
compensation) was a significant component and resources for safety 
management (in the form of the safety prO!,'Tllms and staiT of the safety 
I 
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section/risk management unit) were provided to manage this issue. 
Interestingly, this research study identified that considerable expenditure was 
' consumed on the safety management, through out the ten years 19!:19 to 1998 
inclusive, with a result of keeping a status quo C)(pcnditurc on the workers' 
compensation and administration costs ofin~urancc. 
8.5 Hazards 
It is apparent from the literature that the definition of hazard, in the context 
of workplaces, has not significantly changed over the years. Coffimentators 
have included types of hazards however, the common element hl always 
been .t!.te potential to cause harm. This may be surmised from the tllowing 
defimt10os: 
Lawrnnce (1976: 3) defines a "hazard [as] an object, chemical substance, 
physical force, combination of circmnslances, etc. which has the' poten!ial 
for causing hi!fm." r 
Hope et al., (1983: 24) slates, "a hazard is considered to be an\ inherent 
propeny of a substance or situation that has the potential to cause ~mnn, eg 
hydrogen f1uoride is a hazard because of its chemical nature, and a falling 
stone is a ha7A'll"d because of its kinetic enerb'Y·" 
Ozog et al., (1987: 7) defines a hazard as "a chemical or physical condition 
that has the potential for injury or equipment damage." 
Whereas Booth et al., ( 1990: 2) argues there are six major types of hazards, 
these being "Physical, Chemical, Ergonomic, Radiation, Psychological and 
Biological." 
"' 
Water house ( 19HO: 14) asserts, 
"You can't control a ha;r..ard • the corrosive uaturc of sulphunc actd, the 
sharpness of a saw blade. the heat of a name, but you can control the risk 
that is the probability ofhann due to the cnrrostv~~Jcss of sulphunc actd, the 
sharpness of the saw blade. " 
TI1is research smdicd twcruy-thrL>e ~:atcgorics of ha7..ard relevant to the 
Universil)' workplacc ntc~~ arc represented tn Table 4 (page 109) and 
Figure 2 (page 108) and Charts 4 to 26 (page~ 109 to 120) The mp~l 
common categories of hazard leading to workers' compcns.auon clatms o,·cr 
the 20-year period of the study were manual handlmg ha~..ards. tnp and fall 
hazards, and machinery hazards. These three cmcgones produced 46.9% of 
the workers' compensation claims. 
When comparing the huard categories that caused wnrker.; · compensatiOn 
claims before and after the promulgation of the Act and Re!_!ulations in 1988, 
tltere were six more categories of bazard reponed after the Act This was 
due tO the dynamic nature of the work activities that created chaug.c m 
technology and the associated health issues produced and the increased 
awareness of the responsibilities of management and staff to report ha7~1rds. 
Ironically, two of the hazard categories reported after the Act (push bike and 
spor1ing equipment) related directly to the bcahhy lifestyle program that was 
fully enconragcd by senior management, as an attempt to reduce workers' 
compensation claims. 
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8.6 Injuries 
There wen: 22 emcgories of injuries reported in this research study. Table 5 
(page 121) and Figure 3 (page 122) and Charts 27to 47 (pages 123to 133) 
provides the number ami represemation of the categories of injuries reponed. 
Tite most common categories of injury resulting in workers' compensation 
claims, over the 20-year study period, were strain, laceration, and bt uising. 
These lhree categories represented 68.2% of the injuries resulting in 
workers' compensation claims_ 
When comparing the various injury categories that resulted in workers' 
compensation claims before and after 1988, there were three less categories 
of injury reported after the Act. Two of these categories, cancer and heart 
attack, are chronic type diseases with exposure and latent periods of 
diagnosis that may have meant lhe hazards were not necessarily at this 
workplaee. However, these claims were accepted as work related workers' 
compensation claims and therefore they were included in the study analysis. 
8.7 Parto£theBody Injured 
There were 27 categories of the part of the body injured. As spectacle 
damage was part oflhe workers' compensation claims process these claims 
{although not strictly a body part) were included in the analysis. The 
numbers of the part o£the body injured and representation of the numbers 
I 
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per year by category are shown iu Table 6 (page 134) and Figure 4 (page 
135). The most common parts of the body injured were spinal injury. 
finger(s), and cyc(s). 'lltese three categories represented 35.5% of the body 
par1 injured resulting in workers' compensation claims. 
When comparing the pan of the body m jured categories, that resulted in 
workers' compensation claims, before and after the promulgation of the Act 
in 1988, there was one less categories of type of injury reported after the 
Act. This cmegory was the heart as there were no heart attacks that were 
accepted as workers' compensation claims after the Act. 
8.8 Summary 
The safety leb>islation in Western Australia caused considerable resources to 
be re-allocated to manage the requirements of the law. The blueprim of the 
mechanism for greater involvement in safety related decision-making was 
provided through the occupational safety and health representatives and 
committees as required by this legislation. As outlined in this study new 
management directives and resources were integral in addressing 
occupational safety and health at the workplace and t11ereby providing the 
required duty of care to those attending the workplace. 
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9. CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS 
9,1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the findings of the analysis of this data. The 
recommendations arising from this analysis along with the suggested future 
research associated to this work is also outlined. 
9.2 Findings 
Titis research study analysed the workers' compensation data from a 
Western Australian University to detennine the impact of the occupational 
~ety and health legislation promulgated in 1988 on workers' compensation 
claims. It was found from this research the Western Australian Occupational 
Safety and Health Act \984 (as Amended) did have a positive impact on 
reducing the comparative rates of workers' compensation claims 11 was 
found from the comparative rates when comparing before and after !988, 
cost of claims per SlOO of payroll, frequency, incidence, and severity rates 
were less after 1988. 
When comparing before ami aflcr 1988, it was found there was a statistically 
reliable difference (p _, 0.05) in the five categories of total costs of claims; 
the compensation paid out; the lost time clmms; the claims with common 
I 
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law settlc:merU: and the rehnbilitatinn, legal and administration costs. lt was 
found the total costs for claims increased after the Act and there were more 
conunor. 161· payment costs assodated for claims after the Act. The costs 
for r ~~.,ob~odauon legal costs and administration cost were higher for claims 
~ .~e~ ti:e Act and this corresponds directly with the total caMs of the claim~ 
cmegory. 
There were less costs for workers' compensation claims with 'time ofT 
claim which can be interpreted as after 1988, whilst there were higher costs 
in workers' compensation, the 'time off' claims were not as expensive. This 
was directly due to having fewer days off work from injuries or diseases that 
resulted in lost-time workers' compensation claims. This is more of a 
positive renection on rehabilitation services than occupational safety and 
health legislation but it is implied the severity of claims were less, due to the 
hazardous situations being removed or better managed. 
9.3 R~ommendations 
9.3.1 This research study identified important f.1ctors that identified the 
measurement of safety performance within the self-regulation model as 
conveyed by the Robens Committee. 
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Whilst there arc hazards in the wUJk place d1cre will always be the potential 
for these hazards to cause injury. This study provided data on 2,773 
workers' compensation claims. it is important that there are comparisons of 
similar institutions around i\ustra!Ja and/or the world that arc influenced by 
legislation based upon Robens' philosophy. This comparison should be 
conducted to ascertain acceptable risk indicators and number of injuries per 
indicator, a:nd assist in benchmarking acceptable resourcing levels to manage 
safety- in consultation with other educational institutions this will allow for 
the development of specific institu!ion!!] petfonnaoce indicators to assess the 
effectiveness oftheir safety programs. 
9.3.2 The Act has moved away from prescriptive to a more broad based 
law r~:quiring interpretation from management and lessons from precedence 
established from decisions by the Safety and Health Mab>istrates. Within this 
setting are changes in the work pattems, work practices, time at work and 
differences in employment hours. More and more positions arc being filled 
on a part time basis - including sharing of positions - illld short term 
contracts of tltree months to a year. This legislation provides fnr these 
changes with the premise that management are to prevent exposure to 
employees to the workplace hazards. As the chilllge in employment practice 
continues, this will require greater emphasis on managers to ensure a!l staff 
under their supervision are informed and aware of their 
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respective occupational safety and heahh responsibilities. 11 i~ therefore 
incumbent on managers to consider how these responsibilities are conveyed 
and adltered to, so that the staiT arc aware of managcmcnls interpretations to 
this broad based legislation. This requires formal documcnlation in policy 
and procedure format at the management level not just at the organisational 
level. 
9.3.3 The Western Australian occupational safety and health legislation 
requires Safety and Healtlt Representatives to be kept informed and attend 
accredited training. For this study this was achieved through external 
training. This provided a co-ordinated and consistent message to be 
provided to the Safety and Health Rcprescntatives. Lacking under the 
legislation is the requirement for executives, manal:lers, and supervisors to be 
fonnally trained with a consistent message about occupational safety and 
health. For !he gre~ter awareness by employers and employees to cooperate 
and consul! on safety and heaUh matters it is esscrnial botlt parties 
(employers and employees) have similar knowledge of the requirements to 
meet this legislation. Therefore accredited !raining similar to that offered to 
Safety and Health Representatives is required for any person in a supervisory 
role. 
9.3.4 The requirements to address the Robens Committee style legislation 
produced considerable redirection of resources financial and human aud 
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time. It is considered essential that these resource~. -and therefore safety and 
health - be given !he same status of the financial sector. The audit and 
justification of controls a:; shown by financial sector should equally apply to 
the safety and health sector. Mandatory reponing of safety and health along 
with accepted measurement criteria su~h as workers' compensation data and 
executive management directives and decisions, along with time committed, 
should be introduced to all annual reports in the same way as the financial 
sector is required by statute. 
9.4 Future Research 
9.4.1 This research study analysed the impact of the occupational safety 
and health legislation on workers' compensation claim experience within a 
Western Australian University. lt would be meaningful to expand this 
research 31ld include other Westem Australian education centres - T AFE, 
other tertiary institutions and/or secondary colleges. As very linlc literature is 
available on the evaluation of the effectiveness of safety and health in 
Australian Universities, there needs to be independent research conducted to 
assess t.he influence of safety strategies 31ld legislation on the education 
sector safety and health programs. 
The research should involve all levels of employees within the organization, 
and measnre the level of management commitment to safety and health. 
I 
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Management responsibilities, accounlllbilitics and tlu: prucesscs for 
consuhation on safety and heal!h ma1ters should all be considered as an 
essential part oftlte research. 
9.4.2 The time period for this study was 20 years. This study lends itself to 
be extended with an increased time period to assist in the evaluation of the 
impact under analysis. There wt-re considerable resources expended on 
preventative safety management at the University in this study and an 
interesting research would be to compare this institution against others that 
committed different amounts of resources to help ascertain an optimum level 
of resources to address this topic. it is important that research is conducted to 
relate the measuroble direct costs of accidents/ injuries, and workers' 
compensation premium costs to the University's total operating costs. 
9.4.3 An important premise of the Western Australian occupational safety 
and health legislation was the concept of consultation and cooperation 
between the management and staff. This was facilitated through the safety 
and health representatives and these representatives were supplied accredited 
training opportunities. Research in the correlation of the number of 
representatives and workers' compensation .::!aims over an extended period 
of fifteen plus years will assist in evaluating this important premise of 
consultation and cooperation. 
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9.4.4 it was with interest this resean;h study found that the basis to 
Australian legislation on safety and health has its genesis from the legislation 
in Great Britain, up until this study period concluded in 1998, there was linlc 
unifonnity in the various state laws relating to safety and health and 
workers' compensation. Now that the new millennium is upon us and 
multinational corporations are becoming major employers within Australia • 
it is imperative uniformity within Australia on safety and health laws, in 
particular, as well as workers' compensation legislation, is addressed by the 
States and Territories of Australia. Further research is required on the best 
model to bring uniformity to Australian workplaces. This should assist in 
providing consistent standards and controls not only across industries but 
also across governments. 
9.5 Final Comments 
The study is unique in that it studies the topic of occupational health and 
safety using workers' compensation claims from the 'micro' perspective 
addressing the impact of the Western Australian legislation. 
The hypothesis, in this research study, was the Western Australian 
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (as amended) has a positive 
impact on reducing the workers' compensation claims. 
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11 was shown from this study there were positive impn~ts on the workers' 
compensation claims in a Western Australian University. Whilst costs 
associated with claims rose after the Act, the comparative (weighted) impact 
on the uumbers and the impact on lost time claims were positive. The 
numbers decreased and the lost time claims costs were less. lt was inferred 
from this, the additional management directives that were direc11y 
attributable to the introduced of the occupational safety and health 
legislation promulgated in Western Australia in 1988 impacted in a positive 
way on workers' compensation claim numbers. 
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Appendix One 
Budgets and Expenditure for the Calender periods 
January to December 1989 to 1998. 
I 
ACfUAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1989 
Safety Officer 
Safety AssiManl 
Rndialion Safety Officer 
lnsumncc Officer 
Administrative Assi•lant 
Fire Prevention (Fire Service and Equipmcm) 
Pre•·cntatl•·e Management Total 
Workers' Compensation 
Overoll CPI to 1998 Dollars TOTAL 
.I 
36,127 
n,sso 
17,753 
13,445 
28,000 
$160,496 
$387,469 
$701,395 
ACTUAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1990 
S,tfcty Officer 
S~Fcty A<~istant 
Rndiatiun Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Administrative Assi.<tnnt 
Anim"l Experimentation 
First Aid Attendant After Hour.< 
Rehabilitation Co·ordinator 
Fire Prevention (Fire Sen'ICe and Equipment) 
Equipment less than S 1,000 
Prennta!lvc Management Total 
Workers' Compcnsa!lon 
Overall CPI to 1998 Dollars TOTAL 
$ 
37,982 
24.13(] 
12,580 
17,753 
15,495 
5,750 
I 1,060 
21.709 
17,800 
500 
$184,765 
$396811 
$686,259 
ACTUAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1991 
Sufcty Officer 
Safety 1hsistant 
Rudiation Safety Officer 
lnsumnce Officer 
Administralivc As~islant 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
First Aid Attendant After Hours 
Rchabili\!ltion Co-ordinator (0.5) 
Consultant (Training OHS) 
Consumablcs- General 
Fire Prevention {Fire Service and Equipment) 
Safety Footwear 
Safety Glasses 
Equipment less than $1,000 
Furniture 
Preventative Management Tolnl 
Worken;' CompctiSIIUon 
Overall CPlto 1998 Dollnn; TOTAL 
' 
39,149 
24,136 
32,580 
1?,753 
15,495 
12,750 
5,750 
ll,060 
21,679 
8,790 
2,000 
28,900 
8,358 
'"' 
50S 
502 
5231,217 
$391,812 
$697,792 
ACfUAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE l99Z 
Safety Officer 
Safety Assistant 
Rndiati(>n Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Admini•trative Assistant 
Retmining 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
Fim Aid Anendant After Hours 
Healthy Lifestyle Co-ordinator 
Healthy LifeJ;tyle Program 
Rehabilimtion Co-ordinator 
Consumnbles - General 
Fire Prevention (Fire Service and Equipment) 
Hepatitis B Examination 
Safely Footwear 
Safety Glasses 
Equipment le" than $1,000 
Furniture 
Pft!vcntntlvc Management Totnl 
Warken;' Compensation 
Overall CPI to 1998 Dollan; TOTAL 
• 
4!,78~ 
24,!36 
32,580 
!7,753 
15,495 
32,908 
12,750 
5,750 
!5,798 
23,009 
2,097 
25,730 
2,000 
!4,090 
3,000 
8.097 
4580 
590 
370 
$282,516 
$436,891 
$798,541 
I 
ACfUAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1993 
S~fety Officer 
Sufety A»i•wnt 
Rndiatiun S"fety Offiter 
Insurance Offker 
Administrative Assistant 
Retraining 
Human Ethics 
Animal E~perimentation 
First Aid Auendant After Hours 
Healthy Lifestyle Co·ordinator 
Hcallhy Lifestyle Program 
Rehabililalion Co-ordinator 
Consumables ·Emergency Procedures 
Consumables - General 
Coruumables- Rehabilitation 
Minor New Works (Signs, etc) 
Fire Prevention (Fire Service and Equipment) 
Hepatitis B Examination 
Safety Foo1we.1r 
Safety Glasses 
Equipment less than $1,000 
Furnilure 
Preventative Managcmenl Total 
Workers' Cornpcnsntlon 
Overall CPI to 1998 Dollars TOTAL 
' 
41,783 
24,13(> 
32,580 
17,753 
15,495 
101,005 
12,750 
5,750 
15,207 
33,187 
25,1 Jl 
13,017 
7,639 
2,906 
563 
1,806 
28,()9() 
3,300 
12.258 
11,607 
"" 
53 
$406,205 
$503,174 
$1,0119,4111 
Safely Officer 
Safely A•sislanl 
Radiation Sofety Offiocr 
Insurance Officer 
Admini~trati ve i\J;sislant 
Rehabilitmion 
Radiation Snfety Offioer 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
First Aid Attendant After Hours 
Healthy Lifestyle Co-ordinator 
Healthy Lifestyle Program 
Rehabilitation Co-<lrdinator 
Draftsperwn- Emergency Procedures 
Consumables ·General 
Consumables ·Rehabilitation 
Minor New Works (Signs, etc) 
Travel 
Fire Prevention (Fire Service and Equipment) 
Hepatitis B Examination 
Safety Footwear 
Safety Glasses 
Tollll:i 
Worke1'5' Compensation 
$ 
41,783 
24,136 
32,580 
17.753 
15,495 
114.270 
32,500 
12,750 
5,750 
15,000 
33,000 
25,000 
25.~10 
20,817 
2,000 
7.531 
•.ooo 
746 
28,000 
3.000 
12.000 
11,000 
$481,746 
$522,607 
TOTAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1995 
Safety Officer 
Safety A>sistant 
Radi~tion Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Administrative Assistant 
Retraining 
Rehabilitation 
Rehabilitation {SO) 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
First Aid Attendant 
Healthy Lifestyle 
Healthy Lifestyle Program 
Rehabilitntion Co-ordinator 
Training Consultants 
Emergency Procedures Consumablcs 
Rehabilit:uion Consumable> 
Travel 
Fire Protection 
Ha Ion Removal 
Hepatitis B Injections 
.O::afety Footwear 
Safety Glasses & Optical lenses (VDU) 
Total 
Workers' Compcnmtlon 
• 
41,783 
24,136 
32.580 
17,753 
15,495 
170,781 
238,017 
36.206 
14,508 
7,309 
17,002 
38,005 
13,002 
52,171 
18,000 
12,000 
8,000 
3,000 
30,012 
60,000 
5,000 
9,!07 
11.681 
$875,548 
$532,615 
BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1996 
S~fcl~ Officer 
S~fcly A:;~islanl 
Radiation Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Administrative Assistant 
Relfaining 
Rehabilitation 
Radiation Safety Officer 
Human Ethics 
Animal E~pcrimentation 
First Aid Aucndant 
Healthy Lifestyle 
Heallhy Lifestyle Program 
Rehabililnlion Co-ordinator 
Training Consultants 
Emergency Procedures Consumables 
Rehabilitation Consumables 
Travel 
He~alitis B lnjeclioru 
Safety Footwear 
Safely Glasses & Optical Lenses (VDU) 
TOTAL 
Workers' Compensation 
$ 
41,783 
24,136 
32,580 
]7,753 
15.495 
120,560 
322,784 
32,580 
14,790 
5,780 
17,200 
38,072 
16,000 
55,095 
JS,OOO 
12,718 
4,112 
3,091 
5,000 
15,000 
13,891 
$793,840 
$$582,693 
BUDGET EXPENDITURE 1997 
Safety Officer 
Safety Assiswnt 
Radiation Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Administrolive Assistant 
Retraining 
Rehabilillltion 
Radiation Safety Officer 
Radiation Safety Budget 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
Insurance Officer 
First Aid Ancndam 
Healthy Lifestyle 
He:~lthy Life);tyle Program 
Rehabilitation Co-ordinator 
Training Consullauts 
Emergency Procedures Consumables 
Rehabilitation Consumables 
Travel 
Hepatitis B Injections 
Safety Footwear 
Safety Glasses & Optical Lenses (VDU) 
TOTAL 
Workers' CompeiiSIIIIon 
' 
41,783 
24.136 
n.sso 
17,753 
15,495 
186,850 
280,995 
56,900 
5,000 
18,029 
9,014 
41.181 
20.591 
45,638 
19,000 
72.618 
21,000 
12,000 
6,000 
5,000 
5,000 
15,000 
$964,563 
$541,611 
Safety Officer 
Safety Assistunt 
Bl!DGET EXPENDITURE 1998 
COST CENTRE Z-510900·0150 
Radiation Safety Officer 
Insurance Officer 
Administrative A>sistant 
Rwaining 
Rehabilitation 
Radiation Safuty Officer 
Rehabilitation Consumables 
Human Ethics 
Animal Experimentation 
Insurance Officer 
First Aid Attendant 
Heallhy Lifestyle 
Healthy Lifestyle Program 
Rehabilitation Co-ordinator 
Training Consultants 
Emergency Procedures Consumnbles 
Travel 
Hepatitis B Injections 
Safety Footwear 
Safety Glasses & Optical Lenses (VDU) 
TOTAL 
Workers' Compensation 
$ 
41.783 
24,136 
32,580 
17,753 
15,495 
172.218 
337,000 
(from 1%) 
56.900 
6,000 
18,100 
9,100 
44,310 
20.600 
~5.650 
19.000 
72,650 
5,000 
12.000 
5,000 
5.000 
15.000 
6,000 
$981,214 
$575,198 
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Risk Management Directory of Service 
RISK MANAGEMENT UNIT 
(HUMAN RESOURCES) 
RISK MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORY OF SERVICES 
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1 RISK MANAGEMENT 
Risk management hwolvcs a preventative approach to reduce loss exposures within 
The University. it requires the est:tblishment of ongoing management ami engineering 
activities that ensure risks are effectively identified, clearly understood and 
minimised. For The University, Human Resources ha8 established a Risk 
Management Unit \hut directly administers the risk manugemcn\ for the University 
including areas such ns occupational safety und health, the rchubililation of stuff and 
all insurance for the University. 
2 THEUNIVERSITY 01<' TECHNOLOGY OCCUI'ATIONAL SAFI-:TY 
and HEALTH POLICY STATEMENT 
Tile Unil'ersity recognises ii.Y obligation.\· to promote Occupational Safety and Health 
and take all reasonable precautiom to proteCI tile .mfety and health of it.> employee,\· 
and studellfs while they are on University premises or undertaking prescribed 
activities away from the Univen;ity mid visitors /awfilily e/1/ering or upon Univenity 
premises. 
3 THE POLICY OBJECTIVE 
To assist The University in establishing and developing an occupational safety and 
health program not only in compliance with legislation, but also as in integml part of 
its management philosophy. 
4 RISK MANAGEMENT UNIT MISSION, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 
Improving the work environment continues to be a high priority for The University. 
One of the key strategies aimed at achieving this objective is to raise awareness of the 
size and scope of the occupational safety and health requirements within the 
University. 
The Risk Management Unit is prl!pared to embrnce this university priority, and the 
following statements outline the objectives and strategies that will be used to achieve 
our mission. 
4.1 Mission: 
To strive to motivate the Tlte University community in establishing and 
promoting a caring, healthier and safer culture that will cnde:wour to minimise 
needless loss of University resources. 
4.2 Objccth·cs: 
4.2.1 Reduce the number of injuncs resulting ITom workplacc accident~ by 10% 
each ycnr. 
4.2.2 Reduce worker's compensation claims by 5% each year. 
4.2.3 Reduce Workers Compensation premiums commcnsumtc with the claims. 
4.2.4 Comply with Legislative requirements in all us peels of occupational health, 
safety and welfare. 
4.2.5 Seek and analyse the feed back from clients on the quality of service from the 
Risk Management Unit. 
4.3 Strategies 
To enable the objectives to be achieved the Risk Management Unit will instigate the 
following strategies: 
Meeting Clients Needs. Service Deliver Quality Emphasis 
4.3.1 Provide a technical and professional support service to all staff to assist in the 
management of risk management in the workplace. 
4.3.2 Coordinate guide and stimulate the Occupational Safety and Health Committee 
Program ot all levels, including: 
the Occupational Safety and Health Policy Committee 
the Occupational Safety and Henlth Policy Sub Committees 
4.3.3 Conduct audits that will identify all hazards from an occupational health, 
environment, security and prope11y perspective. 
4.3.4 Provide and maintain a responsive system of hazard and ~ccident/incident 
reporting. 
4.3.5 Investigate accidents that must be reported to WorkSafe WA, determine 
causal factors and advise managers and supervisors on remedial action. 
4.3.6 Analyse accident data with the objective of detecting specific trends and 
establishing preventative measures. 
4.3.7 On the resolution of an 'issue' provide a quality audit questionnaire to all 
associated clients. 
4.3.8 Provide a quality risk management service in response to client feedback. 
4.:'1.9 Communicate services policy and procedures to all staff. 
2 
5 INTRODUCTION TO RISK MANAGEMENT UNIT 
This document outlines the current suuus of the role of the Risk Munugemcnt Unit in 
Humnn Resources. 
5.1 Risk Manugement Unit l'ersoonel 
SAFETY & RISK MANAGER 
REHABILITATION CO-ORDINATOR 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH 
OFFICER 
RISK ANALYSIS CO-ORDINATOR 
(Policy development in security matters) 
INSURANCE OFFICER 
(Insurance advice) 
5.2 Role of lite Risk Management Unit 
Ext 7100 
Ext 2361 
Ext 3195 
Ext 3337 
Ext 2727 
Risk Management Unit is not responsible for the implementmion of Occupational 
Safety and health programs throughout the University, this responsibility lies with the 
Directors, Managers and Supervisors within each department. 
The personnel in the Risk Management Unit will; 
Provide high level support to the planning nnd e,;ecution of occupational 
safety and health within The University of Technology; 
and is responsible for: 
• 
• 
accident investigution, safety nudits, nnd t!"!e provision of 
technical and advisory services to management nnd employees to 
assist in the implementation of Occupational Safety and health 
Program. 
Provide advice and assistance on all insurance matters relating to the 
community and associated activities; 
and is responsible for : 
• 
the implementation of a comprehensive: insunmcc portfolio 
completion of nil reported insumnce claims . 
6 CLIENTS I CONTACTS 
The following personnel and organisations will all be provided with services through 
the Risk Management Unit by th! provision of technical support and/or advice on 
occupational health, safety nnd welfare issues. 
6.1 
6.l.l 
6.1.2 
6.1.3 
6.1.4 
6.2 
6.2.1 
6.2.2 
6.2.3 
6.2.4 
6.2.5 
6.2.6 
6.2.7 
6.2.8 
6.2.9 
6.2.10 
6.2.11 
6.2.12 
6.2.13 
6.2.14 
Internal 
Employees 
Safety and health Representatives 
Students 
Safety Committees 
External Contacts 
WorkSafe Western Austrnlia 
Insurance Companies 
Unions 
Other Educational Facilities 
WorkSafe Australia 
Australian Bureau of Statistics 
Industrial Foundmion For Accident Prevention 
Safety Institute of Australia 
Private Rehabilitation Pmviders 
WorkCover WA 
WA Police Force 
Health Department of WA 
Environmental Protection Authority 
Conservation and Land Management 
4 
7 TYPES OF SERVICI~S I'ROVII>EI> 
The Risk Management Unit will wherever pmcticablc provide tile fnllowing service to 
the The University community. 
7.1 Statutory Services: 
The Risk Management Unit will provide infonnation and co-ordinate activities to 
ensure The University will meet its occupational safety and health and Workers' 
Compensation legislative responsibilities and obligations. 
The implementation of the University's Risk Management program is subject to 
provision of legislation such as; 
• Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 
• Occupational Safety and Health Regulatoons 1996 
• Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 
• Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Regulations 1986 
• Explosive and dangerous goods act 1961 
• Dangerous Goods Regulations 1992 
• Flammable Liquids Regulations 1967 
•Health Act 1911 
• Health (Pesticides) Regulations 1956 
• Fire Brigades Act 1942 
• Environment Act 1971 
Plus various codes of practice, guidance notes and stundards. 
' 
7.2 Advisory Services: 
The Risk Management Unit will provide advice am! information to Directors, 
Managers, Safety and hc:J!th Representatives, Safety Commillccs, Employees and 
students in the area of: 
7.2.1 
7.2.2 
?1.3 
7.2.4 
7.2.5 
7.2.6 
7.2.7 
7.2.8 
7.2.9 
7.2.10 
7.2.!1 
7.2.12 
7.2.13 
7.2.14 
7.2.15 
7.2.16 
7.2.17 
73 
Accident lnvcstigmion 
Emergency Management 
Ergonomics 
General Insurance 
General Occupational Safety and Health 
Hazard Control 
Hearing Conservation 
Laboratory Safety 
Machine Guarding 
Manual Handling 
Occupational Hygiene 
Personnel Protective Equipment 
Pesticide safety 
Safety Audits 
Safety Inspections 
Safety Training 
Workers' Compensmion 
EmergencY Services: 
' 
The Risk Management Unit will provide a service and co-ordinate the Uriversity's 
Emergency Service Program, in consultation with tile Chief Warden and Wardens in each 
building located throughout TheUniversity. To accomplish this the co-ordination will be 
made to: 
7.3.1 Arrange warden training in consultatien with Wardens 
7.3.2 CulT)' out audits of fire fighting equipment etc. to ensure 
compliance with legislation 
7.3.3 Arrange practice emergency drills. 
7.4 Training Services: 
The Risk Management Unit will provide advice and technical support on educatiomll 
programs in risk management. 
7.5 Snfety Committees: 
Provide tl service to the Occupational Safety and health Policy Commillcc and sub-
Comminccs by: 
7.5.1 Ammging the Commillcc Meetings 
7.5.2 Preparing agcmJu and minute notices for members 
7.5.3 Dmft Policy .'" .• ltemcnts for CommiUcc consideration 
7.5.4 Arrange for minutes to be taken at meetings 
7.5.5 Carry out the wishes of the Safety Committee as required 
The University has an Occapational Safety and health Policy CommiUce (OH&SPC) 
being a standing committee of University Resources Board (URB). 
The sub comminees of the OH&SPC are the; 
Bio Safety Committee; 
Hazardous Chemical Committee; 
Safety and health Representatives Committees: 
Healthy lifestyle Committee; and 
Radiation Safety Committee. 
7 
8 REPORTING STfrUCTURE 
The Risk Managemellt Unit provides support for and is a function of the Human 
Resources within the Division of Resources. 
The reporting structure is shown below. 
E:~:ecutive Director 
Resources 
I 
Director Human Resources 
I 
Risk Manager 
Risk Management Unit 
IJRB 
I 
Occupational Health, Safety 
Policy Co_mmittee 
I 
I 
Sub committees x 6 
For further information contact the Risk Manager on 7100. 
8 
Appendix Three 
University Policy Statement 
OS&HPOLICY 
The University places the highest priority on providing and 
maintaining a safe and healthy work e!lvironment for our staff, 
students and visitors. Our senior management recognises its 
prime responsibility towards safety and health for all levels of 
our organisation 
With a commitment to continual review and improvement of 
safety and health policy and its accompanying procedures and 
practices, our aim is to meet or exceed legislative compliance 
and /or relevant Australian Standards. We are committed to 
the provision of the human and technical resources that are 
required to assist the achievement of OU( goal of minimising 
work-related injury and illness with our preventative approach. 
The priorities of our safety and health program include 
accident and rehabilitation. 
Our dedicated full-time OS&H team, as welt a<> our policy 
committee, working parties and University wide OS&H 
Representatives, provide a cooperative and consultative 
approach towards safety and health issues across the 
organisation. 
Staff, students and visitors are required to report any hazards 
in the workplace and accept responsibility for maintaining the 
high standards set by adhering to university policy and 
practices. 
Appendix Four 
1998 Safety Manual 
OS&H Monunl for Mapogers ond Supervisors 
'"" 
1. Introduction 
Organisations that repeotedly achieve imlustry best practice in 
Occupational Safety and Health perfonnance have a factor common to all 
of !hell" - the integmtion of Occupational Safety and Health in line 
management systems (OHM, 1998; Austr~lnsian Risk Management, 
1998). Incorporating best practice into The University's OS&H program 
is esaential to align the program with The University's vision of becoming 
a world-class University of Technology. 
The purpose of this manual is to assist the integration of safety and health 
into line management systems. In addition, there are certain 
responsibilities placed on managers, supervisors and employees under the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, 1984 to ensure a safe and healthy 
workplace and these are outlined in the manual. This document should 
therefore be provided to all supervisors and line managers as a major 
reference to their occupational safety and health rcspon~ibilities and as a 
tool to achieve OS&H best practice and assist Heads of 
School! Area/Dept. shou!d litigation issues arise. 
This manual provides a guide for managers in meeting their 
responsibilities in this regard (a quick referenc>! guide is featured in 
Appendill A, page 18). The manual is also complemented by a practical 
training session run by the Risk Management Unit to assist the 
responsible personnel to implement these processes. 
The Risk Management Unit remains available at all times to provide 
assistance and advice on G>.:cupationnl safety and heal -' 1C~ (telephone 
extension 3195). Services available include, infor··· .. , and !mining, 
workplace assessments, assistance in resolving safet1 and ht'.alth issues, 
information on controlling hazards, occupational rehabilitation for injured 
staff and information on and claims processing for workers' 
compensation. 
Along with the Occupational Safety and Health Policy Committee, The 
University has a number of committees administered through the Risk 
Management Unit, that provide advice on specific safety issues. These 
committees include: 
Biosafety Committee that provides advice on the development and 
implementation of safe procedures and conditions involving potentially 
hazardous microorganisms; cells and products and the use of recombinant 
DNA technology: 
Hazardous Chemicals Safety Committee that provides advice on 
the safe handling, useage and disposal of hazardous chemY'...ills and 
chemical wastes; 
t998·02·081ssuc t 
OS&H Mununl for Munt~gers nnd Supervisors 
'"" 
Healthy Lifestyle Program Managemeot Commillcc thut provides 
a health promotion program for University staff lo enhance the heulth 
status of staff and to prevent disease and disability; 
Radiation Safety Committee that provides n point of referral in all 
matters related to radiation safety and oversees all work utilising ionising 
and non-ionising radiation to comply with relevant legislation; 
Safety and Health Representatives Committee that monitors and 
reports on all local mutters pertaining to occupational safety and health; 
promotes a safe and healthy working environment and safe working 
practices at local level; and advises the Occupational Safety and Health 
Policy Committee of unresolved matters. 
1.1 Responsibilities for Safety and Health 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act, 1984 (the Act) places a general 
duty of care upon He.ads of School/Area/Dept. to ensure as far as is 
practicable that their staff are not exposed to hazards. The same Act also 
places responsibilities on employees, where they must ensure they do not 
expose themselves or others to hazards. The University is committed to 
providing and maintaining a safe and healthy workplace. The 
implications of these responsibilities Rre outlined below. 
1.1.1 Re~ponsibilities of Heads of SchooVArea/Dept.; Managers; and 
Supervisors 
Heads of School/Area/Dept., managers and supervisors have a 
responsibility for occupational safety and health. As such they have an 
overall responsibility to ensure that their staff are not exposed to hazards 
at work. The Act also bestows a number of specific duties outlined 
below: 
i) Provide and maintain workplaces, equipment and sy.~tems of 
work that do not expose employees to hauuds. 
To achieve this, a manager needs to ensure:-
• there is an assessment of items before purchase to ensure staff will not 
be exposed to hazards; 
" there is an assessment of any intended changes to duties or work 
practices to ensure staff will not be exposed to hazards; 
• arrangements are made f 'r equipment, processes or work practices to 
be modified to ensure staff are not exposed to hazards; 
• there is a budget for provision and maintenance of appropriate 
equipment to enable work to be carried out safely; 
• assistance is provided with the development and maintenance of 
departmental safety policies and guidelines on safe work procedures, eg. 
what to do in the case of a chemical spill; 
• safe methods of work are in place and that staff perform their work in 
a safe manner; 
• hazards are identified in their work area; 
2 
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• hazards and incidents arc investigated to find ways of controlling or 
preventing them. 
ii) Pro~ide infonnaiion, instruction, training and 
supef'l!ision so employees can perform their work ~·afefy. 
To achieve this, a manager needs to ensure:-
• infonnation is established und maintained on managing the known 
hazards in their work area, such as: 
i) policy nnd safe work procedures: 
ii) Austrnliao Standards and Codes of Practice; 
Hi) Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) on hazardous substances; and 
iv) .emergency response. 
• staff are familiar with appropriate safety policy, procedures, standards, 
codes and MSDSs that relate to their work; 
• training to staff is provided about safe work procedures; 
• records of wh:l.ltraining has been provided, when and to whom are 
kept. 
iii) Consult and cooperate witll employees and their Safety 
and Health Representatives (SHRs) 
To achieve this, managers need to ensure:-
• they know who is the SHR for their work area; 
• the SHR is informed if a hazard or incident is repone rim their work 
~· 
• they work with the SHR to investigme hazards and incidents and 
detennine control measures; 
• decisions are made about how to resolve safety and health issues, after 
discussing it with the SHR and staff; 
• staff and SHRs are consulted about proposed changes to equipment 
processes or work practices in their work area. 
iv) Provide adequate protectiM clothing and equipment wftere 
hazards cam10t be avoided. 
To achieve this, a manager needs to ensure:-
• there is knowledge of what protective clothing and equipment is 
required for the hazards in their. y.rork area; 
• the appropriate protective clothing and equipment is available, and 
there are facilities for cleaning, maintenance and storage where necessary; 
• there is instruction and training on how to use the protective clothing 
and equipment correctly. 
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1.1.2 Responsibilities of Employees 
The Act also lists a number of specific rcspons!hilities for employees: 
i) Take reasonable care to protect their own safety 3nd health and the 
safety l'nd health of others: 
ii) Cooperate with their manager to make their work place safe; 
iii) Report hazards, incidents and injuries that occur: 
iv) Follow instruction and training, use personal protective equipment 
provided and not interfere with anything set up to ensure s3fety 
and health. 
1.2 As Far As Is Practicable 
The duty of care under the Act and the responsibilities that it incurs 3pply 
'as far as is practicable'. This means re~sonable measures must be taken, 
bearing in mind: 
11 the severity of any injury or damage the hazard may cause: 
11 the likelihood of an injury occurring as a result of the hazard; 
• how much is known about the hazard and how to remove or control it; 
• the availability, suitability and cost of safeguards. 
The cost has to do with the expense and inconvenience neeessary to put 
the safeguards ia place measured against the consequences of failing to do 
so. It is not a measure of whether the University can afford to put the 
necessary safeguards in place. Failure to imp!ement corrective 
measures may result in a breach of the Act. Schools wou~d be 
expected to incur greater expense and inconvenience in providing 
safeguards against rish, which could result in serious injury from time to 
time, or against risks, which conld result in frequent injuries even thour,h 
they may be less serious. 
1.3 Safety and Health at The University 
In order to fulfil these responsibilities for occupational safety and health, 
the following processes and procedures are in place at "1 he University:· 
11 Campaign '98; 
• Consultative processes: 
• Hazard inspections; 
• Incident/hazard reporting and investigation: 
• Control of workplace hazards; 
11 Provision of training courses. 
The pmcticalities of how these operate within the University arc described 
in the following sections. 
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Cumpnign '98 is a pro-active program tlml aims to improve 'The 
University's overaJ! OS&I-1 pcrfonnance and increase awareness of 
occupational safety and health at The University hy creating a safer, 
healthier and more clliing environment in support of The Univcr.;ity's 
vision of becoming Austrnlia's world-class Univcr.;ity of Technology. 
The objectives of this campaign arc to: 
Reduce the rate of reported accidents by 33% over 1998 figures; 
Reduce the number of Workers' Compensation cluims by 33% 
over !998 figures; 
Increase the numbcr of hazard/near miss reports and acted upon 
by 33% over 1998 figures. 
The objectives arc key pcrfonnance mdicators that can be readily 
measured and compared to 1998 figures. Clearly the program is one of 
continuous improvement. The OS&H performance obtained for 1999 
will set the benchmark for improvement for the year 2000. Quarterly 
reports outlining the progress of the program including results of the 
performance indicators for each quarter will be issued to Heads of 
School/Area/Dept. for dissemination to staff and will be advertised across 
the University through: 
E-news; 
The Risk Management Unit's safety newsletter; and 
S&H representatives. 
Disseminating quarterly OS&H perfonnance reports to staff is not the 
only task the Head of School/Area/Dept. is required to carry out in 
relation to Campaign '98. 1t also requires that action be taken to identify 
areas for improvement within the School. For ell ample, if a School has an 
accident and Worker.;' Compensation clnim relating to a manual handling 
injury with the potential of more occurring, then the Head of School has a 
responsibility to ensure that preventative action is taken to avoid future 
recurrences. Preventative action may involve modifying work procedures 
to remove or reduce the potcntinl for injury from lifting and pulling heavy 
or awkward items, or organising manual handling training catering for the 
specific needs of School staff. 
Accident statistics involving students will be included in the quarterly 
reports to Heads of School/Area/Department. A reduction ofthc number 
of reported accidents involving students through improved procedures and 
instruction is a key success factor of Campaign '98'. Educating and 
training students to carry out their work safely assists the University to 
achieve its teaching and learning goal of preparing graduates to make a 
positive contribution to society. 
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Schools/Areas/Departments that contribute positively to Campaign '98' 
and provide practical solutions/actions to safety will be recognised 
through E-news and the Risk Management Unit's safety newsletter. 
3. Consultative Processes 
Consultation between managers and employees is very impor1ant to 
ensure workplacc snfety and health. The Act encourages consultation 
through the election of employee Safety and Health Reprcsentutivcs 
(SHRs), the establishment of a joint Safety and Health Commillce, and an 
agreed procedure for resolving safety and health issues. 
3.1 Safety and 1/ea:Jh Repre$enlatives (SIJRs) 
Safety and health representatives are a vital link between employees and 
management, representing employees on all issues relating to 
occupational safety and health, and working with management to improve 
workplacc safety and henlth. The University has 42 SHRs who as u group 
cover the entire University site. One representative may cover several 
areas; ensuring every department and area of the University is 
represented. A current list of SHRs is available through the Risk 
Management Unit's web pages. 
SHRS have a number of functions aimed at increasing the awareness and 
interests of safety and health in the workp!acc for which they were 
elected, and these are described in Appendix C. The University is 
responsible for making sure SHRs are provided with the time, facilities 
and assistance they need to perl"orm these functions. 
3.2 Safety and HeaUh Committee 
The University Occupational Safety and Health Policy Committee 
membership consists of employee SHRs and management rcprc.~entatives, 
union representatives and student guild representation from across the 
University. The terms of reference of the Committee arc contained in 
Appendix D. The current membership of the Comminee can be obtained 
from the Risk Management Unit's web page. 
The Committee discusses University-wide issues, such as policy 
development and planning, monitoring injury trends and determining 
training needs. The Commince may also take par1 in resolving major 
safety and health concerns as determined by the University's resolution of 
issues procedure (sec below). 
3.3 Resolution of Issues Procedure 
The majority of issues can be resolved at a local level, ic between the staff 
member and the immediate supervisor or line manager. however, there is 
a hierarchy of action to enable efficient and effective resolution of issues 
if not resolved locally. The University has developed an agreed procedure 
to follow when safety and health disputes arise (see Appcndill E). The 
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procedure outlines the way in which an issue that cannot be resolved by 
the supervisor or line manager con be referred through to senior 
management. If necessary it can then be forwurtled to the Occupational 
Safety and Health Policy Commillcc, and then ultimately to WorkSafe 
Western Australia, the government department responsible for enforcing 
the Act. Most issues will not need referral beyond senior management. 
The Act requires mnnagers anti employee.~ to attempt to resolve safety and 
health issues in-house before contacting WorkSafe Western Australia. 
4. Pro-active Hazard Inspections 
Inspection of the workplace for hazards is a crucial component of a 
successful accident prevention program. lt is a pro-active method of 
reducing injury in the workplnce. There arc a number of methods for 
identifying hazards. This document Will cover two systems for use at Th 
University. The first system addresses the identification of hazards 
through Job Safety Analysis which assists in the identification of 
occupational safety and health issues/hazards associated with a particular 
tusk or job. The second is a formal inspection system that utilises a 
checklist {Appendix F). This system assists in the identification of 
occupational safety and health issues/hazards in the working 
environment. 
What is a hazard and what is risk'! 
A hazard is a potential source of harm to life, health and propeny. There 
are seven major groupings of workplace hazards; 
• physical (eg. noise, electrical, heat :md cold, radiation); 
• chemical (eg. solids, liquids, gases); 
• ergonomic (eg. manual handling, workstation design. task design); 
• mechanical (eg. machinery); 
• psychological (eg. shift work, workload); 
• biological (eg. viral or bacterial infections); 
• general (eg. slips, trips). 
A risk is the measure of how likely it is that injury or loss will occur m a 
given hazardous situation. A risk analysis may therefore involve 
assessment of the nature and severity of the hazard. the likelihood of 
exposure to the hazard and the number of persons involved. 
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Below is a basic guide to hazard inspections for both systems mentioned 
above. 
WHAT should be inspected? 
All new tasks, alterations to existing tUJ;ks and tasks that present a risk to 
staff should be inspected using the Job Safety Analysis method. This 
includes carrying out a Job Safety Analysis on new or existing machinery 
and equipment. These tasks should be placed on a schedule for 
UJ;sessment. All areas of the workplace for which the 
School/Department/Area is responsible should also be inspected (a 
Hazard Inspection Checklist is useful for this purpose). 
WHO should condu~;t Job Safety Analyses and hazard inspections? 
Management representatives (ie. Jab managcrs/managers/supervtsors) as 
appointed by the Head of Schoo!JDepartment/Area arc responsible for 
conducting Job Safety Analyses in ~;onsuhation with SHR's. 
It is the responsibility of the School/Department/Area to maintain a 
workplace that does not expose employees to hazards. Hence, as a major 
stakeholdcr, a management representative is charged with the 
responsibility for conducting hazard inspections. 
The management representative should consult with the SHR 's for the 
area when conducting the analyses and inspections. However the process 
of analysis and inspection should not be unduly delayed when the SHR is 
otherwise detained. 
WHEN should tasks be analysed and workplaccs be inspected? 
All new tasks and changes to existing tasks most be assessed using Job 
Safety Analysis prior to implementation. Jol" Safety Analysis should also 
be perfonned on existing tasks that present nsks. These tUJ;ks should be 
placed on a schedule for assessment. Even if one task is assessed per 
month they will eventually all be completed. 
Workplaccs should be inspected regularly, on at least a six-month basis, 
using the checklist system (see Appendix F). 
Note: lt is recommended HeadS of Sc/woVAreo/Dept. create a simple 
timetable for inspec:ionslatUJlyses of their workplace.~. 
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HOW should job safety Ullalysis and haznrd inspection~ be perfonned'! 
Job Sofety Analysis 
I. Consult with the local SHR obout performing Job Safety 
Analyses; 
2. Choose the job/task to be analysed through analysis of incident 
rates (preferably) and/or according to perceived risk; 
3. Breakdown the job/task into o list of logical, sequential steps and 
begin each step with an action word (eg. remove, place, al\ach). These 
steps should at this stage state what is done, not how! 
4. Analyse each step for purpose and hazards. Consider the 
following during this process; 
Is the step necessary'! If not, remove it. 
Does the environment in which the job is undertaken present a 
hazard? (ie. noor slippery, uneven, too cold or hot, lighting, vapours, 
radiation etc.) 
Do the materials being used present a hazard'! (ie. chemtcals, 
tools, machinery) 
Does the person involved present a risk'! (ie. adequate training, 
following safe work practices, etc.) 
Are management strategies adequate? (ie. sufficient time allowed, 
documented safe work practices available, etc.) 
5. Ust each hazard identified with a reference to the relevant srep. 
Set about controlling the risks/hazards identified. Details on controlling 
risks/hazards in the workplace are contained in Section Six. 
Workplace Inspections 
The workpla~e inspection is Ull excellent tool for identifying hazards 10 
the workpl3ce. !.1 is easy to perform and not too time consuming. 
When performing a workplacc insp;::ction it is important to involve the 
local SHR. The process involves walking through the workplace using a 
checklist system as a prompt in looking for hazards. A checklist is 
provided for use in Appendix F. As this is a general chcddlst it may 
need modifying and/or extending to accommodate the spedfic 
activities conducted In lhe particular SchoolfAreaiDepartment. lt is 
of great assistance to review injury data for the area, observe the work in 
progress and talk to the people who perform the work. The injury data 
will be provided to Schools/Area/Dept. through the Campaign '98' 
quarterly reports or may be obtained from the Risk Management Unit 
(7100). 
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Once all work nrens of the School/Department/Area have been inspected 
and the checklist documentation completed it is important to assign 
responsibility for control of hrt7.urds identified with specified time frame.~. 
The control strntcgics to be iml'lerncntcd should be developed in 
consultation with SHR's and affected employees. Details on how to 
control hazards are contained in Section Six. All copies of workplace 
inspections and control measures for hazards should be recorded and filed 
m the relevant area where the inspection took place for record keeping 
purposes. This is particularly useful if litigation issues arise. 
Section Four 
Incident/Hazard Reporting 
It is important that all accidents/incidents, near-misses and hazard~ are 
reported nnd recorded so that, 
(i) Investigations (where appropriate) can be performed to prevent a 
recurrence of the incident or similar; and, 
(ii) Trend analysis of the collected information can be performed. 
Thereby allowing focus on preventative efforts on areas of most concern; 
ond 
(iii) Formal records can be kept for future reference, eg if litigation 
issues arise. 
WHAT should be reported? 
The following should be reported to the Risk Management Unn: 
All injuries (events that cause an illness or injury requiring 
medical attention); 
All incidents (events that cause a minor injury of a first aid 
nature); 
All near-misses (events that do not cause injury but have the 
potential to 
do so); 
All hazards (anything that has the potential to cause ill health or 
injury). 
WHO should report the nccideotlincident, near miss or hllUird? 
The injured person, or person(s) involved in the near-miss or identifying 
the hazard. Supervisors and/or eye witncss(es) as well ns SHRs may 
assist the injured person when appropriate or necessary. 
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WHEN should the report be completed and submitted? 
As soon as is pructicablc after the incident or hazard is identified. 
Early reporting of incidents/hazards will ensure that initial remedial 
action and investigations can be instigated without delay thereby 
eliminating the risk of funher incidents. Early reporting also ensures 
valuable infonnation is not lost, or forgollcn. 
HOW can accidents, incidents, near-misses or hazards be reported? 
Through the University's Incident/Hazard Report Form (Appendi~ G). 
The forms are available from your SHR or may be downloadcd from the 
Risk Management Unit's web pages. 
Section Five 
Incident/Hazard Investigation 
Once a hazard has been identified or an incident/near-miss been reported, 
the next phase of lhe program is to perform an investigation. 
Incident/hazard investigation is the only way to ascenain the principle 
causes underlying unwanted events that have or may cause injury or ill 
health. Identifying the principal causes of incidents or hazards allows the 
investigation to pinpoint where resources and effons should be allocated 
in order, prevent an occurrence or recurrence of an incident. 
In addition, the investigation outcomes and the process it'oelf assist in 
improving safe work practices and increase safety 3wan.:ness of staff and 
which plays a major part in Campaign '98'. 
WHAT should be investigated? 
All hazard re pons, incidents/near-misses causing or have the potential to 
cause injury. 
This should be detennined largely through common sense. However, in 
genernl all hazard repons must be investigated, and any incident or near-
miss that has resulted or has the potential to result in ill-health or injury 
requiring medical attention. The level of investigution will depend on the 
seriousness of the incidentlhazard. 
-----------------------------------------------, 
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WHO should conduct the investigation1 
Heads of School/Area!Depr. or appointed managemem representatives, 
(ie. {ab m(liJagerslmanagers/supervison), in comuftalion with Safety and 
Hea/t/1 Representalive.f. 
lt is the responsibility of Schooi!Areu/Dept. manugemcnt to muintuin u 
workplacc that does not expose employees to hazards. Hence, as a major 
stakcholdcr, a management representative must be charged with the 
responsibility for conducting hazard investigations. 
The management representative should consult with the SHR's for the 
nrea when conducting the investigation. However, the process of 
incidenrih=d investigution should not be unduly delayed when the SHR 
is otherwise detained. 
Senior management wi!J become involved as deemed necessary. The 
Risk Management Unit can be requested to assist at any point of the 
investigation. 
WHEN should the investigation process be completed? 
The investigation process should be completed and submitted as soon as 
is practicable after the incident or hazard occurs. 
This is to ensure that initial remedial action can be taken without delay 
preventing further or similar incidents. In addition, early reponing 
ensures valuable infonnation is not lost or forgonen. 
HOW is an incidentlha.~ard investigation completed? 
Upon receipt of an incidenrihazard report that requires further 
investigation, adhere to the following: 
(i) Assess the immediate danger and render the area safe. Isolate the 
area if deemed necessary; 
(ii) Obtain ineidcnrihazard investigation fonns from your SHR or the 
Risk Management Unit's web pages: 
(iii) In consultation with the local SHR carefully follow the guidelines 
detailed on the inside cover of the Incident/Hazard Investigation Fonn 
(Appendix H). If the incident/hi!Zard involved manual handling (ie. 
lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling), you may wish to use the Mnnual 
Handling Risk Management Checklist (on the Web www,safcly]ine.m~nual 
handling) as an additional tool. 
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There are a number of points to consider whilst performing 
investigations: 
(i) Interviewing personnel involved and eyewitnesses is probably the 
most efficient way of determining the evcnl~ leading to the 
incidentlhaznrd. When interviewing personnel the interviewer must 
remain impnrtial and objective, gain facts rather than opinions, and not at 
any stage attempt to assign blame. Inspection of the site is obviously an 
integrnl step in incident/hazard investigation. 
(ii) When determining contributing factors to the i,lcidcntlhv.urd, the 
pel'llons conducting the investigation should consider the: 
Task (eg. what and how was the task being performed?) 
Environment (eg. was the floor slippery? were vapours present'!) 
Pel'1>on (cg. was the pcr.;on trained appropriately? PPE being used?) 
Materials (eg. was the equipment safe? what chemicals were used?) 
Management (cg. sufficient supervision? safe work practices?) 
NOTE: Don 'tlookfor the cause ·there are usually multiple factors. 
(iii) Identified contributing factors should be listed. The pcrson(s) 
investigating should determine what nre the essential factors. If the 
incident/hazard would have occurred despite the removal of the identified 
factor then it is NOT an essential contributing factor. These factors do 
not require control measures in relation to the incident being investigated. 
(iv) Control measures should be detennined for each essential 
contributing factor with written recommendations based on those controls 
submitted to appropriate management personnel (Procedures for 
'Controlling Hazards in the Workplace' are contained in Scctinn S1x). 
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Section Six 
Controlling Hazards in the Workplace 
An Incident/Hazard investigation or the hazard identification process 
sllould yield a single or listing of essential contributing factors or hazards 
(for the purpose of this section, we will refer to both as hazards). 
The llazards must be assessed and where practicable controlled. 
Consequently the first decision to make is whether the risk posed by the 
hazard is aceeptuble or not? Obviously, if it is acceptable there is no 
further action required. However, this option should be approached with 
due caution as the Heads of School/Area/Dept. must ensure that in 
accepting the risk they are not in breach of their duty of care. 
If the risk(s) are deemed not acceptable then a process of control must be 
implemented. Controls should be determined according to the "hierarchy 
of control" system described below. The following control elements 
should be utilised in 1he order presented and where appropriate used in 
conjunction. 
NOTE: As these are no/ mutually exclusive, mare than one of the 
following measures can be taken concurrently. 
I. Elimination 
2. Substitution 
3. Engineering 
-Equipment and Workplnce Design 
-Automation 
-Containment 
-Barrier 
4. Administration 
- Policy and Procedures 
- Maintenance Schedule 
- Reduction in exposure 
-Training and Information 
5. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Elimination 
As the title suggests this control measure involves eliminating or 
removing the risk in its entirety. For example: 
Risk: High levels of manual handling when loading and unloading 
laboratory bottles/glassware on to trolleys from shelving. 
Control: Store laboratory bottles/glassware directly onto trolleys 
hence eliminating the need to unload and load from the shelves. 
Substitution 
This fonn of control involves substituting a safer process or material for 
the hll7.lll'dous process/material identified. For example: 
Risk: Cleaning solution causing allergic reactions and nausea. 
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Control: Substituting 11 less toxic or non-allergenic cleaning 
solution for the task. 
Engineering Controls 
This method of control involves designing ancUor adding physical safety 
features to plant or equipment. 
Eguipment and Workplaee Design 
The provision of new ancUor additional equipment or redesign of a 
workplace can be used to control idemificd hazards. For example: 
Risk: A poor clerical workstation design resulting in a risk of soft tissue 
injury to the back, neck and shoulder. 
Control: Re-design the workstation to recommended ergonomic 
specifications of the personnel using the area. Further provisions of 
equipment such as slope boards, document holders, and ergonomic chairs. 
Automation 
Fully or partially autc;nating a process removes the need or reduces the 
risk of performing a hazardous task. For example: 
Risk: 
Control: 
Manual handling in lab. glassware washing 
process. 
Introduction of an automatic lab. glassware 
washing system. 
Containment (ventilation, dilution. extraction) 
Containing or drawing away a hazard at the source so that personnel are 
not exposed. For example: 
Risk: Chemical fumes given off during an experiment or lab. process. 
Control: Installation of a local extroction system to remove the 
fumes at the source. 
Barrier 
Placing a banier between the hazard ll!ld personnel is also an effective 
control. There are many different forms of barriers that include: 
enclosure of a hazard, dis\allee between personnel and hazards, 
segregation of materials, signagc and rope/screening off, vaccinations as 
an immunological banier. Examples of controlling risks arc: 
Risk: Excessive noise emanating from machinery. 
Control: Enclosing the machinery or the personnel hence creating a 
barrier between the hazard ll!ld the personnel. 
Risk: Accessible high speed rotating parts on a machine. 
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Control: Placing appropriate guards (eg. baniers) to prevent access 
to the rotating parts. 
Administrative Controls 
This type of control is most effective when used in conjunction with 
ffi(!asures mentioned above or as an interim control whilst more effective 
control measures are developed, budgeted for and implemented. it 
requires systems under the control of management to be established or 
amended in order to control the risk presented. Most often it requires 
assessment and modification of the task(s) performed. lt may include 
measures such as: 
(i) Amendment to or establishment of new Policy and Procedures. 
For example: developing documented safe work practices for a hazardous 
task, or implementing restrictive pollcy to prevent staff from coming in 
contact with identified hazards; 
(li) The introduction or review of existing maintenance schedules for 
plant and equipment, or safe work practices. This measure is used to 
ensure that existing plant, equipment and procedures do not deteriorate to 
the point where they become hazardous; 
(iii) Umiting the exposure of personnel to elements that are only 
hazardous when they exceed a certain threshold. These types of hazards 
can include; noise, radiation, heat, chemicals, etc., and can be controlled 
by introducing such elements as simple a.; job rotation; 
(iv) Providing training and information in safe work practices and 
other Occupational Safety and Health issues so that personnel can work 
safely in their duties. 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
PPE is.!!!!! a particularly effective control method and should only be 
usell; 
(i) when all other control measures are impractical, or 
(ii) in conjunction with other more effective control measures . 
The above hierarchy provides a basic guide for contro!ling hazards in the 
workplace. Consult your SHR ·and attempt to find solutions by working 
your way down the hcirarchy. Once appropriate control(s) are identified 
it is necessary to consult Risk Management and/or the staff that will be 
affected by the change(s). This will reduce the possibility of oversights 
and help to gain the suppon of the staff in the implementation phase. If 
you have any queries or require assistance with the processes described 
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the staff of the Risk Management Unit are uvnilablc to assist you on 
extension 3195. 
Evaluation and Monitoring 
Finally, it is crucial that all control measures implemented are evaluated 
and monitored and documented in full. This can be achieved through 
revision of incidcntfhazurd statistics for the area provided through 
Campaign '98 quarterly reports. Once the desired outcome has been 
achieved through implementing the appropriate controls the monitoring of 
the systems must be on-going to ensure that control measures arc 
maintained and do not become out-dated. The evaluation and monitoring 
process often provide excellent Quality Improvement projects that arc 
quick and easy to perfonn. The results of these projects will provide 
sufficient information to ascertain your effectiveness in controlling 
hazards in the workplace and provide positive feedback for staff that 
shows management are committed to providing a safe working 
environment. It will also assist in any legal liability claim and/or with 
W orkSafe W A inspectors' reports. 
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Appendix A 
Quick Reference Guide 
Consultation 
If there is a hazard or occupational safety and health i.~suc in your 
workplnce, you should: 
Manager/supervisor Consult SHR and employees: 
Investigate the hazard/issue; 
Find a solution to control the hazard. 
Employee Talk to your SHR and supervisor; 
Participate in investigating the hazard/issue; 
Participate in finding a solution. 
Hazard Inspections 
WHAT should be inspe<:ted? 
All new tasks; alterations to existing tasb; and tasks which present a risk 
to staff using Job Safety Analysis. All areas oft he workp/ace for which 
the Department is responsible using the Hazard Inspection Checklist. 
WHO should conduct Job Safety Analyses and hazard inspections? 
Management representatives (eg. line management/supervisors) in 
consultation with SHR's. 
WHEN should tasks be analysed and workplaces be inspected? 
All new tasks and changes to existing tasks -prior to implementation. 
Existing tasks thaJ present a risk- schedule for assessme11t and review. 
Workplace inspections- at least six monthly. 
HOW should job safety analysis and workplace hazard 
inspections( checklists) be pelformed? 
Job Safety Analysis 
I. Consult wit'n the loca· SHR 
2. Choose the job/task to be analysed 
3. Breakdown tii;: jo!JIIask into a list of logical steps 
4. Analyse each step for purpose and hazards. 
5. List each hazard identified and set about controlling them. 
Workplace Inspections 
The workplace inspection checklist is an excellent tool for identifying 
hazards in the workplace. It is easy to pelform and not time consuming. 
1998-02-0SI.Isue 1 
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Incident/Hazard Reporting 
WHAT should be reported'! 
All it/juries (events that call.fe an illness or injury rt!tJUirillf.J 
medical attemion: 
tVI incidents (evems tlwt CUU-fe a mimJr injury tJ/ afir~·t aid 11ature); 
1\ll near-misses (events that do nm cau.re itifury but ha~t! the pmentialto 
do so}: 
All ha~ards (anything tlwtllos tile potentia/to cause ill /it!a/th or 
injury). 
WHO should report the accident/incident. near m1sses or hl!l'.ard? 
n1t! injured person, or person(s) involved in the near-miss or idemifyint: 
the ha:.ard. Superdsors ancVor eye witness( e.~} may assisrthe injured 
person when appropriate or necessary. 
WHEN should the report be completed and submitted? 
At soon as is prcu:ricab/e after tl~ incident or ha::.ard is identified. 
HOW can accidents, incidents, near misses or hazards be reported? 
Through rhe Universiry lncident/1/azord Repon Form (Appendix 
'FJ 
Incident/Hazard Investigation 
WHAT should be investigated? 
All hazard rt!porfs, incidents/nmr.fllissu causing or lw~e the potential to 
CQUSt! injury. 
WHO should conduct the investigation? 
Management represelllaJives, (ie. line management:lsu{lt'n•isors}, in 
consul raJ ion wirh Safety and 1/ea/r/1 Represenrmiw•s_ 
WHEN should the investigation pm;:ess be completed? 
The inve.rtigarion process should be completed and submilled to the Risk 
Management Unit as soon as is practicoble after the incident or ha::ard 
occurs. 
HOW is an incident/hazard investigation completed? 
Upon recl:ipt of an incident/hazard report that requi~s further 
mvestigation, adhere to the following: 
(i) Assess the immediate danger and n::nder the area safe. Isolate the 
area if deemed necessary; 
(ii) Obtain incidcntnlazanl investigation fonns; 
(iii) In consultation with the local SHR carefully follow the guidelines 
detailed on the inside cover of the lncidenlllbzard Investigation Form 
.... 
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NOTE:lncident!Ha:.ard Investigation forms are avoi/ublefmm your S1/H 
or from the Risk Managemellt Unit's web pages. 
Controlling Hazards in the Workplace 
Decide whether the risk posed by the hu;r.ard is acceptable or no!'! If the 
risk is not acceptable then consult with your senior management, your 
SHR and staff to determine appropriate control measures using the 
'Hierarchy of Control' system below. 
I. Elimination 
2. Substitution 
3. Engineering 
-Automation 
· Containment 
- Barrier 
4. Administration 
· Policy and Procedures 
- Maintenance Schedule 
- Reducuon in exposure 
-Training 
S. Pe~onal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
If you have any queries or require assistance with the proccssc~ described 
the sU>ff of the Risk Management Unil are available to assist you on 
extension 3195. 
---------------------------------------------------,, 
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Appendix 8 
OS&HPOLICY 
Tlu! University places the highest priority on providing and 
maintaining a safe and healthy work environment for our staff, 
students and visitors. Our senior management recognises its 
prime responsibility towards safety and health for all levels of 
our organisation 
With a commitment to continual review and improvement of 
safety and health policy and its accompanying procedures and 
practices, our aim is to meet or exceed legislative compliance 
and /or relevant Australian Standards. We are committed to 
the provision of the human and technical resources that are 
required to assist the achievement of our goal of minimising 
work-related injury and illness with our preventative approach. 
The priorities of our safety and health program include 
accitL.:nt and rehabilitation. 
Our dedicated full-time OS&H team, as well as our policy 
committee, working parties and University wide OS&H 
Representatives, provide a cooperative and consultative 
approach towards safety and health issues across the 
organisation. 
Staff, students and visitors are required to report any hazards 
in the workplace and accept responsibility for maintaining the 
high standards set by adhering to university policy and 
practices. 
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THE FUNCfiONS OJo' SAFETY AND III<:AL TH 
REPRESENTATIVES CSIIR'i) 
Safety and health representatives (SHRs) are employees, elected hy fellow 
workers, under the Occupational Safety and Health Act (1984). 
The primary function of safety and health representatives is to represent 
the employees in the workplace on all issues relating to occupational 
safety and health. 
The SHR is a key part of the issue resolution procedures, that enable 
management and employees to work together to improve workplacc 
safety and health. Ee1ng a SHR involves dealing regularly with eo-
workers, workplace supervisors and senior mWlagemcnl. 
A safety and health reprcncntativc has a legal right and duty under the 
Occupational Safety Wld Health Act (1984) to: 
• consult, co-operat1: and commiUiicate wilh employers and employees 
" safety and health matters; 
• inspect the workplacefor hazards at times conveniemto the 
employer; 
• investigate incidems when they happen (ie. injury, near miss or 
anything similar); 
• investigme hazards (ie. a potentia/far injury or lzaml) whe11 they 
arise; 
• report to the employer any siluation at the workpface that could be a 
luuard; 
• keep informed on relevant s.ifc<y .md health informarion. 
More specifically, a safety and health representative at The University has 
responsibilities to: 
I. Report all hazards to the supervisor in that area. If the hazard 
cannot be removed immediately, an incident/ hazard report form should 
be completed; 
------------------------------------n 
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2. Review all incident/hazard reports and injuric.~ that occur in the 
Division/Areu lhe SHR represents; 
3. In consultation wilh supervisors, investigate any reported incident 
or hazard. 
4. Keep informed nbout the injuries and incidents that occur in the 
Division/Areas that SHR represents, eg. regular meetings could be 
arranged with the mnnager to discuss injury and incident trends in those 
areas; 
S. Provide infonnation and advitc on safety and health issues to to-
workers; 
6. Follow the agreed "resolution of issues" procedure for resolvmg 
safety and health issues. 
7. Participate directly or indirectly, in the SHR committee and/or 
University Occupational Safety and Hcallh Polity Committee inform your 
to-workers about matters discussed by the tommittce(s); 
8. Attend an approved introduttory training tourse, such as the S day 
course provided by the Trades and Labour Council; 
9. Accompany an inspettor from WorkSafe Western Ausltlllia on a 
hospital inspection if requested by the inspettor; 
10. At the request of an employee, attend any interview between an 
employee and management about occupational safety and health, 
1 I. Promote safe working procedures and safety and health to eo-
workers; 
12. Participate in, and contribute to, safety and health training 
programs and initialives. 
---------------------------------------------------n 
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Appendix D 
UNIVERSITY OCCUPATIONAL SA~'ETY AND 
HEALTH POLICY COMMITTEE 
Tenns of Reference 
I. To advise University Resources Board oo all matters relating to 
occupational safety and health; 
2. To develop and review the University safety and he-,.dth policy and 
procedures and make recommendations to University Resources Board as 
appropriate; 
3. To promote a safe and healthy working environment and safe 
woridng practices-, 
4. To prepare an annual budget for the opcr.uion of the University's 
Occupational Safety and Health Program for submission to the University 
Resources Board; 
5. Working parties may be established by the Committee on specific 
occupational safety and health issues. The Committee may eo-opt any 
staff member with C;\penisc for the working of the committee. 
Composition 
The composition of the committee consists of management 
representatives and at least 50% safety and health representntives. 
Management 
Vice-Chancellor (or nominr..c)- (Chairperson) 
Chairpersons (or nominee} of the following OS&H Policy 
subcommittees: 
Institutional Biosafcty Committee: 
Hazardous Chemicals Safety Committee; 
Radiation Safety Committee; 
Healthy Lifestyle Program Management Committee. 
Director, Human Resources (or nominee); 
Member representing the University Health Service; 
Safety and Risk Manager- Executive Secretary; 
Director, University Propenies (Or nominee). 
------------------------------------M 
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Safe(] and 1/ealth Repnuntatives 
Six members of the Zone I SHR committee including chairperson; 
Six members of the Zone 2 SHR committee including chairperson; 
Employee Groups 
Member representing Academic Staff Association; 
Member representing Electormc lklegatc.~ Committee (General Staff 
representative) 
Students 
Member representing The University Student Guild. 
No"" 
l. The Risk Manager shall be a full men.ber of the Commillee and 
be the Executive Secrct:uy. 
2. The committee may eo-opt any staff member with ~pertisc 
required for the working of the Committee: 
3. 
4. All members shall be eligible to vote; 
4. A quorum shall consist of 50% of the Commillec membership 
with a minimum of 50% safety and health representative members 
present; 
5. All members shall be eligible to vote. 
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Appendix E 
RESOLUTION OF OCCUPATIONAl. SAFETY AND HEAL Tll 
ISSU&S 
The procedure next page outline.~ the way in which occupational safety 
and health issues should oe resolved at The Univcr.;ity. Thi~ process 
involves nttcmpting to resolve matter.; locally through consultation 
between employees, mllflagcmcnt and safety and health representatives. 
Issues that cannot be resolved immediately must be reponed fonnally and 
referred through the agreed hierarchy until a satisfactory outcome is 
achieved. Most issues will not need refem~l beyond senior management. 
The OS&Jl Act requires managers urul employees la aJ/empr w resolve 
safety and lrealrlr is:rues in·lrause before contacting WorkSafe WA. 
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SAFETY DIIF..ALTIII.SUfo:OCCI s• 
Employee ootlllo:s lhe lmmedlaluupei"VI!Ior dthcr 
Yerbal/y or In writln11 
Jfhrue unrrmlud 
J 
If hrue UJttnalwd 
J 
Head ofScbooiiArea Notl:fied 
J 
Safe!)' a.ad R1sk M~~~~qtr or OS& H OfflttrNotflled 
If iuue unrrrolved 
lkpul)' Vke-Cbaattllor/Bl1Uidl Head or Enculi¥r 
Olftclor Nolirml 
Issue mtrftd to lhe 
Occuf'lt/Ooal Safety and 
Health Polley Co~D~m~ 
J 
lA WorkSale IDSpKtorl lJIII)'beDOtiiJed 
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Ail Inspector may be oolif"ICd If 
tMre Is a rb;k of irnrnlnfol and 
1111rlous injury or barm 
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